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Foreword

My esteemed friend, Sir Abdul Qadir, scarce-

ly needs an introduction to the Urdu-knowing

public in India. My only justification for writ-

ing this Foreword to his book, which I have

much pleasure in commending to readers, is the

privilege which I have enjoyed of claiming his

friendship for now more than half a century, and

for having followed sympathetically his distingu-

ished career in various walks of life, not only in

the literary world, but also in administrative and

judicial . spheres. My first contact with Mr.

Abdul Qadir (as he then was) was in the early

nineties (1894), when he was editing a weekly

Journal, in English, at Lahore, It was in the

office of the late Sir Muhammad Shafi (in Anar-

kali Bazar) that we met on the first occasion.

Since then we have been the best of friends, and

I have followed with great interest his highly

successful career as a leading lawyer (both in the

District Court and the High Court), as a public-

man in the Legislative Council of the Punjab,

and also its President His work as a Minister

' f Education, as Revenue Member of the Execu-

tive Council, as a member of the Public Service
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Commission, and of the Council of the Secretary

of State for India, and later as his Advisor, con-

stitute a record of public activities which may
well be envied, culminating as it did in his

appointment as the Law Member of the Govern-

ment of India. On the Judicial side also he

acted as a Judge of the Lahore High Court. In

fact, I cannot call to mind, in my large circle of

friends, any one who had placed to his credit

such a record of useful public activities, both on

the Executive and Judicial sides, in the adminis-

tration of the country, as had Sir Abdul Qadir.

But during all these years of multifarious

public activities Sir Abdul Qadir had been devot-

ed to the pursuit and study of Urdu literature,

both classical and modern. Beginning with his

earliest publication {‘‘A New School of Urdu

Literature”), he had continued to take an abid-

ing interest both in Urdu journalism and litera-

ture. His course of lectures delivered recently at

the Allahabad University, and pubished under

the title of “Urdu Language and Literature,”

and also the present collection of his essays on

Urdu poets and prose-writers, are a conclusive

proof that he has been as much, if not even a

greater, votary of Urdu literature than that of

Law and Administration. Perhaps what induced

the publisher, Mr. N. B. Sen, to ask me to contri-
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bute this Foreword is the fact that some of the

essays (brought together in this volume) origi-

nally appeared in the pages of the Hindustan Re-

view—which I have edited since I founded it in

July, 1900.

As a critic of the Urdu literature Sir Abdul

Qadir’s attitude is neither laudatory nor hyper-

critical, and there is much in his criticism of the

prose-writers and poets which will command the

assent of unprejudiced readers. I commend this

book as a careful and dispassionate discussion of

the authors dealt with by Sir Abdul Qadir, for I

regard it as a valuable contribution to the study

of Urdu literature.

Sachchidananda Sinha.





PREFACE

Many years ago, the Punjab University did

me the honour of inviting me to deliver a series

of lectures, dealing with the lives and works of

famous writers of Urdu. The latter half of the

nineteenth century, with particular reference to

the post-Ghalib period of Urdu literature, was

selected for these lectures, as Ghalib constitutes

a land mark in the history of Urdu poetry and

prose.

[ had undertaken to deliver twelve lectures,

but nine of them had been actually delivered,

when the work was interrupted by some pressing

engagements of public life. A period of official

duties, including four years of service in the High

Court at Lahore, and five years o n the Council

of India in London, intervened. Shortly after

my return from England in 1939, I served in

Bahawalpur State for four years. The long delay

in arranging the publication of the lectures was

due to this succession of official engagements. In

the meanwhile those who had attended the

lectures or had read some of them in print, in the

Hindustan Review^ the well-known monthly

journal, edited by The Hon’ble Dr.Sachchidananda
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Sinha, have been asking me to publish them in

the form of a book. Some of those who expressed

this desire were distinguished University students

preparing for the I. C. S. competitive examination

in India, which included Urdu literature as one

of the subjects that could be taken up.

Many other students and scholars made

similar requests but the scholar who kept remind-

ing me about the publication of these essays, as

long as he lived, was the late Sir John Maynard.

He attended all the lectures that were delivered

in the Hall of the old Forman Christian College

at Lahore. He presided over each meeting and

made appreciative remarks. When he retired

from the I.C S. and went to England, he asked me

to publish the lectures, and whenever I met him

in England between 1934-1939, he used to enquire

when the lectures would come out in book form.

Out of regard for the keen interest shown in these

lectures by my esteemed friend, Sir John Maynard,

who was one 'of the ablest Vice-Chancellors we

have had in the Punjab University, I am^dedi-

cating this book to his memory.

There is not much in these lectures that

would add to the information of those who have

studied in original the writings of the famous men

of letters whose literary achievements I have
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described, but it has been a source of encourage’

ment to me that many scholars of Urdu have also

felt that besides giving information about the

careers of the great writers and their works, these

lectures have thrown some light on the peculiari-

ties of the character of the authors concerned.

Three lectures which were not delivered at

the time have been subsequently written and

have been included in this collection to complete

the series. They are on Maulana Abdul Halim

Sharar, Maulana Shibli Nuamani and Pandit

Ratan Nath Sarshar. I have not been able to

trace the lecture on Maulana Nazeer Ahmad in

the form in which it was delivered and have,

therefore, written afresh an account of his life

and work.

The authors dealt with in this small volume

do not exhaust the list of all the distinguished

writers of the period dealt with, and do not

include those who have helped the progress of

Urdu literature from the commencement of the

present century till now. They would require

at least one more book of this size, whieh may be

given to the public some time later, if circum-

stances permit.

A word may be added, in conclusion, to

explain why lectures on Urdu literature were
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delivered in English. The first and the chief

reason was that the medium was decided by the

University authorities, when requisitioning my
services for these lectures, but another reason
was that it was intended, through the medium
of English, to inform the non-Urdu-knowing public

in India and abroad, that Urdu had agrowing
literature and could claim among its distinguished

writers men whose careers and achievements can

compare favourably with the work of their con-

temporaries of the same period in other lands.

ABDUL QADIR.







as a

The second half of the nineteenth century

has been remarkably productive of literary talent

all over the world. India has been no exception.

In the domain of Urdu, some of the greatest mas-

ters of modern Urdu have lived or flourished

during this period, thus giving it a unique im-

portance in the history of Urdu literature. In

order to stimulate interest in the study of the

Urdu language and literature, the Punjab Uni-

versity has arranged for a series of lectures on

modern Urdu writers and I have been asked to deal

wi ' h this important period. We have practically

to take up the story of Urdu Literature from where

Maulvi Muhammad Husain Azai, left it, in his

well-known book the “ Ab-i-Hayat.” He divided

the history of Urdu Literature into five periods,

the last of which dealt with authors like Zauq,

Momin and Ghalib of Delhi and Nasikh and Atish

of Lucknow among the great writers of Ghazak

He also dealt briefly with the work of Anis and

Dabir, the two famous writers of Marsia, (elegiac

poems). Some of these writers must, however, be

included in the list of men whose brilliant work

has adorned the second half of the nineteenth

century, though the greater part of their lives
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belonged to the first half. The authors are links^

as it were, between the past and the present.

The name of Ghalib stands foremost amongst
them, as his work, both as a poet and as a
prose writer, may be regarded as epoch-making,

it is in his work, more than in that of any other

contemporary of bis, that we see the dawn of a

new era in Urdu Literature. His poetry we find

full of deep thought and meaning, and his prose

a model oi simplicity combined with elegance of

style.

It is, therefore, in the fitness of things that

the present series of lectures should start with a
description of the life and work of Ghalib.

Like most Oriental authors, it is his nom dc
"plume by which Ghalib is best known. His name
was Mirza Asadullah Khan, and he came of a
noble Central Asian family, which could trace its

descent from the Saljuq kings. His grandfather

was the first member of the family to migrate to

India from Samarkand. His father, Mirza Ab-
dullah Beg, was married to a daugher of Khawja
Ghulam Hussain Khan, a Commandant in the

army and a respectable citizen of Agra. Mirza
Asadullah Khan was born at Agra, in the year

1212 Hijra, (1796, A.D.) and the days of his child-

hood were passed there. His father died while

Mirza Asadullah Khan was only a child of ,five,

and his uncle, Mirza Nasrullah Beg, who was
employed in the British army as a Risaldar, un-
dertook to bring him up. The uncle too was
taken away by the cruel hands of death when
the boy was only nine years of age, and then his-

care devolved upon the family of his mother’s
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parents, who were well off and who showed him
every indulgence. He received his early educa-

tion from Shaikh Muazzam, an eminent teacher

at Agra in those days. He was still a mere youth
when he came in contact with a Parsi Scholar of

Persian, whose original name was Hurmuzd and
who had been given the name of Abdul Samad on

his conversion to Islam. This was the foundation

of Mirza Asaduilah Khan’s taste for Persian liter-

ature, which proved of such value to him through-

out his life. Hurmuzd was a well-read and
well-travelled man and he stayed with Mirza

Asaduilah Khan for some time at Agra and sub-

sequently for some time at Delhi. The period of

his stay was, however, very short, about two
years altogether. This brief contact with an edu-

cated scholar, whose mother tongue was Persian,

is hardly sufficient to explain the wonderful com-

mand over that language which Ghalib afterwards

displayed, but it shows how his natural aptitude

in that language got a much-needed impetus in

his early life and made him a profound scholar of

Persian.

Mirza Asaduilah Khan visited Delhi for the

first time in his childhood, when he w'as about

seven years of age, as his uncle Mirza Nasrulla Beg
was connected by marriage with the family of

Nawab Ahmad Baksh Kihan of Delhi. He was

himself married in the same family later, when
he was only thirteen, and after that he made

' Delhi his home and lived there till his death in

1285 A.H, ( 1869 A.D.), at the ripe age of 73. His

.father-in-law, Mirza Ilahi Baksh Khan Maruf was

a poet of no mean order and has left behind a
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collection of ghazals in Urdu known as Diwan-i-

Maruf. I have not read the collection in full,

but. a friend of mine, S. Kcsra Singh, Jahangir,

gave me some selections from it which he made
from a manuscript copy preserved in the library

of His Highness the Nawab of Rampur. These
selections showed considerable literary merit.

This contact with Manif must have inlluenced,

to some extent, the natural bent of mind of the

young poet. Though the palmy days of Delhi

were a thing of the past when Ghalib came and
settled there, yet in the literary world, the remn-
ants of past eminence, were, by no means, small.

Among the contemporaries of Ghalib we see quite

a galaxy of poets and Mushairas (political con-

tests) were quite common. Ghalib had for a long

time concentrated his attention on Persiait and
had written only Persian ghazals but the popu-
larity which the Urdu ghazal was beginning to

command attracted him towards Urdu also. His
mind was so much saturated with the Persian
mode of thought and his tongue was so familiar

with Persian ways of expression, that his early

efforts in Urdu verse were full of Persian words
and idioms, mingled here and there with Urdu
words. Verses of this kind could be called Urdu
ghazal only by courtesy. With practice, how-
ever, his style improved and his later Urdu ghazals

combine purity of language with dignity of

thought and rare beauty of expression. He or
his contemporaries did not realize in their life

time what a great achievement the small collec-

tion of his Urdu ghazals was. In his letters and in’

'

his Persian Diwan you find reference to his Urdu i
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verse showing that he was proud of his Persian

Diwan and that he did not want to be judged by
his Urdu verse. He says :

—

" Farsi bin ta hi bini naqshhai rang rang,

Biguzar az majmua-i-Urdu ki be rang-i-manast.”

(Read my Persian verse in order to see pic-

tures of various hues. Overlook the Urdu col-

lection which is colourless).

Little did he know that in India his name
would be remembered by posterity and would ac-

hieve an undying fame through his Urdu writings

and not through the Persian writings on which he
prided himself. It must be stated, in fairness, to

him, that his Persian ghazals are of a high order.

Maulvi Altai Husain Hali, in his valuable work,
Yadgar-i-Ghalib, gives an appreciative criticism

of Ghalib’s Persian poetry and quotes the opini-

ons of several well-known critics, according to

whom Ghalib can hold his own against many of

the best writers of Persian, including some of the
masters recognised in Persia itself. This estimate

may be regarded by some as exaggerated and by
others as fairly accurate, but it is obvious that

the Persian verse of Ghalib is not well-known in

persia and has had no recognition there. It has

been admired in India and is still admired by the

ever decreasing number of scholars of Persian

in this country, but as Persian is going out of

vogue in India, the fame of Ghalib as a Persian

poet must decline. This illustrates the disadvan-

tage of a talented man devoting his main efforts

to the attainment of distinction in a tongue which
.is not the language of his country. Fortunately

for Ghalib, however, his claim to our gratitude does
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not rest on his Persian writings only. His Urdu
Diwan, though very brief, compared with his

Persian Diwan, has not only risen highly in public

estimation, since his death, but will probably

continue to rise with the advance of a taste for

Urdu Literature. This collection consists of

about 1800 lines, of which a large number con-

sist of semi- Persian verses, which do not, after

all, constitute the basis of Ghalib’s real claim to

greatness as a writer of Urdu, but the proportion

that is left, is of such a high order that in the

vast domain of Urdu ghazals it would be diOicult

to find an equal number of verses of .similar

merit, even in the more voluminous collections of

other authors.

In order to understand the difference lietween

Ghalib and some other writers of ghazal some dis-

cussion of the nature of this form of vcr.se will

not be out of place. The word ghazal in Arabic
means “ talking to women” or” talking love”
and ghazal as originally composed, was a song
consisting of stray thoughts occurring to a iover,

complaining of separation, longing for union anti

giving expression to sensations of pain and plea-

sure that characterise experiences of love. A
ghazal starts with a verse called the Matla, which
contains two lines, the last word but one of which
in the first line, known as the Qafia, rhymes with
the last word but one 'in the second line. The
ghazal closes with a verse called the Maqta, in

which the poet introduces his name or noni de
plums. All the verses from the Matla to the Maqta
are written in the same metre and the endings of

the second line of each verse, known as radif must
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rhyme together. These restrictions have, in some
ways, hampered poetical flights of fancy, bat this
form of verse is not without its advantages and
has been very popular in the East. Some renown-
ed Western writers too have expressed admiration
for this form of poetry, and have even paid it

the compliment of imitating it. But this praise
is due only to the best specimens of ghazal, be-
cause, in its ordinary form, it is the most element-
ary type of versification and not at all difficult

to write, i he method most commonly practised
by writers of ghazal, in the beginning, is to think
of a number of rhyming words for the Qafias and
then to think of suitable ideas in which to use
those words. This artificial w.ay of versification,
in which thoughts follow words, instead of words
following thoughts, is responsible for a great deal
of bad or indifferent poetry in the East. The
first thing which distinguishes Ghalib’s ghazal
from that of many others is that in his case
words follow thought. This is apparent, among
other things, from the fact that most of his
ghazals consist of 10 or 12 lines only, unlike those
of many writers who preceded him and many who
have succeeded him. They seem to have thought
that by writing lengthy ghazals they could make a
show of power of versification and for that pur-
pose they attempted several lines for one Qafia
and sometimes wrote 2 or 3 ghazals in the same
Qafia and Radif. These are called Do Ghazalas and
Sih Ghazalas. Most of such Do Ghazalas and Sih
Ghazalas, however, are nothing more than efforts

at rhyming, more or less polished according to

the degree of the practice of the writer and cannot
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lay claim to mncb literary merit otherwise. Ghalib
avoided this kind of writing and has actually left

some ghazals incomplete, wdthout any Matlas or

Maqtas, probably because more verses of suffi-

ciently good quality in that strain did not occur

to him. This is as it should be. Another feature

of his poetry is that thought containd in his

verses is often expressed in a strikingly original

manner. For instance it is a favourite theme with
Oriental poets to give expression to the pang.s of

love, by using the metaphor of the beloved
one causing injuries to the lover. Many a poet

would describe plainly the kind of dagger u.sed,

the violence with which it is struck and the extent
and depth of the wounds caused. This is a fancy
which would strike Western readers of Urdu verse

as very quaint, but it is a very common theme in

the East. Ghalib, in following this tradition,

adopts a manner of alluding to his injuries which
is peculiarly his own. He says :

—

Nazar lage na kahin unke dast-o-hazti ko
Yeh log kiunmire zakhmi-i-jigar ko dekhte hain.

(Do not let people stare at the injuries in-

side my breast, lest the pretty and strong arm of
my beloved one may catch the evil eye).

He thus leaves the whole description, which others
would have revelled in, to be understood by the
reader, implying that the wounds are such that to
look at them would at once suggest the idea of the
strength of the arm that inflicted them. He brings
out, in addition, the fact that as a true lover hiS
regard for the beloved one is such that he would
not, in spite of his affliction, bear the idea of the
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slightest harm coming to the latter, not even as

V, much as may be caused by the superstitious no-
tion of the evil eye. His desire to express his

thoughts in the manner in which others have not
.expressed them sometimes leads him to paradoxes,
which he uses with great effect. For instance

where he says :

—

Baske dushwar hai Jiar kam ka asan Jiona,

Adnii ko hhi muyassar nahin insan hona.

The beauty of expression of these simple words,,

as it is seen in the original, is very difficult to bring

out in translation, but a literal translation of this

verse given in English would be as follows :

—

“It is not easy for every task to be easy.

Even a man cannot easily be a man.” In Urdu
we have two words for a man, namely Admi and
Insan. The first one is taken from the Persian

language and the other comes from the Arabic ;
but

idiomatically Insan has come to mean all that is

good and human and manly in man. The poet,

therefore, means that it is not easy for a man to be
manly.

Ghalib’s verses are also full of deep philoso-

phic truths, expressed with remarkable facility, in

philosophic language. He says, for instance ;

—

“ Hai gaib-i-gaib jisko samajhte liain ham
shahud,

Hain khwab men hanozjojage hain khwab men.
”

It is the absence of absence, which we cah
manifestation.

Those who have awakened in a dream are still-

.ijd,reaming.”
Though a Mussalman and a believer in the-
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doctrines of the faith in which he was born,

Ghalib’s bold and philosophic spirit lias not

remained unaffected l.>y the scepticism of some
of the advanced free-thinkers whom Islam has

produced from time to time. There is a school of

thought which is not inclined to accept, in a liter-

ary sense, the beautiful and glowing pictures of

the Gardens of Paradise found in some Muslim
religious books. Ghalib boldly e.xpound.s this

view, in a line which is very commonly (]uoted

and has passed almost into a proverb.

Hamko malum hai jannat ki haqiqal- Ickin,

Dil ke kkush rakime ko Ghalib yeh khiyal

achha hai.

“We know what paradise is in. reality, but
O Ghalib

!

It is a fine idea to keep one’s heart

happy.”
It has been stated above that Ghalib w'as an

eminent Persian poet first and a great Urdu poet
afterwards. His long practice in the use of

Persian turns of expression adhered to him
throughout his life and though in the earlier

stages of his Urdu versification there is too much
of the Persian element, yet it cannot be denied
that he has often employed Persian words and
phrases with singular effect. So mucli so that
this feature of his style is particularly associated
with his name and has found a large number of
imitators.

The ideals of poetry followed in the East
•and the West are in some respects so different

that it would be difficult to say that the Indian
or Persian poets were poets in the sense in which
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Tennyson and Wordsworth were poets ; but it

must be remembered that in the case of a man
like Ghaiib, if you do not find studies of nature
and natural beauty and lengthy and connected
discriptive poems among his compositions, it is

not because he had not the gift or the talent for

them, but because - his lot vvas cast in entirely

different surroundings and his opportunities were
absolutely different compared with those of
Western poets, I believe, tlrat if Ghaiib had
been born in the West and brought up in the
atmosphere in which the Western poets lived and
moved his genius could have also risen to any
height. Ghaiib was a born poet, who not only
wrote poetry but thought poetically. When I

deal with his prose-writings and place before you
extracts from his memorable letters, published
under the name of Urdti-i-Mualla, I will place
before you instances of his extreme tenderness of

feelings and the nobility of his loving nature.

His life was one of complete devotion to his art,

in spite of all kinds of adverse circumstances. It

was lull of a noble desire to serve his friends and
relatives in any way he could. It was also full

of patient and resolute suffering. Though he
devoted the greater part of his literary energy to
the writing of ghazals, which was the principal

kind of literary production in demund at the
time, yet his high-soaring genius felt the bondage
of the restrictions, which the ghazal imposes
'upon those who write it, as very irksome. He
very rightly observes ;

—

“ Baqadri shauq nahin sehne tangna-i-ghazal

Kiichh anr chahie wusaat mire bayan ke liye”
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“ The narrow dimensions of the ghazal are

not in accordance with the extent of my desire to
express myself.

A wider expanse is necessary for expressing

my thoughts.”
This shows his true instinct and the cry that

he thus raised, more than half a century ago,

was really a cry of the succeeding generation of

poets, among whom the name of my esteemed
friend, Dr. Mohammad Iqbal, stands foremost.

They are now giving practical effect to the reform
which Ghalib desired to effect in his time. Either
because there were no models of thought and
expression from the West available at the time
or because the conventions were too strong to

be resisted, Ghalib did not go beyond the conven-
tional line in the forms of his corapostion. bfe

has written Qasidas in Urdu and Persian, i.e
,

eulogies of kings and noblemen like many a
poet of the olden times. He has written Marsiyas
in Urdu and Persian {i.e. elegies of a religious

nature on the martydom of Imam Hussain).
He has written Masnemis but they are in Persian
only. They show his great power in writing
connected verses on a particular subject. I

would quote here a translation of a somewhat
lengthy passage from one of his Persian Masnawis,
called Abr-i-Gauhar Bar, (The Pearl- dropping
Cloud) . This is an incomplete piece of work,
as we are told by Hali, the biographer of Ghalib,
in his valuable work Yadgar-i- Ghalib. He rightly
says that this incomplete poem is the best of
Ghalib ’s Masnawis. I do not think any apology
is needed for the lengthy extract, from that poem
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as it gives us an insight into the heart of the poet

and sheds light on many of his sayings and
doings. His life was not a life of luxury and
ease, though it was not a life of absolute poverty

or starvation. He was born of a good family and
had heard and seen something of its past affluence.

His habits were those of the gentry of his

generation and he was inclined to be liberal with

his money when he got any. He was, therefore,

living from hand to mouth, in spite of some
stipends and pensions that he enjoyed. At one
time even some of these sources of income ceased

and he had to suffer great hardship. Considering

the aspirations which he had, his life, on the

whole, passed in need and privation. Added to

this was the feeling of solitude in his heart, owing
to the want of a suitable companion in life. He
had been married in a good family, but very

early in his youth, and at a time when he could

not understand what marriage meant. The
marriage, therefore, seems to have remained at

best a tie of duty and convention. We do not

read much about the happiness or unhappiness

of his wedded life in his writings, but there is

an allusion half-humorous, half cynical, to his

domestic life in one or two of his letters. In

consoling a friend for the loss of his wife, Ghalib

writes that he envies those whose wives die in

their life time and facetiously observes that

so far from there being any prospects of his

felease from the yoke of matrimony, his worthy
companion in life has never had so much as a

headache. This obviously is not meant to be
taken literally and seems more to have been
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meant to divert the thought of his bereaved
friend from the loss which he had suffered. The
allusion to domestic life is not, however, without
its significance, when coming from a poet like

Ghalib, and shows that his home life was of an
indifferent nature, neither happy nor unhappy.
To add to their sorrows, Ghalib and his wife had
lost as many as seven children and were left

without issue in their old age. 'I'o an affectionate

nature this was no ordinary suffering. Idc and
his wife appear to have lavished tlieir pent up
affection on an adopted son, but unfortunately

that son too was taken away from them. The
evening of his life was further embittered by
various physical ailments, about which he writes

to his numerous friends in a plaintive tone. It

is not to be wondered at, therefore, that he had
taken to the solace of the cup and he wanted
thereby to drown the miserable feelings which
seemed to dominate his nature. He says ;

—

Mai S6 gharaz nishat hai kis nisiyahko
Ik g^tna hekhudi mujhe din rat chahie.

" If I desire merriment from wine I should be
regarded as a man with a blackened face. All

that I want is a sort of forgetfulness of self.”

He was never anything more than a. moderate
drinker, though wine had come to be a daily

necessity with him. As a believer in Islam he felt

very often qualms of conscience regarding this

habit. He is, therefore, full of constant apologetic
allusions to the growth of this habit throughout his

writings and in the extract the translation of which
is given below, he pours forth a strong apology
to his Creator for having indulged in wine :

—
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•dense in a single verse. In his Urdu Diwan there

is a beautiful verse, to my mind one of the pret-

tiest, which, in the briefest possible space, con-

denses all that has been said in the above extract.

It runs thus ;

—

" Ata hai dagh-i-hasrat-i-dil ka shumar yad,

Mujh SB mire gunah ka hisah ai khuda na mang.^^

“ It reminds me of the number of sore spots in

my heart, owing to longings unfulfilled. Do not,

therefore, ask me O God ! to render an account

"of the sins committed by me.” The verse is very

pathetic. It makes such a pretty reference to the

fact that the sins committed by one in his life-

time must be numerous and yet alludes in such a
telling manner to the heroic struggle of feeble

humanity against alluring temptations, that it

cannot but charm the reader. Ever since

I came across this verse it has had a charm
for me and very often I have found myself

repeating it. The line of thought observable in the

extract just given from the Persian Masnavi.

is exactly the same. Till the publication of the

Yadgar-i-Ghalib, however, I had not read the

passage quoted above and I did not know that

Ghalib had expressed the same feelings as he did

in one verse, in Urdu, with such wealth of graphic

detail elsewhere. I have, therefore, thought fit to

place side by side these two expressions of the

same idea, one of them being a model of brevity

•and suggestiveness, while the other is a bold and
straightforward expression of the feelings that

crowded themselves into the heart of the poet on
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reflecting that in his life there had been so many
enjoyments omitted, even if there had been soaif,

moments enjoyed. I am sorry I cannot, in ttiij

brief essay, give any specimens ofGhalib’s poetry,

Those who can read his poems in the original must
read them again and again for themselves. Then
will they learn how to appreciate and enjoy his

poetry. It is a pity that, for a long time, his Urdu
Diwan, in spite of its excellence, was not available

in a nicely got np edition. We are familiar with

cheap and badly and incorrectly lithographed edi-

tions of the Diwan, which have stood in the way
of a proper appreciation of the author. Attention
has, of late, been directed to remove this difficulty.

An annotated editions of the Diwan compiled by
Professor Ali Haidar Taba Tabai of Lucknow was
published many years ago at Hyderabad (Deccan)

and has been helpful to many students of GhaHb.
Another writer who has annotated the Diwan-i-

Ghalib is Maulana Shaukat of Meerut and more
recently Maulvi Fazl-ul-Hasan, B.A., better

known as Hasrat Mohani, brought out a popular
edition of the Diwan with notes. I have seen re-

cently a nicely got up edition of Ghalib publish-

ed at Badaon and have since then brought out

myself a pocket edition of Diwan-i-Ghalib with an
interesting photograph of the poet in his old age.

This edition had been long in contemplation and
was actually taken in hand several years back, but
for various reasons it could not be completed
till now and is not free from defects, but it

aims at placing before the readers of Ghalib a-i

presentable and neatly lithographed copy of
the Diwan and may pave the way for better
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editions.* It contains only the bare text, as I

think, those who are fond of Ghalib must first try

to read him for themselves without the oft-con-

fusing help of commentators. Moreover a com-
mentary like the one I desire is yet to be written

and I did not feel myself equal to the task of

producing an ideal commentary.
The Yadgar-i- Ghalib of Hali, to which refe-

rence has been made already, though not professing

to be a commentary on Ghalib, is yet the best

help to the study of the poet that I know of.

The finest verses in the Diwan are quoted and
illuminating notes given to explain their beauty
or to bring out their significance. Hali has the

advantage of being the most sympathetic admirer

of Ghalib among his critics. He was himself, in.

his youth, one of the favourite pupils of Ghalib.

He had the privilege of having come in familiar

personal contact with the great poet. He had the

advantage of having heard some of those verses

from the poet’s own lips and discussed the mean-
ings of some with him. Therefore whatever light

he throws oh the important verses of his master

is really valuable and I think he has done a great

service to Urdu literature by writing the Yadgar-i-

Ghalib. He has not only performed a duty which
he owed to his master, who was his ideal in

literature, but has also succeeded in removing, to

a large extent, the somewhat unfair impression

which the Ah-i-Hayat of Maulana Azad leaves on

1 . Many beautifully got up editions of Ghalib have been published
^amce. A pocket edition printed in the type was published by the
Kaviani Press in Germany. A large sized illustrated edition*

published by K. B. M. Abdul Rahman Chagtai, the well-known artist
T /lAdCLt-rrac TnAirfirkn
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one’s mind with regard to the merits of Ghalib as

a poet. It may be said in fairness to Arad that,

gifted as he was with a remarkable capacity for

literary criticism, he could not shut his eyes to the
eminence of Ghalib as a poet and has paid a
tribute of praise to the genius of Ghalib in his

memorable work, the Ab-i-Hayai. Those who
know, how^ever, that Azad has the greatest

admiration for his own master, Zauk, and that
there was rivalry between Zauk and Ghalib over
the sovereignty of the realm of letters, cannot
wonder at the fact that Azad wants to make out,

on the whole, that Zauk was greater tlian Ghalib
as a poet. Though Zauk is undoubtedly one of the
greatest masters of Urdu verse and in simplicity
of style and in the beauty and flow of his language
has few equals'; yet the trend of opinion now is

that as a genius and a thinker tllialib imist be
considered much superior to Zauk.

We have seen sometliiiig of wliat Ghalib was
as a poet. We may now see' tvhat he was as a
man. Some people in Delhi are still alive ’ who
have seen the poet with their own eyes in his
old age and have the greatest admiration and
regard for his personality. As revealed by his
letters to his friends and by the reminiscences
of those who had the good fortune of seeing or.,

knowing Ghalib, he appears to have been a man
of an extremely tender, ' loving and loveable
nature. He was possessed of broad sympathies.
His religious views were also characterised by a
rare breadth, which even the present day gen^-r

1, This was true when this series of lectures was delivered. Alas I

that is no longer the case.
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ration of educated people might envy. The
number of his friends and admirers was very large

and he was in constant correspondence with them.
His letters to those numerous friends show how
full of kindness and affection he was for each one
of them, and how sincerelyand with what depth of

affection were his feelings reciprocated by them.
Among his correspondents, some were his pupils

who submitted their verses to him for correction

and improvement, according to the old established

custom among Eastern poets. Even in his old age,

when he was troubled with various infirmities, he
used to take pains over this labour of love and
used to correct and improve poems sent to him
with a regularity and punctuality which could not,

under present day conditions, be expected even
from a paid master of rhetoric, who undertakes to

teach by correspondence. No one informed
Ghalib of his misery or sorrow without eliciting

from him a suitable response and sympathy. He
was willing to lend pecuniary help to a friend in

difficulty, though he was not possessed of an
abundance of wealth himself. He seems to have
been a great lover of children, perhaps because he
had none of his own. In a letter to his pupil
Tafta ^ we read :

—

“You know Zainul-Abidin was like a son to

me. He has left two children, who are my grand-
sons. They often come to me and trouble me in

1. Tafta was a remarkable man. His fall name was Munshi Har
Gopal Tafta, He admired his master to such an extent that he called
himself Tafta. He has left behind a big Dfa/an in Persian. Sir

Shanti Samp Bhatnagar, the famous scientist, is closely related to him.
Sir Shanti Samp occasionally writes Urdu poems. He has probably
inherited the gift from Tafta.
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various ways, but I do not mind the trouble.

God knows that I regard you as my son and your
poems, the product of your genius, as my spiritual

grandsons. When I do not get tired of my
mundane grandsons, who come and interrupt my
dinner when I am dining and interfere with my
sleep when I am trying to sleep at noon and step

on to my bed with their dusty and bare feet and
spill some water here and raise a colud of dust
there, why should I get tired of my spiritual

grandsons who give me no trouble.”'

To show the breadth of his sympathy and his

extreme freedom from any kind of racial prejudice,

which is the bane of India, his relations with
Tafta and other Hindu pupils and friends are the
best illustrations.

There were many other intellectual Hindus of

his i^ay, who were equally favoured with Ghalib’s
friendship. Among them may be mentioned
Munshi Jawahir Singh, Jauhar, who first arranged
to collect and publish the Urdu letters of Ghalib
and the late R.B. Piyare Lai, an eminent edu-
cationalist in the Punjab who retired from
Educational Service as an Inspector of Schools,
and has now passed away. The photograph of
Ghalib which has been mentioned above was
given by The poet to the late Rai Bahadur and
was ^tained' h3yp,e from my friend, L. Siri Ram,

of ;Uehii,iauthor of the Khum Khana-i-Javid
nnd a fiephew of R.B. Piyare Lai.

' Ghalib’s broad sympathies were not confined
to these instances of personal friendship with the

1. TJbiis is a translation oi a pa$sag^ in the letter to Taita, published
In UfduH-Mualla (Edition of 1899, Mujtabai Press), at Page 63,
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inteliectual Hindus of his day, but embraced a
much larger circle.

In a letter to Tafta, Ghalib says :

—

“ I hold all human beings whether Mussalman,

Hindu or Christian, dear to me and regard them
as my brethren.”

He knew practically no differences between
various Islamic sects. His writings show that

he was inclined towards the doctrines of the Shia

school and had a deep reverence for the descen-

dants of Fatimah, the universally venerated

daughter of the Prophet of Arabia, but he never

allowed this inclination of his to mar, in any way,

the smoothness of his relations with the Sunni

sect, so that it is a moot point whether he belonged

to the Sunni or the Shia persuasion. The fact is

that he was entirely above these differences and
must have disliked them. In one of the prettiest

of bis Ghazals he sings ;

—

“Ham muwahid hain har,iara kesh hai tarh-i-rasum

Millaten jab mit gain ajzai iman ho gain”

(We are believers in the unity of God. Our
religion is the renunciation of convention.

The sects when they disappear become parts

of faith.)

Ghalib had a legitimate pride in the nobility

of his birth, which has been often expressed in

verse and prose, but in his dealings with his

friends and with visitors who came to see him,

he was the humblest and the mildest of men.

This sense of humility existed in him side by
side with bis great sense of self-respect and love
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of independence like a true Oriental of good
birth. He attached an almost fantastic value to
the maintenance of his dignity.

Maulana Hali relates an interesting anecdote
about this. When the Old Delhi College was
founded, there was a vacancy in it for a professor
of Oriental Literature, Ghalib made up his mind
to apply for the appointment. He went to see
a high Government official in this connection,
but as he was not received by the officer on this

occasion in the manner to which he was accusto-
med, he plainly told him that he had come with
the intention of asking for the job, but had
changed his mind because he was not received
with the ceremony which had usually charac-
terised his reception on other occasions. The
official explained to him that the previous inter-

views were in his capacity as an important
citizen, while now he had come to ask for a job.

Ghalib replied that he thought of applying for

the post in the hope that the appointment would
add to the respectability already enjoyed by
him, but if it was calculated to take away any-
thing from that and to reduce his position, he
would rather go without the emoluments of the
post. With all this his attitude towards the
British Officials was one of great regard and
respect and we find numerous instances in his
letters of his good opinion about them and his'

desire to be on good terms with them. At the time
immediately following the Mutiny, owing to some
misapprehensions, which were subsequently re-
moved, he unfortunately came under a cloud. The
idea was that as he had been on good terms with
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Bahadur Shah, the last of the Mughal Emperors
of Delhi, he must be regarded as one of his

partisans. Some enemy of his attributed to him.
the writing of two verses, which really belonged-
to Zauk, and were composed at the time of the
coronation of Bahadur Shah, about 1837 A.D.
Those verses were merely eulogistic and quite-

innocent in themselves, but the person, who-
attributed them to Ghalib, wanted the Govern-
ment to infer therefrom his intimate association
with the deported ruler of Delhi. We find re-

ferences in Ghalib’s letters to this episode and.
his intense desire to ferret out an old issue of the
Urdu Akhbar of Delhi, which had long before
published the lines in question as those of Zauk.
We do not know whether he succeeded in finding

that issue of the newspaper or not, but we do
know that he was successful in completely dis-
pelling the suspicions that had been aroused
against him of being hostile to the British Gov-
ernment. The suspicion, however, caused him
serious loss. For a long time his family pension,
from Government was stopped and he was- not
invited to the Darbar or granted the usual
Khilats etc., to which he was entitled. This was-
te him a time of great mental and pecuniary^
suffering, but he felt confident about his-

innocence, which was after all fully recognised-
and his Khilat and his pension and the honours-
due to him were all restored.

He was very fond of books and was an
omnivorous reader. To have a sufficient pro-
vision of reading material on his book-shelf and-
a quantity of good wine in his godown, was, it.
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seems an ideal of earthly bliss in his eyes.

In a letter to Mir Mehdi Hasan Majnih, he writes,

speaking of himself in the third person, as

follows :

—

"Maulana Ghalib is very happy now-a-days.

Dastan-i-Amir Hamza, a book extending over 960

pages and a volume of the Bostan-i-Khial, of

about the same bulk, have just arrived and I

have got 17 bottles of pure wine in my storehouse.

I read throughout the day and drink throughout

the night. Anyone who has attained this much,
deserves to rank with Jamshed or Alexander.”

It is curious, however, that we are told by
Hali that in spite of his fondness for books,

Ghalib never purchased books to read, nor did

he make a collection of them. He seems to have
possessed a retentive memory in his youth and
to have absorbed and digested all that he read,

so that the result of his reading became a part

and parcel of his being. It appears that he was
a ready writer and wielded a facile pen. The
greater part of his literary work was, as has

. already been said, in Persian. His Persian poems
extended to more than ten thousand lines. His
works in Persian prose occupied a much larger

space. I can only mention here the names of

some of them. They were Kati-i-Burhan, which
•excited a bitter controversy among the Persian
linguists of his day, the Drafsh-i-Kawiani, the
Lataif-i-Ghaibi and the Dastanbo, This last dealt

graphically with his experience and observation
of daily events soon after the Mutiny and had a
COTisiderable historic value. This is not the place
to go into the details of his work as a writer of
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Persian and I have to content myself with this

passing allusion to it. It is remarkable that

dike many an Oriental poet, Ghalib wrote because
it was his instinct to write. He was indifferent

to the preservation of his own writings. We find

constant references in his letters to this tendency.

When his pupils wrote asking him for some of

his compositions, he told them he had none of

•them in his possession. He says that Nawab
Ziauddin Khan had been collecting his writings

and had them all in his library, but the library

got destroyed in the Mutiny and no trace of it

was left. Another friend's collection met with
a similar fate.

Whenever any of his books were published,

he took great interest in their printing and wanted
them to be as accurate and as well got-up as

possible. He himself used to purchase a certain

number of copies of those books for distribution

among his friends, and this was done so liberally,

in spite of his scanty means, that at the end of

those distributions there was not much left in his

pocket and not a single copy of the book left

with him. Another noteworthy feature of his

character was his frankness and candour about
his personal shortcomings. In his writings in

prose and in verse he frequently alludes to them.
He does so in a way which shows that he is

sorry for his defects, probably having an idea

that any laxity on his part should not have, so

far as possible, the effect of setting a bad
example to others. In fact, in describing his

shortcomings of religious practice he is often

inclined to paint himself darker than he really
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was. This is due to several reasons. In the first

place it seems that the consciousness of those

omissions weighed heavily upon his mind and.

made them appear larger in his eyes than they

really were. In the second place there is the

natural tendency of Oriental poets to resort to

exaggeration in descriptions. In the third place

he IS inclined to be emphatic in expressions of

humour, according to the peculiar needs of the

occasion on which he utters them. For instance,

he is represented as having said to a British

Military Officer, when he was still suspected of

being a Muslim fanatic, opposed to British

rule^ “I have never offered prayers in my life

and I have never avoided drinking, whenever
drink was available, why should then I be re-

garded as a Musalman and ill treated as such”.

All that he wanted to emphasise, in his own
humorous way, was that he was too much of a
latitudinarian to be a fanatic ;

but this saying

of his would give the wrong impression that he
had never offered prayers. Similarly in one of

his Rubais (quatrains) he says :

—

"Let those observe fast who have the where-
withal! to feast in the evening ; but he who has
nothing to eat when he breaks his fast, should be
excusable, if he eats the fast itself, (that is, he
does not keep it). This quatrain would lead one
to think that Ghalib perhaps never observed the
fast during the month of Ramazan. We find,

however, that these were really passing phases
of thought as well as of action and that very
often he did offer prayers and did observe
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the fast. In a letter' to Majruh he says

:

“Have you forgotten my usual habits ? Have
I ever abstained from the Tarawih prayer at

night in the Jamia Masjid during the month of

Ramazan ? How could I have stayed at Rampur
-during this month ? The Nawab was insisting

that I should stay. He tempted me with the
prospect of the mangoe crop in the coming rainy
season, but I managed to get away, so as to reach
Delhi on the night, when the moon came out.

From the very first day of the month, I have
been going every da.y to the mosque of Hamid
Ali Khan to hear Maulvi Jafar Ali recite the
Quran. I come at night to the Jamia Masjid for

the Tarawih prayers and for breaking my fast I

sometimes go to the Mehtab Bagh at evening time
and enjoy the cold water of that place." Such
a regularity of religious observances would put
even a pious Mulla to shame. This, however, re-

lates to the month of Ramazan when even the less

religious Musalmans try to observe the command-
ments of their religion, but it is enough to show
that Ghalib exaggerated the pictmres of his indif-

ferent religious practices, which are not to be
taken too literally or too seriously, except about
the time when age and infirmity practically

confined him to bed in the last years of his life.

In his last days he used often to contemplate
and even desire death. Two years before it

actually came, he felt so sure of its coming that
he prophesied about it in a phrase, the letters of

'"'ch, if counted according to the numerical
1899.

reference please see page 134 of Urdu-i-Mualla, Edition^
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values assigned to them in the system known as.

Abjad, yield the figure 1283 A.H., (corresponding
to 1867 A.D.) The phrase was “Ah! Ghalih
Murd.” This prophecy, however, was not
fulfilled and he was destined to live a little

longer and to do some further good to his
numerous pupils, with whom his correspondence
lasted up to the very last. He died in 1285 A.H.
corresponding to 1869 A.D. The same phrase iii.

which he had tried to bring out the date of his
death was utilized by his pupils by the addition
of the letter

( )
the numerical value of which

is 2. “Ah Ghalib Bimurd“ gives the actual
date of his passing away from from this world,
universally respected and widely mourned. It is
said that for a year Delhi Urdu papers kept
publishing the elegies in which his numerous
admirers expressed their feelings about this,

great loss to literature. His loving soul must
have felt in Heaven that the seed of the
affection, which he lavished

. on his friends
in his lifetime, had not fallen on barren soil but
had flourished and was bearing the fruit of
reciprocated love.



Ghalib as a Master of Urdu Prose

Ghalib's name as a poet has so much eclipsed

his work and worth as a prose-writer that it is not
often realised what great service he has rendered

to Urdu prose and how eminent is the position

occupied by him as a prose-writer. In the growth
of a language it is a curious feature that progress

in poetry always precedes advancement in prose.

Humanity lisps as it were in numbers. The real

strength of a literature, however, is often judged
by the strength of its prose. Before Ghalib

originated a simple, natural and fascinating style

of Urdu prose, there was comparatively little of
prose literature in the language, except a few
books of fiction or theology and the style in

vogue was very artificial and unnecessarily en-

cumbered with Arabic and Persian words. Ghalib

has not, unfortunately, left for us any book in

Urdu prose on a particular subject and all that

we have is the collection of his letters, but even

in these samples of his off-hand and effortless

writing, he shines with a lustre peculiarly bis own.

He writes as he would speak. He addresses his

correspondents as if he was talking to them face

to face. He gives expression boldly and fear-

lessly to the innermost feelings of his heart. He
expresses his opinions freely and frankly and calls

for similar frankness in reply. There is a certain
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amount of flow and rythm about his prose

which is spontaneous and which is not easy for

another to imitate, but on the whole, in spite of

the lapse of more than half a century, his letters

still stand as a model of Urdu prose and seem to ,

he destined to hold that position for a long time

to come. Among the best writers to-day there is

none who can write a better-worded letter and in

spite of the many changes and improvements
which have taken place in the Urdu language and
literature since the death of Ghalib, there is no

essential difference between the style ariopted by
him and the style which is current to-day.

That he had consciously introduced this

style as a much needed innovation, would appear

from a letter of his to Mir Mahdi Hassan Majruh

in which he says :
“ All the wealth of Delhi in

gold and pearls and jewellery has flowed into the

Punjab as a result of the loot that followed the

Mutiny, but this style of writing was my pecu-

liar property. This wealth has been looted by
the cruel hands of a man from Panipat who
resides in the Ansari’s quarter. However I bear

him no grudge for this loot. May God bless

him.'’ The allusion in this passage is to Mir

Mahdi Majruh. It may appear that Ghalib may
be referring to Hali, who belonged to Panipat and
lived in the Ansari Mohalla. Hali, however, in

his Yadgar-i-Ghalib (page 159, second edition)

interprets this passage as referring to Majruh. In

fact both deserved such praise, so far as their

successful adoption of Ghalib’s style in prose was
concerned. It is clear from the high quality of

the many prose works of Hali during the last
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years of his life that he had acquired a wonderful
mastery over Urdu prose. He was not, however,
the only one among Ghalib’s pupils who success-

fully adopted and made popular the style of their

great master, but the style was adopted and
more or less successfully imitated by each one of

his numerous disciples and thus became the most
popular and fashionable style of his period. We
find Sayed Ahmed Khan, one of the most brilli-

ant of Delhi’s distinguished sons, who afterwards
became so famous as Sir Sayed of Aligarh, adopt-
ing the ideal of prose writing which had been
introduced by Ghalib. In fact none of the great

"writers who rose into eminence after Ghalib, I

mean men like M. Muhammad Husain Azad and
M. Zaka Ulla, to mention two only of the latter

day celebrities of Delhi, could have possibly re-

mained uninfluenced by Ghalib in the work
which stands associated with their names.

The collection of the letters of Ghalib, known
as the Urdu-i-Mualla, has been widely read and has
passed through many editions. The edition that

I am using for the purposes of this essay is a fairly

good one. I am sorry I have not seen the earliest

edition that was brought out by the admirers of the

author soon after his death. They knew how
fond he was of seeing his books decently printed

and neatly got up. That edition may or may not
have approached the ideal, but I have no hesita-

tion in saying that for our generation an ideal

edition of the Urdu-i-Mualla is still needed. The
book should be as neatly and as correctly printed

and lithographed as possible, for the letters of

Ghalib are valuable not oifly as models of goodUrdu
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prose, but they are precious also as the best in-

troduction to the personality of the author him-
self. It is obvious that they do not represent

anything like the bulk of all the letters that he*

wrote to his friends. They must certainly be only,

a portion of all that he wrote in this form. The
two parts of the Urdu-i- Mualla have been supple-

mented by a number of letters from the same
pen, which have been collected in a book called

the Ud-i-Hindi. I have before me the edition of

this book published at the Nawal Kishore Press,

Cawnpore. This collection was made by one
Muhammad Mumtaz AH Khan and the edition

before me is the fourth one of its kind and was
published about 1913. This is not as well got up
as the Urdu-i-Mtialla of the Mujtabai Press of

Delhi, though the latter too could be improved
upon.

I have not said anything above as to the

historic value of these letters but it may safely be
said that it is not inconsiderable. The informa-

tion that we get in these letters about men and
manners, as they existed in Delhi in the middle
and the latter part of the 19th century, the

graphic descriptions they give us of some of the

events of the Mutiny and the incidents following

it, are valuable as they are, but the value will

grow more and more as time advances. In fact

the letters appear to me to be worth being trans-

lated into English to place the information avail-

able in them within the reach of those who do not

know Urdu.
I now proceed to give some extracts from

the letters of Ghalib to illustrate the points
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briefly alluded to above and to bring out the

special characteristics of Ghalib as a writer and
as a man.

In a letter to Tafta/ Ghalib tells us in what
light he regards the writing of letters to friends

and the receiving of letters from them. He says:
“ Well, sir, would you continue to be cross or

would you make peace with me. If you cannot

get reconciled to me you should at least tell me
the reason why you are cross. In my solitude I

live chiefly on letters from friends. When I get

a letter from a friend I take it to be as a visit

from him. There is not a day on which I do not

receive several letters from various directions.

In fact on some day the postman brings my
letters more than once, a few in the morning
and a few in the evening. This keeps me busy
as well as amused and I easily pass my day in

enjoying their perusal and in having the plea-

sure of writing replies to them.” In another

letter ' to the same gentleman, Ghalib explains

some of his literary ideals, especially with regard

to his reluctance to indulge in exaggerations that

were customary among Eastern writers. It ap-

pears from that letter that Taita must have sent

his book to Ghalib for conunents {Taqriz). East-

ern writers have had a practice of sending their

books to their friends for writing eulogistic notes

on them and it was understood that whether the

friend to whom a book was submitted really

thought highly of the composition or not, he must
write a review highly praising the work which

1. Page 68, Urdu-i~Mualla.
2. Page 68, edition 1899, Ur.^u-i-Mualla,
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would be published along with the book as a
testimony of its excellence. People used, there-

fore, often to write much undeserved praise on
books submitted to them and never thought that

such an exaggeration would lower their own re-

putation as literary commentators in the eye of the

public. The public too understood this and attach-

ed comparatively little value to such testimonials,

a number of which we commonly find attached to

every published book, independently of its merits.

Ghalib tried to combat this wrong notion and en-

deavoured to be moderate in offering praise. It

appears that he gave some mild praise to the

book submitted to him by Tafta, who thereupon
complained to him that he had not been treated

kindly by him. It is in this connection that

Ghalib writes ;
“ I cannot give up my principles.

I do not know that style of Indian writers of

Persian in which they begin to praise one like

professional Bhats.‘ Look at my Qasidas, you will

find that the proportion of poetical flights on
general subjects of a literary nature is much
larger in them than the verses devoted to the eu-

logy of the person praised. The same principle I

follow in my prose. Look at the Taqriz I wrote
on the book of Nawab Mustafa Khan and see how
small is the space devoted in it to his praise. See
again the preface I wrote for the Diwan of Mirza
Rahim-ud-Din Haya or look at the Taqriz I wrote

i* Bhats : A class oi singers who committed to memory the
geneologies of rich men and wove them into verses and on festive
occasions came and recited those verses, giving at the same time
highly coloured descriptions of the great deeds and exploits of the
ancestors of the men praised by them. They did all this in the hope
of getting a little money by way of reward.
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at the instance of Mr. John Jacob on his edition

of the Diwan-i-Hafiz. There is only one verse in

praise of him and the rest of the writing, in

prose, is on other interesting topics. I assure 370U

if I had written a preface to a collection of poems
of a prince I would not have given him more
space than I have given to the praise of your
work. If you knew this peculiarity of mine, you
would have regarded the praise that I have bes-

towed on your w'ork as enough”. This was a
much-needed reform and considering the time at

which it was introduced, I think it was very brave
of Ghalib to introduce it, in defiance of the

popular fashion of the time and at the risk of

offending the authors, most of whom were his per-

sonal friends.

I have mentioned in the essay on Ghalib as a
poet, that there were numerous pupils of Ghalib
who submitted their verses to him for criticism or

improvement. A few words about this peculiar

system in the East may not be out of place. It is

as true of the East as of the West that a poet is

bom and not made, so far as the poet in the real

sense of the term is concerned, but from very
early times it has been customary in Persia and
India for well-to-do men of culture and others to

write verses and to assume poetical names and for

this purpose to submit their verses to some well-

known master of their time for correction. Except
in the case of princes or noblemen, who used
either to fix stipends for this work or make occa-

sional presents to their teachers of poetry, the

majority of such pupils paid nothing to the

master, who corrected the verses of most of his
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pupils in order to encourage literary taste and to
enlarge the number of his pupils, which was often
regarded as a matter of pride. This entailed a
large sacrifice of time and energy on the part of

some of our great writers, for which a parallel can
scarcely be found in the lives of their Western
compeers. Ghalib in his conscientious desire to
help his pupils as much as possible, added much
more to the ordinary heavy nature of this task by
not only making corrections in the compositions
submitted to him but by generally writing addi-
tional explanatory notes and directions in letters

accompanying or following the corrected sheets.

Some idea of this labour may be formed from a
passage in his letter to Tafta

:
'

‘ The verses of
Rind were corrected within a week after their
arrival and I made additional suggestions and
useful notes thereon as I usually do.”

To give just a sample of the kind of help that
he used to render to the better class of his pupils,
a portion of a letter to Tafta giving a detailed
criticism of one of his Qasidas is given below :

*

” Well done. What a nice Qasida you have
written. The continuity of sense and the sim-
plicity of words are praise-worthy. One of
your lines coincides with a line of a verse from
Shaukat of Bukhara, that is Chak gardidamo az
jaih hadaman raftam. I think you may well be
proud of your thought having reached the same
height as that of Shaukat in this line, but the
line preceding this in your poem does not come
up to the corresponding line of Shaukat. I would

1. At page 64, Urdu^-Mualla, edition of 1899.
2. At page 51, Urdu-i-Mualla.
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liave been so glad if you had equalled or ex-

celled him in that line also. I wish God may
grant you so much of life as to enable you to
write a collection of Qasidas extending over some
three hundred pages, but we are not to collect

'Qasidas according to the letters of the alpha-
bet.” This last advice is very significant. This
clearly shows what a literary reformer Ghalib
was. The old custom in this respect for poets
was, if they were making a collection of Ghazals,

to write Ghazals ending with every letter of the
alphabet and to follow the same method in a col-

lection of Qasidas. Ghalib realised that this must
'lead to artificiality. A man may find that he has
nothing much to say which would give him a
sufficient number of verses ending in a particular

letter of the alphabet. The search for words
ending in that letter and the effort to compose
verses containing such words would lead him
away from thoughts that might have elevated his

Qasidas to a high level. Versification of this kind
would be a mere form without any life or soul in
it. Ghalib, therefore, warns his friend that he
should not aim at writing according to the letters

of the alphabet but should try to compress more
sense and thought in what he writes and to sing

according to the inspiration of the moment. It is

further noteworthy that his desire to confine the
ambition of a profuse writer like Tafta to 20
Qasidas only was a hint that quality rather than
-quantity should be his aim. He meant to say that

300 pages of good verse were much better than a
larger number of indifferent quality.

Like a good artist and a refined scholar with
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an established reputation he was very punctilious

about the correct printing of his works. He did
not allow, so far as he could help it, a single mis-
take to be made in the copying or the printing of

any of his books. From a letter ' to Tafta, dated,

the 16th September, 1858, it appears that in a
book of his the word Nahib got printed by mis-
take instead of some other word, Ghalib detect-

ed this while the book was still in the press but
when a large number of forms had been printed

off. He wrote at once to Tafta, under whose
supervision the book was being published, as fol-

lows:—“The two leaves in which the word
Nahib occurs may be removed and corrected

and other leaves substituted for them. It does

not matter whether such leaves number 400 or

500. Please get them all changed and what-
ever expense is incurred for the papers so wast-
ed, I will bear that. If this word stands as it is,

the whole book will be disfigured and there will

be a blot on my name. It is an Arabic word. I

had corrected it in the manuscript. It seems to

have escaped the eye of the litho-grapher. I am-

dying of the Nahib (fear) of this word Nahib,
and would like to have soon the information
that it has been corrected”. He returns to the

same topic in another letter* which need not be
quoted, but which shows his anxiety in this be-
half. It is painful to observe that in the publi-

cation of many of the works of such a writer, sub-
sequent to his death, mistakes of printing have
crept in,* to a large extent.

1. At pages, 60-61 of Urdu~uMualla, editipn of 1899.
2. Printed at page 86 of Urdu-i~Mualla^
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Ghalib’s good taste was not confined to a desire

for excellence of quality in literature and for its

correct publication, but he attached great value to

the excellence of get-up also. There are numer-
ous passages in his letters which show that he
liked neatly and beautifully got up books and de-

tested the absence of these features. Tafta once
sent him two copies of a book of his called Sun-
halistan, which was badly printed. Ghalib, in-

stead of thanking him for the present, wrote
frankly showing his dislike of the get-up of the

book. He said : “You have wasted ‘ your money
and also your composition and my corrections.

What a bad copy of your verses this is. You-
could have understood what relation your verses

bear to this bad copy of them, if you had been
here in these days and had seen some of the un-
fortunate Begams from the old Royal fort going

about in the streets, •w'hose faces are beautiful as

the full moon, but whose clothes are dirty and
shabby and whose shoes are torn. I am not
exaggerating things when I use this simile, but in

truth I regard the Sunhalistan as a beautiful

sweet-heart in an ugly dress

In another passage, in a letter addressed to

Mir Mehdi Majruh, we find an expression of a
liking for neat printing and a dislike for the-

reverse. Ghalib says :
“ Good printing is done

at Lucknow. Whosoever gets his Diwan printed

there is elevated to the skies by praise and the

beauty of caligraphy adorns his words, but curse-

be on Delhi, its weather and its printing. Pub-

1. Letter dated 19th April, 1861, page 58 of Urdu-i-Mualla,
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lishers here do not know how to mention the
name of a writer properly. I have been carefully
examining every copy as it was sent to me. The
caligraphist used to send the copy to me. through
another man and now that the Diwan has been
published and a copy of it has been presented to
me as its author, I find that the mistakes are all

there and the copyist never took the trouble to
correct them. So I have had to add a list of
corrections and shall have to purchase some
copies of the book for distribution, whether I like
them or not. I will send you 3 copies for you
and both of my other friends. I am not pleased
with the book nor will you be ”. This very letter

contains a curious passage to which attention
may be drawn as a specimen of the way of
thinking of those times and to show that Ghalib
was too much of a poet to be a business man and
that he considered it far from genteel to sell his
own books. He writes :

“ You tell me that there
are many people desirous of purchasing the book
and that I should let you know the price. I am
not a broker, a bookseller or the manager of a
press. The owner of the Ahmadi Press, where it

has been published, is Muhammad Hussain Khan.
Its manager is Mirza Ammun Khan. The press
is at Shahdara. The owner lives at Delhi in
Kucha Rai Man. The price of the book is -/6/-,

postage extra. You may give this information to
intending purchasers, who may send for any
number of copies they may like by post. They
.may remit the price either in cash or in postage
^stamps to the above address. You and I have
Jiothing to do with the matter.”
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The above extracts, though not uninteresting

irom a biographical point of view, are mainly
-possessed of literary interest. The majority of

the letters, however, have an auto-biographic

value and would furnish material for an excel-

lent biography. ’ If more letters had been
forthcoming and if they had been arranged in

their chronological order, they might have furnish-

ed material for a life of Ghalib, which could have
compared favourably with Cross’s life of George
Elliot, which consists only of the letters of the

eminent lady-novelist, properly arranged.

I will now give, by way of illustration, ex-

tracts from some of the letters in which the

.author tells the story of his own life. A letter to

Saif-ul-Haq Sayyah thus describes one of the

.sources of income on which Ghalib depended, for

a long period, for his maintenance For 12
years the late Nawab Yusaf Ali Khan of Rampur
used to send his verses to me and to send a draft

ior Rs. 100 every month, but never asked me for

a receipt for this money. He used to enclose the
draft in his letter and he used occasionally to send
a lump sum of Rs. 200 or 250 as a present. Dur-
ing the disturbed period following the Mutiny my
income from the fort (that is the Red Fort of Delhi)

had vanished and the pension from the British

Government had been stopped. It was through
the kindness of the Nawab of Rampur, who con-

tinued sending the fixed salary every month and

A biography of Ghalib, based on his letters, coupled with other
available material has been recently written and published by M.
'Ghulam Rasul, Mihr, Editor of the Daily Inqilah of Lahore.

2, Page 13 of edition of 1899,
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other sums in addition, that I and my dependents

managed to live in those days. The present

Nawab, his successor, may God preserve him long,

continues to send me my monthly salary as usual,,

though I do not know whether occasional gifts

would continue or not.”

In another letter ‘ to the same friend, dated

the 25th August, 1867, when he was nearing the

end of his life, Ghalib tells a pathetic story of his

growing disabilities and apologises for being un-

able to write to his friends as he used to do. He
says : “I got both your letters but could not

reply to them. Before now I used to write while,

lying in my bed. Now I cannot do that even/

My hands tremble and eye-sight is weak. There

is no scribe in my employ. I can only get letters

written now by a friend or a visitor to whom I

dictate them. You must take me to be one on

the eve of departure from this world. How can

the newspaper mien realise what I am reduced to.

The two local papers, Akmalul Akhbar znd Ashraf-

ul-Akhbar know something about my present

condition, as their editors are on visiting termsi^

with me, and I have asked them to publish a full

statement about my difficulties and to request my
correspondents not to expect from me either

replies to letters or corrections of poems. They
published this, but no one seems to have paid any
heed to my request. Letters are still pouring in

from all sides, followed byreminders forreplies and
verses are still sent to me to be corrected. I

cannot cope with this work and I am put tq

1. Page 16 oJE Urdu-i-Mualla, edition of 1899.
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shame. Old and decrepit, totally deaf and half

blind, I am lying in bed like a block day and
:^ight.” This very letter contains an allusion to

the request which he seems to have received,

times out of number, to be photographed and to

send his photo to his friends. He writes

“

An
Indian photographer who was a friend of mine
has left this place. There is an Englishman who
takes photographs but wherefrom can I find

strength enough to get down from the upper
storey of my house and to get into a palanquin to

go to his studio, to sit and wait on a chair for an
hour or two and to return home alive after such a
tedious process.” His kind nature seems, how-
ever, to have found the persistent demands of his

friends too hard to resist as he was after all photo-

graphed in his old age.

At the end of the letter above cited, Ghalib

expresses tender sympathy with his friend in the

loss of a child sustained by the latter about that

time. He says ;
“ I have learnt with great

sorrow that you have lost your recently bom son.

Ask me what it is to lose a child. During the 74
years of my life I had seven children, boys as well

as girls, none of whom Mved to be older than 15
months. You are stiU young and need not
despair. May God grant you patience to bear this

loss and favour you with a better substitute for

the lost one.” In another letter ^ to the same
correspondent, bearing date 17th September,

1865, there is a reference to a book of the author

^called Nama-i- Ghalib, (in Persian), which shows

1. Page 21, Urdu-i-Mualla.
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that notwithstanding his stinted means, Ghalih

could spend considerable sums in the service of

literature. He writes :
“ I got 300 copies of the

book printed at my own expense and distributed

'

them far and wide. I cannot send you a copy of

it because parcels are not taken by the Post

Office on Sundays. I shall send you to-morrow

all the copie.sthat are left with me.”

Another ' letter to Saif-ul-Haq, dated the

17th June, 1866, might be produced to show
Ghalib’s fondness for fruit, particularly for man-
goes. He used to get baskets full of them sent

to him from various places. The frankness with

which he accepted or rejected offers of such pre-

sents from friends is something refreshing to read

about in these conventional days. He says : “I

cannot think of anything which I can ask you to

send me from Surat. What is there to be had

which cannot be had here. I like mangoes, no
doubt, very much, not less than grapes, but how
can they reach here safely from Surat and Bom-
bay. The Malda mangoes are known here asij

Pewandi and Vilayati. They are fine indeed and*^.

they would be finer still at Surat, but it seems you

would be going out of the way to send them from

there to Delhi. The expense of sending mangoes
worth a rupee would amount to about Rs. 4 by
the parcel post and even then perhaps 10 out of

100 will get here in a sound condition. Please

give up the idea of sending me any. Delicious

mangoes of various kinds can be had here in

plenty. The Nawab of Rampur often sends prfi\

1. Pages 23-24 of Urdu-i-Mualla,.
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sents of fine mangoes from his own garden. While
I am writing I have just received two baskets of
mangoes from a friend at Bareily. They have-
been opened in my presence but all except 83 out
of 200 sent to me have become rotten.” A speci-

men of a witty suggestion that mangoes may be
sent to him may also be mentioned. Once Ghalib
was walking about with Bahadur Shah, the last

Moghal Emperor, in a garden full of mangoe trees

laden with very tempting fruit. He looked in-

tently at the trees. The King asked what was he
gazing at. He recited a Persian verse which says
that there is no single fruit in the world which has
not got on it the name and parentage of the per-
son who is destined to enjoy it. Ghalib added
that he was looking at the fruits to see if any of

them bore his name on it. The King was very
much amused at this humorous request and sent

him a large quantity of different varieties of

mangoes from the Royal garden. On another
occasion Ghalib wrote a nice little poem on man-
jgoes by way of thanks for mangoes sent to him.
This poem is published in the Urdu Diwan.

Turning to another correspondent, M. Habib
Ullah Khan, there is a letter addressed to him,
dated the 15th February, 1867 ^ full of autobio-

graphic interest. It reads thus:—“You want to

know something about me and the Khilat which I

am entitled to. As regards my nationality I am
a Turk belonging to the Saljuk dynasty. My
grand father came to India in the time of Shah
Alam. The Mughal Government was then on

1. Pages 28-29 of Urdu-i-Mualla,
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its decline. He got into service as an officer

with only 50 horsemen under him and with the
distinction of Naqqara and Nishan and a fertile

Parganah was given to him in lieu of the salary of

his men and himself. After the death of Shah
Alam there was an unsettled state of things and
that Parganah was lost. My father, Abdulla Beg,
then w'ent and took service at Lucknow under
Nawab Asaf-ud-Daula and thence went to

Hyderabad where he served Nawab Nizam Ali

Khan as a leader of 300 horse. He was employed
for several years but owing to some dispute he
lost that service and came to Alwar. He got into
the employ of Raja Bakhtawar Singh of Alwar,
where he eventually died, having been killed in a
battle. I was then brought up by my uncle,

Nasrulla Beg, who was Subedar of Akbarabad on
behalf of the Marhattas. In 1806 the Subedar’s
jurisdiction changed into that of a Commissioner
appointed by the British Government under
General Lake. General Lake asked my uncle to

get some recruits for the British Government. He.
.got together a brigade of 400 cavalry men. He
was to get Rs. 1,700 a year as his personal allow-

ance and a Jagir of more than a lakh of rupees
per annum for life, but he suddenly died and the
.brigade was dispersed and some pension in cash
was allowed to his heirs in lieu of the Jagir. That
pension I am getting now. I was only 5 years of
age when my father died and only 8 years old
when I lost my uncle. I went to Calcutta in
1830 and got an interview with the Governor-
General. I was given a Khilat of 7 pieces of
cloth, a plumed head dress and a pearl necklace.
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Since then a Khilat of the same kind was always
granted to me when there was a Darbar at
Delhi. After the Mutiny my Khilat and my
entry into the Darbar were both stopped on the

,

ground that I was one of the associates of the
late King Bahadur Shah. My application show-
ing my innocence was then investigated and the
trouble ended after 3 years and the usual Khilat
was restored to me. This was a remnant of the
estate which I had lost and not a reward for any
service rendered me.” There is a passage in
This very letter which repeats Ghalib’s own de-

scription of his old age and may be quoted, as

many of the details given .in it w’ere not mention-
ed in a similar extract already made from another
letter. “ In Urdu they speak of the age of 70 or
72 as an equivalent for dotage. I am now 73
years old and therefore more than a dotard. My
memory now is as if it had never been. My hear-

ing had become very dull long ago, but now the
sense of hearing too has disappeared like my
memory. For more than a month it has been
usual for friends, who come to see me, to write

down on paper whatever they have got to say
after the usual salutations. My food is now next
to nothing. In the morning I take a little of the
water of pounded almonds mixed with sugar, at

noon I take a little soup, in the evening 4 fried

kdbahs and at bed time a little wine, about five

rupees in weight, mixed with the same quantity of
rose water. Thus you will see I am an absolutely

useless old fogey dying under the burden of sins.”

References to personal anecdotes in these letters

are numerous and space does not permit me to
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give many more extracts under this heading.
Persons interested in these anecdotes must read
the book itself. I may, however, give one more
passage dealing with an incident of Ghaiib’s life,

which is illustrative of the liberality with which
literary men used to be rewarded by some Orien-
tal rulers and the niggardliness with which some
greedy courtiers of such rulers used to treat

literary men.' Writing to Tafta, Ghalib refers to
one of his Qasidas which fetched him a reward of
Rs. 5,000, which he unfortunately never received.

He writes : “You have reminded me of a very
old story, which has revived a sore spot in my
heart. A Qasida was submitted through Munshi
Muhammad Husain to Roshan-ud-Daula and
through the latter to Nawab Naseer-ud-Din
Haidar of Lucknow. The Nawab ordered Rs.5,000
to be sent to me on the very day when the Qasida
reached him. Muhammad Husain, the middle-
man, never informed me of this order. The late

Muzaffar-ud-Daula came to Delhi from Lucknow
sometime after this and told me about it, but he
asked me not to tell Muhammad Husain that he
had given me this information. I wrote to Shaikh
Imam Bakhsh Nasikh to enquire what had been
the fate of my Qasida. He wrote back in reply
that a reward of Rs. 5,000 had been given by the
ruler of Lucknow, but Roshan-ud-Daula himself
kept Rs. 3,000 out of the sum and gave Rs. 2,000
to Muhammad Husain, telling him to send Ghalib
any sum that he liked out of Rs. 2,000. Nasikh
enquired from me whether Muhammad Husain

‘ Page 51, Vrdu-i-Mualla.
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had sent anything out of the sum to me. I replied

that i had not received even five rupees out of the
whole sum of Rs. 5,000. Nasikh on hearing this

wrote to me again that I should write to him a
letter stating that I did not know whether any
reward for my Qasida had been given by the King
and he promised that he would manage to place
the letter before the King and to get the person
who had taken my money to disgorge it. I wrote
a letter to the above effect as desired and posted
it ; but on the 3rd day after the despatch of the
letter I heard a report in Delhi that Naseer-ud-
Din Haidar was dead. You can see for yourself

what could I do and what could be done by
Nasikh after this misfortune.” It is tragic indeed
and typical of the disappointments which many a
literary man in the East, who used to depend on
the patronage of the royalty and nobility, had to

face. The day had not dawned yet when good
literary work could find a market for itself in the
country and when special patronage was to be
replaced by the general patronage of the public.

Things have improved considerably in this coun-
try since the days of Ghalib and there have been
many among recent writers of Urdu, who have
derived fairly good incomes from the publication

of their writings ;
though their earnings can hard-

ly come up even now to the level of those of the
best modern writers in Western countries.

There is another passage which is too tempt-
ing to be left out. It possesses a peculiar interest

for the Punjab University. There is a reference

in Ghalib’s letters to a Treasury Ofiicer named
Mr. Rattigan, who is described as engaged in
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writing a Tazkira of Urdu poets in English. I be-

lieve the gentleman alluded to is no other than

the person who was afterwards called to the bar

and became famous in this Province and through-

out India as Sir William Rattigan and who for a
long time guided the destinies of this University

as its Vice-Chancellor. Ghalib writes ; “I met
Rattigan Sahib. He is writing in English ^ a
Tazkira of Indian poets and he asked me to help

him. I have sent to him seven books which I

borrowed from Zia-ud-Din Khan. Then he asked
me to write for him an account of some living

poets whom I know well personally. I have
written for him an account of 16 living writers

among whom may be mentioned Nawab Zia-ud-

Din Ahmad Khan of Loharu, who writes good
verses both in Persian and Urdu and styles him-
self as Nayyar in Persian and Rakhshan in Urdu

;

Nawab Mustafa Khan, who has the nom de plums
of Shefta in Urdu and Hasrati in Persian, and
Munshi Hargopal Tafta. No translation of the

Hindi or Persian verses will be included in the
proposed compilation, but only the name of the
poet and of his literary master and the poet’s

address and residence and his nom de plume.
Mr. Rattigan has now become the Judge of the
Small Cause Court.” In another letter Ghalib
refers to Mr. Rattigan as having been transferred

to the Punjab on the 19th January, 1865. I do
not know whether the Tazkira spoken of as under
compilation ever came out or not, but it is inte-

resting to note that the versatile genius of Sir

^ Page 83, Urdu-i-Mualla,
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William Rattigan had not left the Urdu language
and literature out of its sphere of activity.

I hope the translations of some of the ex-

tracts of Ghalib’s Urdu prose that I have given
from his letters, collected in the Urdu-i-Mualla,'^

will induce those who have not read the book
before, to study it. They v,’iii find it interesting as
descriptive of Ghaiib’s personal experiences and
useful as a model of elegant and simple prose.

Ghalib’s letters show that before he died, a
fairl}’ large number of English words had been
introduced into the Urdu language, some without
any change and some with slight modifications.

Ghalib used those w'ords but with the exception
of this one indication of the influence of the West
on Urdu, Ghalib's writings do not show any
traces of contact with the West. His thoughts,
both in poetry and prose, are essentially Eastern
and are dressed in a purely Oriental garb. It is

not till the writings of Syed Ahmad Khan and his

co-workers like Hali and Nazir Ahmad came into

existence that we see a distinct impress on Urdu
of its contact with the English language and
literature. This impress is gaining in depth and
strength every day, in spite of a reaction which is

noticeable against the dominating influence of

Western culture. Ghalib, however, lived at a
time when purely Oriental culture retained all its

best features and had not yielded to Western in-

fluences and may be regarded as the fittest repre-

1. A better collection, which is in beautiful typed letters, has been
recently published in 1941, byMunshi Mahesh Parshad and revised

by Dr. Abdus Sattar Siddiqi of Allahabad. It is called Khutut-u
Ghalib

.
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sentative of the old school of writers. A man of

letters in the fullest sense of the word, he lived for

literature and died serving its cause up to the

very last days of his life. He died on the 15th

February, 1869, and is resting near the sacred

shrine of Sultan-ul-Aulia Nizam-ud-Din of Delhi,

sharing that privilege with no less a personage

than the famous poet, Amir Khusro.



Sir Syed Ahmad Khan

During the latter part of the nineteenth cen-

tury Sir Syed Ahmed Khan of Delhi wielded such

a vast influence on India in general and Muslim

India in particular, as a great educationist and a

reformer, that one is apt to lose sight of the fact

that he was a great literary man first and every-

thing else afterwards. From one point of view

modern Urdu literature owes more to him than

to any one man of his generation. His own work,

as an eminent writer of Urdu prose, is important,

both as regards its quality and quantity, and there-

iore his direct service to Urdu literature is as

valuable as that of any of his contemporaries
;
but

what further entitles him to our gratitude is the

service he has indirectly rendered, by collecting

round him a galaxy of brilliant scholars, who
•shone as writers of good Urdu prose and poetry,

under his sympathetic and inspiring guidance.

He was, as it were, a maker of literary men and

Tesponsible for the creation of a new school of

Urdu literature.

He tried to improve the tone of Urdu literature

-and his efforts met with considerable success. As
one born and bred in Delhi, he spoke the purest

language of Delhi homes. When he began to

write he tried to write a simple and unartificial

style, which appeals immensely to a reader by its
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directness and effect. He completed the work
which Ghalib had started by introducing a simple
and natural style in Urdu prose and giving up
the ornate and stilted manner of writing, which
prevailed before.

It is not necessary to give here at great length
the story of his interesting and useful life. Two
excellent biographies of Sir Syed have been written,
one in English, by Col. Graham, and the other in
Urdu by Mauiana Hali. Hali has aptly called
his book Hayat-i-Jawid, or “ Life Everlasting,”
meaning to say that people who live the life that
Syed Ahmad Khan lived, earn immortality and
leave behind an undying name. The book is a
fitting tribute to the memory of the deceased
Syed, paid by one of his sincerest admirers and
friends, w'ho had numerous opportunities of perso-
nal contact with him. Any one de.dring to have
full information about the life of Sir Syed should
read the Hayat-i-Jawid.

It is sufficient for the purposes of this sketch,
to state briefly that Syed Ahmad Khan was born
at Delhi on the 17th October 1817, in a
family known for its learning. His mother’s
father, Khwaja Farid-ud-Din Ahmad, was a re-
markable man. He was known as a great mathema-
tician and, after a varied career, w'as appointed as
a Minister by Akbar Shah II in 1815. He tried
for some time to improve the finances of the-
tottering kingdom of the Moghals, but the retren-
chments effected by himmade him unpopular and
he had to retire from the position. Syed Ahmed.
Khan’s mother was the eldest daughter of Khwaja
Farid-ud-Din. On the father’s side Syed Ahmad
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Khan belonged to a Syed family that had long
been settled at Hirat, from where his ancestors
moved to India, probably in the time of the-
Emperor Shah Jahan. His grandfather, Syed
Hadi, was a high officer in the time of Alamgir II.

Syed Ahmad Khan’s father, Mir Muttaqi, did not
accept office in the 'Moghal court but had always
easy access to it. He was famous as an expert
archer and swimmer, and as in those days both these
accomplishments were highly prized by the nobili-

ty and gentry of Delhi, he had many" pupils who
learnt marksmanship and swimming from him.
Syed Ahmad Khan also learnt the same from, his

father. The early education of Syed Ahmad Khan
was not very regular and complete, even accord-
ing to the standard of education prevailing at the
time, but it was fairly extensive. He began read-
ing the Quran wdth a lady teacher, then read some
elementary books of Persian with a teacher named
Maulvi Hamid-ud-Din and then studied Arabic
for some time. He studied mathematics with a
maternal uncle of his, who had inherited a taste -

"for it from Khwaja Farid-ud-Din. He also studi-

ed astronomy for a short time. He studied
Yunani medicine with Hakim Ghulam Haidar
Khan, a well-known physician of his day. His
career as a student, however, ended when he was
eighteen or nineteen, though upto the end of his

life he continued to be a student, adding to his
stock of knowledge by self-study. In his youth
he came in contact with some of the famous poets
of Delhi like Ghalib, Azuxda and Sahbai and often
joined their literary circles. The grounding he
thus got in various branches of learning stood him.
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in good stead in after life.

In 1838 he entered Government service as a
.reader in the Court of the Sadr Amin at Delhi.

He went to Agra in 1839 as Naib Munshi to the

Commissioner, and rose to the position of a'

Munsiff in 1841. After serving as a Munsiff at

various places, he was transferred to Delhi in the
same capacity in 1846. There he saw an oppor-
tunity of reviving his studies formally under able

teachers and acquired a fairly advanced knowledge
of Arabic, thus equipping himself for his work as a
commentator on the Quran and as a defender of

Islam against attacks from hostile critics.

He did not take long to discover that he had
been endowed by nature with a gift for writing and
speaking. He was further favoured by Providence
with a robust and enduring constitution and had
a wonderful capacity for hard work. His first

book that was published in 1840, when he was
only a youth of three and twenty, working in a
humble position in the Commissioner’s Office, was.

a tabular statement in Persian, called the Jam-i-

'

Jam, in which he gave an account of various royal

dynasties from Timarlane down to Bahadur Shah,
the last of the Moghals. This showed his acquain-
tance with history and ability to do research work.
His next work was of a different kind. It was an
..abstract of Civil Laws for the use of Munsiffs.

This book was in Urdu and was appreciated by
'Government, and on the strength of that, he was
. accepted as a candidate for Munsiffship. His early

Meligious training then asserted itself and he pub-
dished a pamphlet called Jila-ul-qulub, giving an
.siccount of the birth and death of the Prophet.
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His versatility furthe'r / sKiJwed Itself in another
direction by the publication in 1844 of an Urdu
translation of a small book on mechanics. While
at Delhi he also laid the foundation of his future
"work as a journalist, by frequently contributing

to the Syed-ul-Akhbar, a paper which had been
started at Delhi by his elder brother. The first

work, however, of real value, from his pen, was
the Asar-tis-Sanadid, which gave an account of old
Delhi and of the monuments of ancient times,

with which the capital and its environments were
•studded. He had devoted all his leisure hours for

a considerable period to the collection of material
for this historical work and it was illustrated by
plans and sketches of old buildings and by facsi-

milies of the inscriptions that were to be found
on them. The spirit of devotion to this work,
which characterised him at the time, may be judg-
ed by the fact that in order to decipher the more
lofty of the inscriptions on the Qutab Minar, Syed
Ahmad Khan used to get into a basket tied to two
poles and placed in front of the part of which the
inscription was to be deciphered. He himself
describes the process which was adopted and the
fear that the risky experiment used to excite in

the mind of his friend Sahbai. He says :

—

j jJ*?" A. ‘
^

{A

Gla. W A A
^ jy Ai'' 'Z- j®'

y ^
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This book came out in 1847, and at once

brought the author into prominence. Mr. Roberts,

a European friend of the anthor, took a copy of

the book to England and brought it to the notice

of the Royal Asiatic Society, London, which ex-

pressed its appreciation of the book and desired'

that it might be translated into English. Syed
Ahmad Khan brought oat a revised edition of the

book in 1854, with the addition of new and better

plans and sketches, but most of the copies of the

second edition along with the plans were lost during

the Mutiny. Some of the plans sub.sequently

recovered have been preserved in the Library of

the M. A. O. College at Aligarh.^ The second edi-

tion was not only an improvement on the lirst one,

in outward appearance, but also in its reading

matter. This book, however, was written in a

cumbrous old-fashioned style and in tb.at respect

cannot bear comparison with the clear and lucid

style of Urdu prose, which characterised most of

the subsequent writings of the same author.

Before passing on to other literary productions

of Syed Ahmad Khan, it may be mentioned
that the famous French Orientalist, M. Garcon
de Tassy paid the Asar-us-Sanadid the compliment
of translating it into French, which translation

was published in 1861. A copy of the translation

was sent to the author. When the Royal Asiatic

Society of London saw this translation they elect-

ed Syed Ahmed Khan an Honorary Fellow of the

Society in 1864. Later on, when the Edinburgh
University conferred on Syed Ahmad Khan the

1. It has since developed into the Muslim University.
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honorary degree of LL. D. in 1889, in his absence,
this book was particularly mentioned along with
the Khutabat-i-Alimadya as entitling him to that
distinction.

Having spent 8 years at Delhi as a Munsiff,

Syed Ahmad Khan was promoted to the position

of a Sadr Amin at Bijnore. While there, he com-
piled a history of Bijnore. He also edited andcor-
rected the Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazal for publica-

tion. This edition was to be in three volumes and
the editor nad added an introduction containing a
detailed review of the book. The first and the
-third volumes were printed and the second volume
with a number of illustrations and sketches was
ready to go to the Press, when the Mutiny broke
out and this valuable material was lost.

From Bijnore Syed Ahmad Khan was trans-

ferred to Moradabad as Sadr-us-Sadur in 1858.

Soon after that he brought out his book called

Tarikh-i-Sarkashi-i-Bijnore, giving an account of

the rebellion in that town. T.fis was a work of

local interest, but another little book, of Syed
Ahmad Khan dealing with the Mutiny and pub-
lished in 1859, was much more valuable and of

general interest. This was known as Asbab-i-

Baghawat-i-Hind, or “ the Causes of the Indian
Revolt.” Small as the book is, it is very striking

indeed. It required more than ordinary courage

to write so boldly and frankly as Syed Ahmad
Khan did, in the perilous daysimmediately succeed-
ing the Mutiny, and he did so at considerable

personal risk. He got 500 copies of the book
printed, but be did not publish them in India, lest

such publication may cause excitement or be mis-
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understood. He kept one copy of the book with

himself, sent another copy to the Government of

India and all the rest he sent in a parcel to England,

for distribution there among those interested in

the matter. In the Council of the Viceroy the

book was discussed, when Lord Canning and.

Sir Bartle Frere expressed their opinion in its

favour as a book written with a desire to help

the Government, while Mr. Cecil Beadon spoke

strongly against it as aseditious work. An English

translation of the book appeared in 1873 from the

pen of Col. Graham. Barring the two copies

alluded to above, there is no copy of the original

book in India, but Maulana Hali has reproduced

it or perhaps the greater part of it, as an appendix
to the Hayat-i-Jawid, and Malak Fazl-ud-Din,

Book-seller of Lahore, has since published a re-

print of it.

This book has not only a historic interest for

us, but is important from other points of view as

well. Its style, though simple and impressive,

lacks much of the elegance of the style later on
developed by the author andby his contemporaries

who collected round him. It presents here and'

there specimens of the old method of Urdu writ-

ing, imitating more or less the style of literal

translations from Arabic. We read for instance ;

—

or

jrt-

or
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^
^^j*.tXsua ^ ^ T^

VI^XO ^
Such passages are, however, few and far bet-

ween and the rest of the book is written in an easy
^flowing style, w'hich it is a pleasure to read.

There is another feature of the book which is

fascinating and that is the perfect candour, with
which the author has expressed his opinions, some
of which are as applicable to present day life as

they were in 1859.

Syed Ahmad Khan edited and corrected the
Tankh-i-Ferozshahi for the A.siatic Society, Bengal,
and this edition w'as published b}^ the Society, in

1862.

He next directed his attention to a commen-
tary of the Bible in Urdu, with some introductory
chapters. He wrote a considerable part of this

commentary, but this work remained incomplete.

To this work M. Garcon de Tassy made a very
appreciative reference in 1883.

Syed Ahmad Khan experienced a sad bereave-

ment by the death of his wife in 1861. She died

leaving three children. Two of them were boys,

of whom Syed Mahmud, afterwards Mr. Justice

Mahmud, was one. The Syed was asked by several

friends to seek comfort in a second marriage, but
he decided to pass the remainder of his life singly,

as one wedded to the service of his fellow men
and devoted to the spreading of learning among
his co-religionists.

The works that have been noticed already

were only an earnest of what was to follow and
his main activity in the field of letters was really
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to commence after this sad loss, when the cause

of education and enlightenment grew from a

favourite hobby to an absorbing passion in the

mind of Syed Ahmad Khan.
As one who improved Urdu prose and shaped

it into a vehicle of serious thought and speech, the’

name of Syed Ahmed Khan will always be remem-
bered. His practical temperament was admirably
suited for the performance of this role. It is

remarkable that a man, who had passed his youth
in the gay society of Delhi, who had associated

with a poet like Ghalib, and who had been present

at many a poetical contest, remained free from any

real inclination towards writing poetry. He would
occasionally read poetry and appreciate a good
verse when he heard it, but he regarded life as too

serious to be spent in weaving beautiful fabrics

of mere words. His strong commonsense revolted

against making poetry his main vocation. The
prose in life appealed to him as much as poetry
did to others. He may have possibly indulged
in early youth in writing verses, but he suppressed
his inclination in this direction so successfully in”

later life that you hardly find any traces of it.

In fact you do not find him even quoting poetry
very much in his speeches and writings.

Among the writers who came directly in touch
with him, and whose tastes were formed in his

•elevating company, may be mentioned Maulvi
Hali, MaulviNazeer Ahmed, Maulvi Shibli, Maulvi
Zakaullah and Syed Mehdi Ali, better known as

Nawab Muhsinul MuUc, to give only a few of the.

most prominent men of letters. There is a host
of others, too numerous to be mentioned, whose
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writings have been influenced by the works of

Sir Syed or by the School of literature brought
into existence by him.

Of the great authors above named, Hali is

the only one who is famous for his poetry as well

as prose. His poetry breathes throughout the

spirit of reform, which characterised the prose

writings of Syed Ahmad Khan, and one scarcely

doubts that many ideas embodied in the poems
of Hali are inspired by Syed Ahmed Khan directly

orindirectly. The " Maddo Jazri Islam” or “The
Tide and Ebb of Islam” is the best known of

Half’s poems and the idea of it was suggested by
Syed Ahmad Khan.

This is only one illustration of the way in

which the literary men of his day were, consciously

or unconsciously, influenced by the great Syed.
Such instances can be multiplied, but we have to

resume the narrative of Syed Ahmad Khan’s own
literary activities.

Before noticing some of his work, it appears
to be necessary to draw attention to the fact

that Syed Ahmad Khan, while wielding a power-
iul influence on his contemporaries, was himself
influenced, to a considerable, extent, by Western
culture, particularly English. It is rather strange,

considering that he practically did not know
English. He had only picked up a little knovv'xedge

of English at an advanced age, but he knew how
to collect material for his writings from Western
sources. He not only uses many English words in

his writings, but has actually introduced many
English ideas in Urdu and has imported many
English turns of expression, which have now become
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quite absorbed in the language. He has opened
the door, as it were, for writers who came after

him, to further enrich the language by introducing
expressions and ideas from foreign sources, when-
ever they accord with the genius of Urdu. He
represents the happy result of a blending of the
thought of the East with the thought of the West.
His bringing up and early training were those of
a true Oriental, but with wonderful adaptability
he made his own all that struck him as good and
great in Western culture and civilisation. With
a breadth of mind, which many who have received
a much more liberal education might well emulate,
he felt instinctively drawm towards the knowledge
that could be gained from the West. He got
many useful works from English translated into
Urdu, thus adding to the stock of informative
books in the language of the country.

In 1866 SyedAhmad Khan started the Aligarh
Institute Gazette, which lasted till the end of his
life and for which he worked as an honorary editor.
This paper was, at one time, not only the accredit-
ed organ of the Muslims of Northern India-,
faithfully expressing their opinions on various
topics of the day, but it also rendered valuable
service to Urdu literature. The contributions of
Syed Ahmad Khan to the paper, if collected, would
make several volumes and would contain a good
deal which would possess more than passing in-
terest. The praise which Hali has bestowed upon
this journal, appears to be well-deserved, so far as
the earher years of the life of the journal are con-
cerned. The passage in the Hayat-i-Jawid in which

'

Hali praised the Aligarh Institute Gazette, is re-
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produced below in translation, as it embodies the
views of Halion what a properly conducted journal
should aim at. He says :

—

“ A distinguishing feature of this journal was
that unlike many of its contemporaries it never
injured the feelings of any sect or community.
It never gave up sobriety of tone and never indulg-

ed in flippancy and unbecoming jokes to attract

more customers. It did not write anything which
would disturb friendly relations between one
community and another in India. It did not write
against any Hindu or Muslim State. It did not
take part in religious disputes between Hindus
and Muslims, and, if it ever intervened, it did
so for purposes of bringing about reconciliation

among them.”
Syed Ahmad Khan paid a visit to England

in 1869 and -remained there for a year. His
energies found vent in many useful directions.

What chiefly concerns us in this essay is the pub-
lication of an English translation of the Khutabat-
i-Ahmadya. The book deals with the life and
work of the Prophet of Islam and defends him
against the attacks of Western critics. He had
taken with him his notes in Urdu and he got a
translation of them printed in England. On his

return to India, an Urdu edition of the Khutabat
was brought out, with some ampliflcations, by the

author. . He wrote graphic accounts of his travels,

which appeared in the organ of his society at

Aligarh, and would make an interesting book of

travels.

It was in 1870, on his return from England,

that Syed Ahmad Khan started his well-known
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periodical, called the Tehzih-ul-Akhlaq, which
made quite a stir in social, religious and literary

circles during its existence. It ceased to exist in

1876 , but has left a lasting mark on Muslim Society

and Urdu literature. Many of the articles that

were contributed to this periodical by Sir Syed
Ahmad Khan are of permanent value and have
been published in book form in Volume II of the

abstracts from the Tehzih-ul-Akhlaq, published by
Malak Fazl-ud-Din of Lahore. The volume is

worth reading. Some portions of it may now be
uninteresting, as dealing with matters which are no
longer of any great moment, or on which public
opinion has now undergone considerable change.
Others may not appeal to some as purely religious

or technical. But even after omitting such portions,

there remains a good deal which can be read with
advantage. In many of the articles of the Tehzib
you see Syed Ahmad Khan at his best as a writer
of Urdu. For example, I may cite the following
passage in which Syed Ahmad Khan writes on
the pleasures of hope :

—

•^^5 A ~A A lA"*

^ <.5^’" cA**

u-.^S'V./a “ ^ ^ ^

It is gratifying to notice that the lectures and
speeches made by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan have
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also been collected and offered to the public in

the form of a book. We owe this collection to

Maulvi Imam-ud-Din of Gujrat and its publication

to the enterprise of Malak Fazl-ud-Din again.

These speeches are full of thought and suggestions

and some of them could be as useful to-day as

they were when they were made years ago. For
instance the learned and thoughtful lecture

which was delivered at Mirzapur in 1873, has the

following passage

:

-S)*‘ (_3* ci

'•’i. A 0>U

There is one more work of Sir Syed which
may be noticed in conclusion. He started writing

a commentary in Urdu on the Quran, which has

been left unfinished, but the part that was written

has been published. It was published by him in

his life-time and a reprint of it in six volumes has

been published by Malak Fazl-ud-Din. This work
belongs to the domain of religion and dees not

require a detailed reference while we are dealing

mainly with Sir Syed’s services to literature.

About the merits of the commentary there has
been a great controversy. The orthodox Muslims
have always looked upon it as a heretical interpre-

tation of the Sacred Book, while many of those'

who have received modern education have given an
unstinted meed of praise to this well-meant effort

of the Syed, the real aim of which was to stem
the tide of materialism and unbelief, which was
coming in the wake of modem education and*
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which threatened to deprive many Mussalmans of

their belief in their religion. In this object he
succeeded to a considerable extent ; and even if

it appears that, in his desire to reconcile religion

with science, he occasionally resorted to far fetched

arguments or fell into some errors of reasoning,

there can be no doubt that posterity will give him
credit for standing up boldly for freedom of opin-

ion and thought and for devoting himself, accord-
ing to the best of his ability, to the interpretation

of the Holy Book.
Many small pamphlets and stray writings of

Sir Syed have not been specifically mentioned in

this essay, for want of space, but those who desire

more exhaustive information about the literary

works of the author, will find in the Hayat-i-Jawid
a good book of reference. From what has
been said above, it is clear that though service to
literature was only one of the many fields of acti-

vity to which Sir Syed devoted his life, yet this
alone, apart from his other great services, is

enough to give him a lasting claim to our
gratitude.

He lived a noble life and died a noble death.
He used to spend every penny he had in the
cause he had at heart, so that when he died
there was nothing in Ms house to defray the
expenses of his funeral, which were borne by a
devoted friend.

His death evoked universal sorrow and mourn-
ing in the country and particularly among the
Muslims and numerous elegies were written on
his death. Thousands of meetings expressing
regret at this national loss were held throughout
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the country. Though a quarter^ of a century has
elapsed since his death, he lives still in the loving

memory of thousands of admirers. His mortal
remains have found repose in a corner of the
spacious mosque he had buUt in the vast enclosure

of the M. A. 0. College at Aligarh. There rests

one whose heart burnt all his life with the fire of

patriotism and the desire to serve his co-religionists

and his countrymen. A simple and unassuming
grave marks his resting place, but it speaks
eloquently, with its silent tongue, to those who
were opposed to him during his life and used to
avoid him as unorthodox, to come to his grave, to
ponder over his work and to judge him better.

It says, in the words of a Persian poet

:

j ^ ^ uu

“You were avoiding me during my life on
account of my restlessness. Come now to my
grave and see my repose.’'

1. This was the approximate period that elapsed between the
4eath of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and the time when this lecture was
•delivered.
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Dagh is essentially a poet of the old school

of poetry of Delhi, though his work belongs to

the latter half of the nineteenth century. He and

his distinguished contemporary, Amir, who was.

a worthy representative of the Lucknow School,

preserved carefully the traditions of the ancient

masters of ghazal and did not allow the purity

of their language to be affected in the least by
Western influences, which commenced in the

period in which they lived. They wrote and

sang in the same strain as they would have done,

if India had been under purely Oriental rule.

They practically declined to take any notice of

the innovations that were springing up in the

country with the advance of Western education.

You do not find them making a free use of

words which Urdu is borrowing from the English

lan^age. You do not see them employing the

various turns of expression fashioned after English

idioms, which are now being so frequently used

in Urdu, even by writers of acknowledged repute,

both in prose and poetry. In their style as well

as in their mode of thought, they adhered to the

same principles which they had adopted with
regard to their language. Heredity and early

training may have had something to do with the

tenacity, with which they clung to their old-
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world methods in an age dominated by new
influences, but one circumstance particularly

helped them in this respect. The greater part

of their lives was spent at Rampur, in Rampur
State, in the midst of surroundings which were
'peculiarly favourable to the preservation of their

old notions, where they were, for a long time,

away from contact with Western education or

scholarship. Dagh went from Rampur to

Hyderabad (Deccan), where again he had the-

advantage of breathing in an Oriental atmosphere.
About the end of his career he must have come
across a large number of men in Hyderabad who
had received modem education and adopted
Western ways of life, but he was then too old to

change and he lived and died as a fit successor

of Mir and Zauq.
Nawab Mirza Khan, better known by his

nom de plume, Dagh, was the son of Nawab-
Shams-ud-Din and a grandson of Nawab Ahmad
Bakhsh Khan, a family distinguished for its

military as well as literary traditions. His edu-
, cation was on the same lines. Nawab Mirza read
his Persian with Maulvi Ghias-ud-Din, the-

compiler of the popular Dictionary, called the
Ghias-ul-Lughat. He learnt caligraphy from two-

of the best caligraphists of his time, Syed Amir
Panjakash and Mirza Ibadullah Beg. He took a.

course of training in fencing, in horsemanship-
and marksmanship and became in early life an
accomplished youth according to the standard-

obtaining in those days. The art of writing verse

'was also regarded as a necessary accomplishment
for the nobility and he became a pupil of ther
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famous poet Zauq of Delhi, who counted the

heir-apparent of the then King of Delhi among

his pupils. This gave Dagh not only the ad-

vantage of the guidance of an undoubted master

of Urdu verse, but also brought him into contact

with the heir-apparent, who had a great talent

for poetry and was devoting himself to it. Dagh
found admission, while still a lad, to the poetical

contests that used to be held inside the palace and

were attended by the best poets of the day. In

one of those contests, at which the King himself

was present, he read a verse which so pleased

the King that he kissed his forehead. It was

soon discovered that in this young man they

had a poet, who had received poetry as a ^ft

from nature and was not resorting to versification

simply as an art or an accomplishment. Though
Zauq’s fame was at its height, and Ghalib, who
was at first known as a writer of Persian poetry,

had also made a great mark as an Urdu poet, it

is remarkable that about 1857 Dagh too was a
poet who counted, though he was only six and
twenty at the time.

The tale of the Mutiny and the wreck and
ruin that it brought in its train are too well-known

to require any repetition. Many a scholarly man
in Delhi was obliged to leave his house and home
and to migrate to other parts of India. Unfor-

tunate as this was for Delhi, it was perhaps the

means of spreading the light of old Delhi though-

'Out the land. Many poets wrote elegies on Delhi

as ruined by the Mutiny and the following lines

of Dagh, from a Musaddas of his, on the subject

will show what his feelings must have been.
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^ Sr*! c£ i_^-5

^ l-aT* i3';^ jr*

^ ^ ^ cLi

^3^ O*-^ *^' <C^ iJ>’-^?. i-^y

(“ Heaven now weeps over the condition, to which.

the earth has been reduced.
*‘ Ever}’ house weeps (in lonely solitude) for its

denizens, who have departed.

“ (The misery is so universal) that the mendicant

and the King, the old and the young, all

weep alike.

“ A world, in short, is weeping over the ruin of

Delhi ”)

It may be mentioned in this connection that

the heart of the poet, though naturally mourning
the misfortunes of his beloved town, was not

without a prophetic gleam of hope, as unlike

many others, he ended his poem with a prayer :

> a jbl

(“ May we see it prosperous and happy once more ;

" May we see it as we desire. ”)

Though Dagh lived to catch occasional

glimpses of the re-inhabited Delhi, that was not

enough to satisfy one who had seen better days

in the metropolis of India, and he died in a

distant part of the country, which was his last

adopted home and where he reached the height

of his success.

Before we come, however, to the sto:ty of his

life in the Deccan, we have to say something about
the best part of his life spent at Rampur. The
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rulers of this hospitable State have been known
for their literary taste and their patronage of

literature. Dagh found an asylum at Rampur^
after the revolution at Delhi, in the time of

Nawab Yusaf Ali Khan and continued to reside-

there happily till the time of Nawab Kalb-i-Ali

Khan, who succeeded Nawab Yusaf Ali Khan.
He was appointed a Superintendent of the State
stables, ‘ which sounds extremely unpoetic, but
the Nawab thereby found a way to provide a
decent living for a self-respecting man. It may
also be remembered that Dagh’s old love for

horses and his horsemanship would fit him for

this work, and yet the duties of his office would
not be so heavy as to leave him no leisure for his

favourite literary occupation. It is said he per-

formed his duties to the satisfaction of everybody
and held this position as long as he was there.*

He enjoyed also the position of a companion of

the ruler of the State. The Nawab liked his

company very much on account of his literary

talent.

At Rampur poetical contests were not
uncommon, as the Nawab had quite a galaxy of
ghazal writers around him, among whom Taslim,
and Amir may be specially mentioned. The
latter was a formidable rival to Dagh as a poet.
There has been a great controversy between the
partisans of the Delhi School and the Lucknow
School over the relative merits of Dagh and Amir,
into which we need not enter, as most people are
now inclined to acknowledge both of them as

1. Dagh-i-Dehla-wi by S. Mubammad Farnq. Page 6.
Dagk-i“Oelila.wi by S. Muham'injid Fanic][» 7,
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masters of Urdu ghazal in modern times, each
having his own distinguishing features. , This
-view would find support from the attitude, which
both these masters maintained towards one
another. Unlike many others who shut their

eyes to the merits of their rivals in poetical

reputation, these two respected each other and
remained life-long friends, so much so that their

remains rest close to one another to-day in one
and the same grave-yard at Hyderabad, as those
of the two best reoresentatives of their age in the
domain of Urdu Ghazal.

The chief event in the life of Dagh at Ram-
pur, from a literary point of view, was his contact
with Amir. Without such a strong competition,
probably the best in him would have remained
dormant. In competition both the poets had
to strain every nerve. Of all the collections

of Dagh’s ghazals, I think, on the whole, the
best and most charateristic specimen of his

writing is the Gulzar-i-Dagh composed during
his stay at Rampur. He shines in it at
his best. It is full of ghazals depicting various
phases of love with a masterly psychological
analysis. The ghazals are most of them admir-
ably fitted for being sung with the accompani-
ment of music and have found great favour with
the musicians and singers in the country. This
fact, has, no doubt, contributed, to a considerable
extent, to Dagh’s great popularity and has made
his name a house-hold word. Some people attri-

bute his fame to this and say that if the singers

had not taken up his ghazals he would have been
less of a general favourite. They are of opinion
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that to some extent this is derogatory to his dignity

as a literary man and a poet. I do not think this

view is correct. It is no demerit if he is favoured

by musicians and singers. His ghazals appeal-

ed to them as likely to catch ;
they tried them and

found they were universal!}’- liked. There is thus

the seal of popular favour on his verses, and they
combine simplicity of style with effect and, in

their own way, are true to nature and depict

phases of life and love with unerring exactness.

Dagh continued to live at Rampur after the

death of Nawab Kalb-i-Ali Khan. Certain re-

trenchments in the expenditure of the State ne-

cessitated the reduction of the posts occupied by
poets and literary men, including Dagh, and thus

when he was above 45, he once more found himself

left to his own resources and without any reliable

means of income. He came back to Delhi and
after a short stay there he made up his mind to

go to Hyderabad Deccan. The late Nizam, Mir
Mahbub Ali Khan, Asaf, was on the throne. He
was very fond of poetry and was himself a talent-

ed poet. It was, however, not easy to find access

to him and whoever desired to get into his Court
had to wait fairly long for this privilege. Dagh
first went to Hyderabad in 1888, but came back to

Delhi without ha-ving secured an interview with
the Nizam. However, he was called soon and
appointed to guide and help the Nizam in his

poetical compositions. He started with the salary
of Rs. 450 a month, which rose eventually to
about two thousand rupees per mensem, a scale of

pay, which has not been known before or since in
India, as a salary for a man of letters as such.
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This munificence of the late Nizam not only freed

Dagh from care as to his means of livelihood for

the rest of his life, but made him the envy of a
large number of his compeers. His unique success

and good luck produced many opponents and de-

tractors, who began to find fault with his writings

and to grudge him his popularity, but they could
not do him any harm. His reputation had been
already too w'ell established to be shaken by such,

attacks and his position in the Court of the
Nizam did not depend on any extraneous in-

fluences.

Living at Kt-derabad in assured affluence,

Dagh retained his old-world simplicity of life and
his gentle suavity of manners. His work, during
the last eighteen years of his life spent in Hydera-
bad, could divide itself into three heads, and was
hard enough for a man who embarked on it at a
time when many people retire from life. First

and foremost came the amendment and improve-
ment of the ghazals of his royal master. This he
used to call Kar-i-Sarkar or Government work.
The Nizam’s ghazals would reach him from time
to time in sealed covers and it would be expected
that he would return them as early as possible

with his suggestions. Those who know how
difficult it is to improve another’s composition,

with due regard to the retention of the character-

istics of the author’s style, would realise the diffi-

culty of this task. Add to it the fact that the

author who sent his manuscripts in this instance

was no less a personage than the Nizam, who was
himself possessed of a fastidious literary taste,

and it would be clear that this part of Dagh’s
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work must have considerably taxed his brain.

His hours of leisure, from what may be called his

official literary work, were devoted either to his

own poems or to the correction of those of his

numerous pupils throughout India, most of whom
sent their verses to him by post and got back
corrected manuscripts from him. This was a very

heavy duty, which the amiable and good-natured

-poet took on himself most selflessly. It grew into

a regular institution and with the rise of his name
and fame the number of his pupils became very

large. Some of them had never set their eyes on
him. They became his pupils by correspondence.

He maintained an establishment, honorary as well

as paid, for coping with this vast correspondence
under his supervision. He read the letters of his

correspondents, dictated replies to them, amended
ghazals enclosed with them, where necessary, and
those which he found not requiring any correc-

tions had to be returned all the same to the
authors with necessary remarks. If owing to

other work or indisposition the replies to letters

or the amendment of ghazals were delayed, the'

correspondents sent reminders, sometimes bitter-

ly complaining of being neglected. However such
was his sweet nature that he often sent apologetic
.letters in reply, instead of simply declining to
perform this honorary work if it was to be made
a hard task for him.

I had the privilege once of seeing Dagh at
Hyderabad, when I paid a short visit to the
Nizam’s capital and made a point of having an
-interview with the famous poet of the Deccan
Court. He was quite pleased to see me when he
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came to know that I was connected, as I then
'*was, with journalism. Referring to this work of

correspondence with numerous poets who applied
to him for guidance, he said to me :

—

Ek main hun aur Sara Hindustan lipta hua hai^

i.e.,
" Here am I, one solitary individual, and the

whole of (literary) India is clinging to me."
He inquired eagerly about Iqbal, who in his

student days had got into correspondence with
Dagh. The poet naturally felt proud of counting
Iqbal among his pupils. Iqbal’s fame as a poet

• vfas then rising, though it had not yet reached the
height it subsequently attained. Dagh said he
had found great promise even in the early ghazals

of Iqbal, but the new line that he had struck for

himself under the influence of his Western educa-
tion was entirely his own and should be a revela-

tion to the older generation.

About that time Dagh had written a Qasida,

as a eulogy of his august master. A writer in a
P-unjab newspaper adversely criticised that poem,
taking it up line by line in several issues of the paper
and tried to show that there was hardly a line in the
whole poem which was free from defects of com-
position, or grammar or idiom. I asked Dagh if

he had seen that criticism and what he thought
of it. He smiled and said : “It would have
been worth something if the critic had found fault

with some of my verses and admitted others to be
correct enough, but the fellow has not the sense

to see that an old man who has spent all his life

in writing verses, cannot have them aU wrong.”
Syed Ali Ahsan, of Marehra, who is one of
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the foremost pupils of Dagh and a great admirer
of his, has written a short biography of the poet,

known as Jalwa-i-Dagh. I wish he had attempted

something more detailed, but so far as it goes, it

gives a very good account of the work of Dagh
during his last years. Ahsan was staying with

him at Hyderabad, with the definite object of

compiling a small Urdu dictionary, called " Fasih-

ul-Lughaf’

,

which would illustrate the use of

Urdu w'ords and idioms by verses of Dagh. He
gave it this name, as the title of Fasih-iil-Mulk

had been conferred on Dagh by the Nizam and he
was commonly known by this title. This gave’

Dagh an extra work. Whenever a verse from
those of his works, which were already extant, was
not to be found, a verse had to be improvised to.

illustrate the use of the expression in question, in

order to complete the task of the lexicographer.

By this work, however, I think both the master
and his disciple rendered an appreciable service to

the Urdu language. They have given us material
which the lexicographer of the future will find,

helpful.

The collection of Dagh’s poems, which was-
published as the result of his literary labours in

Hyderabd is known as the “ Mahtab-i-Dagh”

.

It

was neatly printed on fine paper and had the im-
press of the Deccan on it. Opinions differ as to

the relative merits of the three best known Diwans
of Dagh. The Gulzar (or the Rose-garden), as we
have dready seen, consisted of the efiusions of his

youth, when love was not a mere play of fanc}?

and imagination to him, but a.reality, presumably
felt and experienced. The Aflab (or the Sun) too
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belongs to pretty nearly the same period as the

first collection and is resplendent with shining

and bright word pictures of mental conditions. The
Ma^ifl6(ortheMoon), while lackingfthe over-power-

ing fragrance of the garden and the brilliant lustre

*of the Sun, is true to its name and sheds the

mellow and cool light of the moon, betokening the

calm atmosphere of a happy and contented old

age. You sea, however, in this latest publication

the mature touches cf an acknowledged master,

and it is not wanting in any of the essential and
characteristic beauties of Dagh’s gkazais. While
this was the last publication for which the poet

was himself responsible, two more collections have

seen the light , since his death. 0ns is the “Yadgar-
i-Dagh”, collected as a result of Ahsan's devotion

to the memory of his master, and another, collected

by the enterprise of Lala Siri Ram, M. A. This

collection is added by Lala Siri Ram to a neatly

got up reprint of the Mahtab-i-Dagh. Another

collection called Diwan-i-Dagk was published by
the Anwar-i-Muhammadi Press, Lucknow, which

consisted of selections from Dagh. The importance

of these later collections, to my mind, mainly con-

sists in completing the known stock of ghazals of

the famous poet, as numerous admirers of Dagh
all over the country would like to preserve the

whole of his work ;
otherwise they can add but

little to the reputation established by the three

well-known Diwans of Dagh. Talking of the co-

llection, known as the Yadgar-i-Dagh, it may be

mentioned that this bookisnotto be confused with
' another small book of the same name, published

at Agra by Muhammad Akbar Ali Khan, Afsun,
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which gives a short sketch of the author’s career

and extracts from his works. Of the short, sketches

of Dagh’s life, the booklet known as “ Dagh-
i-Dehlavi’' by Sayad Muhammad Faruq, gives a
readable account of Dagh’s life and work in a short
compass.

This notice of Dagh’s work will remain incom-
plete if we do not mention the. “ Faryad-i-Dagh”,
(or the Plaint of Dagh). This is a continuous poem,
written in the style of a masnavi, dealing with an
episode of his life, on which, I notice, ail three
writers of his biographical sketches, to whom re-

ference has been made above, have tried to draw
a veil. The reason is that the episode relates to
a period when Dagh felt drawn to a lady-singer
of Calcutta, who was not only well-versed in her
art of singing, but was possessed of culture and
literary tasie and wrote verses under the name of
Hijab. It seems the attraction was mutual.
There was nothing strange and unnatural about
this attraction, whatever verdict may be pronounc-
ed on it by convention, Hijab as a singer must

,

have been familiar with the ghazals of Dagh, so
admirably suited to music. Possibly in her own
verses she was imitating him as a model. I believe
he first saw her at Rampur in a fair. He went
subsequently to Calcutta and they saw one another
again. This contact disclosed to both the points
of affinity between the two spirits whose lot had
been cast so differently. During his stay at
Cfficutta, Dagh seems to have developed familiarity
with her and to have received a lasting impression
on his mind, of which he sings in the "Faryad,”
in such a frank way, that no one can or should
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misunderstand him. He hints more than plainly

that Hijab made it clear to him that it was not
his dark complexion or his ordinary features that

she admired, but she admired him as an artist in

. words. On the other hand Dagh was not quite a
youth to be enamoured of her personal appearance.

He too admired her capacity to appreciate litera-

ture and her desire to cultivate the acquaintance of

talented men. This acquaintance proved short-

lived and they parted when Dagh’s brief sojourn

at Calcutta came to a close. N’othing more came
of it till the very end of Dagh s life, when, I am
told, Hijab, as an aged lady, came to pay her

homage to her ideal poet, when he w'as about
seventy. Looking at the episode in this light, I,

for one, do not see anything, of which the poet or

his biographers need feel ashamed, and I have
thought it necessary to mention this, as some of

the allusions in his verses cannot be fully under-

stood without knowing something about this

story. The masnavi dealing with this, affair,

it is said, did not take the poet long to write.

Fresh from his first impressions of the incident,

it was easy for him to give vent to his feelings.

He does so with a simplicity, which it is difficult

to excel
;
and yet in the few simple words of which

each short line consists, you see a good deal of

feeling and sense compressed. There is no trace

of any effort in the whole poem. It is an effusion,

pure and simple. Even the part of it, which is

formal and would ordinarily be very dry, has a
ring of originality about it. For instance it is a
common usage for poets to begin their works with

some verses in praise of their literary patron.
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whom they call the Maniduh or the person eulogis-

ed. Here Dagh had to write in praise of the
Nawab of Rampur and of his capital, where he
had spent so many happy years of his life.

The following simple lines of the poem offer

a vivid contrast to the exaggerated praise, which
is generally associated with Oriental eulogies ;

—

\ l-X-L .bl ^
fb ‘ jyz; f

b

(“ Mustafabad (Rampur) is a wonderful city,
" May God keep it flourishing.
“ People give it the name of Rampur,
“ I call it Arampur (Full of Aram, i.e., com-

fort).

“ I pray for the welfare of the Nawab,
“ And, as the proverb goes, ‘ We sing the

praises of him who feeds us. ”).

The lines in which Dagh deals with
(love), are so pretty that it is difficult to
find a parallel to them in the writings of any
other contemporary, in simplicity, in force and in
their flowing melody.

I do not think it is possible for me, in the
limited space at my disposal, to dwell at length on
the Faryad or to give a detailed criticism of it.

I would recommend it to those, who are not fami-
liax with it already, to read it. My own estimate
of it, as I have indicated above, is v.ery high, and
I think that this brief effusion of Dagh would
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“have heen enough to give him a title to fame as a
writer of Urdu poetry, even if he had not left

three fairly big Diwans behind him.
As a master of Urdu idiom and as one cap-

able of stringing together the simplest words with
the greatest effect, it is difficult to find any one
in modem times, who has excelled Dagh. His
verses, while retaining the best features of Zauq’s
style, are more brilliant and original in their forms
of expression.

Mir is regarded on all hands as the most
gifted among the ancients in writing touching and
pathetic verse and Sauda as the most talented in

writing the most piquant style. In many of his

verses Dagh combines the excellences of both the

old masters. His desire to make use of idiomatic

expressions sometimes leads him to use slang,

which is not worthy of his position, and which
has often been made the object of adverse criticism

;

but there is so little of this weakness that it does
not deserve very serious notice. Similarly there

are some verses in his Diwan, which cannot be
approved of by the puritan and the moralist

; but
when it is remembered that he never professed to

write didactic poetry and never took up the role

of a teacher, this defect can be overlooked. Even
after eliminating verses to which objection may
be taken, there remains sufficient material in his

Diwans which is preservable and full of literary

merit. Verses, in which he either analyses, with
xare success, the working of the human mind or

embodies in pithy and telling words the results of

human wisdom and experience, abound in his writ-

ings and. will for everbe the delight of the readers of
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Urdu verse. The three Diwans of Dagh may be read
with advantage. In him and Amir the reader
would see the ghazal at its best. Dagh’s
eminent position in the domain of ghazal was^
recognised by all the best writers of his time.

Hali says in a ghazal mourning the grandeur of

old Delhi

;

^ yb d-J 1 IS' iJ-A? ^
Amir, in a ghazal, in which he paid Dagh the

compliment of writing in the same strain in which
Dagh had written already, gave him a fine tribute

in the Maqta. He says :

—

^ ''V. (A

It will be difficult in modern times to find

many examples of such devotion to literature as

Dagh displayed throughout his life. He lived and
died as an Oriental poet. Born on the 25th of

May 1831, he died on the 14th of February 1905,

at Hyderabad. His death caused a universal

mourning in literary circles throughout the country
and very large number of elegies were written on
his death. The most impressive of these was
written by Dr. Iqbal, who says that the power of

subtle analysis of the workings of the human mind
is the most distinguishing feature of the poetry of

Dagh. In the following beautiful words, Iqbal
alludes to the pictures of love drawn by the
last poetical genius of Delhi:

—
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ji,y^ (3*^ cj^ ^
^ ji J> '^._jU b^ ^aii

(Thousands of Azars' will arise from the idol-

house of verse,

New Saqis will distribute wine in new cups,

Many commentaries will be written on the
book of the human heart.

There vrill be many interpretations of the dream
of youth.

But who will paint faithfully the picture of
love ?

The master archer is gone.

Who will now pierce the heart with his unerr-
ing darts.)

1. Azar was the reputed father of the Prophet Abraham.
Accordmg to some he was the uncle of Abraham and had brought
him up. Azar was a maker of idols, but the vouth brought up by him
realised the unity of God and became the Father of Prophets ''



Syed Akbar Husain, of Allahabad, who has

given to the world so many memorable poems in

Urdu, under the nom de plume of Akbar, is regarded

as one of the greatest of modern Urdu writers. As
one who represents the spirit of the present age

and gives a frank and fearless expression to the

sentiments that are uppermost in many a think-

ing mind in India in these times, he is without a
rival in the realm of Urdu literature and richly

deserves the title of Lisan-ul-Asr which is now his

by common consent. Lisan-id-A sr (or “ the Voice

of the Period”), was a happy epithet which was
once applied to him in the pages of the Makhzan,

The Urdu press liked the expression and adopted

it and the title is now constantly used with

reference to this eminent poet. It describes him

,

very aptly and brings out the most distinguishing

feature of his writings. He represents the reac-

tion of the East against the influence of the West,

particularly so far as the influence on Indian

Musulmans is concerned, and as such his writings

possess a more than ordinary interest for the

students of Urdu.

A brief notice of the life of Syed Akbar
Husain will not be out of place, before we discuss

Ms poetical works. Born at Bara m the U.P, 4h

1845, in a respectable Syed family, he had a more
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or less uneventful childhood, except that he
showed signs of unusual intelligence very early in

life. His father, Syed Tafa2ai-Husain, was a gentle-

man of the old school, inclined very much towards
Sufism and his mother was a lady of great piety.

He thus inherited a strong tendency to be reli-

gious minded which has clung to him through life,

•Love of religion is the one theme to which he reverts

again and again in his poems, constantly remind-
ing a forgetful world, absorbed in the attractions

•of material advancement, that they owe a duty to

God as well and must remember that they have to

•render an account of themselves to Him. This
furnishes the strongest, the most persistent and
the most characteristic note in his verse.

Akbar’s education in his boyhood was very
ordinary, but his fondness for learning and his

resolute self-study gave him a fair knowledge of

Arabic, Persian and English. How keen an
intellect he was gifted with, w'ould appear from
the fact that he was barely ten when he could

write decent letters in Urdu and excelled most
boys of his age in his knowledge of Persian ? His
father showed not only a foresight but also a
breadth of views, unusual for those days, when he
sent him for English education to a Mission

school. He had just read a few elementary books
in English at his school when the Mutiny broke
out and the circumstances in his family took such

a turn that his education had to stop for the time
being. His age then was only twelve. He kept
<jn improving his English, however, and continued

bis Oriental studies, though he had to enter life

.quite early. In 1859 he entered Government
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serivce, as a copyist. In 1867 he passed his first

examination in law, which entitled him to prac-

tise as a pleader, but he did not practise as such,

because soon after his examination he was appoint-

ed a Naib-Tahsildar. In 1870 he got the appoint-

ment of a Reader in the High Court, where his

knowledge of English and of law improved
considerably. In 1873 he passed an examination

qualifying him to be a Vakil of the Allahabad
High Court and he started practice as a Vakil. In

1880 he re-entered Government service as a
Munsiff, in which capacity he was posted at

Aligarh for some time. This posting was arranged

specially at the request ot the late Sir Syed
Ahmad Khan and his then co-adjutor Maulvi
Samiullah Khan, who wanted to make use of the

talents and ability of Syed Akbar Husain in the
great educational work they had started at Aligarh.

They had evidently heard of his fame and expected
to find in him a co-operator, who would be a great

source of strength to them. In this, however, they
were destined to be disappointed. The old sage
of Aligarh and the young poet became very
good personal friends, but in their ideals of public
life and education Sir Syed and Syed Akbar
Husain represented two opposite schools of

thought and the poet never became reconciled to

Sir Syed's way of thinking. His poetry, however,
received a great impetus by coming in contact
with Syed Ahmad Khan and the name of the
Syed and his work inspired many interesting and
readable poems of Alcbar. In the College that
was being established at Aligarh, Akbar saw an
embodiment of Western influence and he began to
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warn people against being fascinated by the
outward attractions of Western education and
becoming unmindful of spiritual progress or of

national self-respect. In the beginning those of

his poems which were inspired by a sense of alarm,

at the success of Sir Syed's propaganda, did not
find favour, except in the camp that was openly
hostile to the efforts of Sir Syed, but gradually
the trend of public opinion underwent a great

change in favour of Syed Akbar Husain, and his

voice, though solitary, gained very much in

weight, so that it is now generally recognised that
he has done a distinct service by acting as a sort

of a brake on the speed with which a certain class

of educated Musulmans were trying to slavishly

and blindly imitate the West. Akbar does not
try to ignore the service rendered by Syed Ahmad
Khan to the cause of education. He recognises

that the aim of the latter was to work for the
uplift of his community. His quarrel is with the
method of w?ork adopted at Aligarh. He points

out that mere book knowledge or mere lip sympa-
thy and outward respect for religion cannot make
young men religious. He emphasises the value of

personal influence in matters pertaining to religion,

A glance from a man leading a saintly life, he
says, can create religion in a youthful mind, but
religion cannot be created by books or the build-

ings of a College :

He laments, in another place, the tendency of

those receiving Western education to lose all the
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inner good qualities of their fathers, while retaining
an outward affinity to them.

This illustrates the turn his thoughts took in
consequence of his contact with the College at
Aligarh, but we shall examine some more speci-
mens of his thoughts later, as we have to resume
the brief narrative of his life. Syed Akbar Husain
was promoted to be a Sub-Judge in 1888 and
was appointed a Judge of the Court of Small
Causes at Allahabad in 1894. He was selected for
a District and Sessions Judgeship in the same year
and worked in that capacity at Allahabad, Jhansi,
Menpuri, Benares and Saharanpur. He had a
chance of getting to the highest rung of the Judi-
cial ladder. In fact it was understood that on
the retirement of Mr. Justice Aikman of the
Allahabad High Court, he would succeed to a seat
on the High Court Bench, but he retired from
service before that, owing to some , trouble with
his eyes. Ever since his retirement, his life has
been devoted to religion and to literary pursuits
and he has bequeathed to us a good deal of his
wisdom and experience in verses, most of which
are as humorous as they are effective. He is now
fairly old, being six and seventy.^ About the
end of his life he aged faster than he would have
done owing to the sad bereavements experienced
by him by the death of his wife, for whom he
cared very much and of his second son Syed
Hashim Husain of whom he was very fond. But

^ Ttis refers to tbe time when this lecture was delivered.
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in spite of such adverse circumstances his brain re-

mained active, hisi magination fertile and his fund
of humour quite unexhausted. In verses from his

pen, which occasionally find their way to the Press,

even now you do not ordinarily see traces of old
age or decay. He is a good correspondent and
keeps in touch, through correspondence, with a
large number of literary men in India. His letters,

however, are written in a vein very much dift'erent

from the humorous sU’Ie which you see in so
man}' of his verses. The letters are almost always
written in a serious strain, complaining of physical
ailments incidental to age, of mental troubles con-
nected with the bereavements mentioned above,
and looking heavenwards more than towards the
earth and things earthly. I have seen a good
many of his letters as I have had the privilege of
having a good many of them addressed to me or
to some of my friends. If a selected collection’ of
his letters is published it would give his future
admirers a true idea of his personality.

The first collection of his poems was publish-
ed under the name of KiilUat-i-Akbar in 1908. It
was followed bjv an edition of his Rnbaiat or quat-
rains, published by the Makhzan Press. A second
part of the Kuliiai, consisting of Ghazals and other
pieces which had not been published in the first

collection of 1908 or which had been subsequently
written, came out in 1912, and I understand a
third part of the Kuliiai is now in Press and will

bring in his later compositions. These publica-
tions owe a good deal to the enterprise of Syed
Ishrat Husain, the elder son of SyedAkbar Husain.

^ This has been done since.
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Syed Ishrat Husain has been educated at Cam-

bridge and has inherited a taste for literature

from his father. His visit to Europe has been

the source of inspiration of many fine verses

written by his father. Syed Ishrat Husain has made
the editions of the Kulliat interesting by giving,

whenever necessary, the time at which certain

poems were written. I am told Akbar began to

write verse when he was a mere boy of twelve,

thus showing that he was gifted by nature. The
specimens of his Ghazals written at the age of 19

are published in the Kulliat Part I and show
distinct promise and power. None of the ideas

which marked him out later as one of the Masters

of a new school of poetry are to be found in his

early writings, but, judged by the old standards

prevailing in Urdu poetry, many lines written by
him as a youth of 19 would have done credit even

to a maturer poet of the old school.

It was in 1866, that Akbar came out before

the public for the first time as a writer of good
Ghazals, when one of his Ghazals was recited at a
poetical contest and elicited general applause. He
continued to write Ghazals of the ordinary type

for several years, till under circumstances, which
have been alluded to above, his thoughts took a
definite turn and he began to write with an end
in view.

Before noticing such specimens of his poetry

as have been written with the object of influencing

public opinion in various ways, I think it necessary

to refer to a poem of his in which he rendered in-

to Urdu verse Southey’s well-known poem on
* Waters of Ladore.' I came across this translation
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long ago in the columns of some periodical

and it was a revelation to me of what could be

accomplished in Urdu by a talented \vriter with a
good command of his language. As the vocabu-

lary of Urdu is not very large, many people think

it is difficult to translate successfully the writings

of English authors into Urdu. Akbar’s rendering

of such a piece of poetry, as the poem of Southey,

painting a word picture of the flow of water from
the hills to a valley, shows the great possibilities

of Urdu in the domain of expression.

This translation, while revealing the powers
of the Urdu language, shov?s to a still greater

extent the command which Akhar has on it, and I

think this translation of his wiWiong be remember-
ed as one of the most remarkable poems in Urdu,
for the author has made it his own to such an
extent, that but for the acknowledgment of its

source made by himself no one who is not ac-

quainted with the original, could say that it was a
translation. It is a good sample of what may be
done in Urdu by way of describing the beauties

of nature. If Urdu poets have done comparativly

little in that line hitherto, it is really because this

style of writing was not in demand, but with the

growth of a demand for word painting in descrip-

tions of natural scenery, there is no reason why
Urdu writers should not do well in this direction.

We see many beautiful pieces of natural poetry in

the writings of Anis and among the more modern
writers, Azad, Hali and Akbar have shown con-

siderable power, whenever they have tried to

describe nature. A poem in which Akbar describes

his watching of the movements of two pretty
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butterflies and the reflections that occurred to him,
is very interesting.

Coming now to the main characteristics of

Akbar’s poetry, I think, we can divide them into

several heads, though I must confess that he has so

many subtle peculiarities that it is very difficult to
attempt anything like an exhaustive enumeration.

The main heads, however, are :

—

(a) his fondness for wit and humour and
at times even for sarcasm and satire

;

(b) his originality of thought and expression

;

fc) his ardent, though subdued, patriotism,

and
(d) his deep and fervent love of religion.

There is another peculiarity of his, which has
more to do with the outward garb than the
substance of his poetical effusions and that is his

capacity to press the English language into his

service. At times he uses English words in Urdu
with great effect. At other times this tendency
lands him into difficulties and has brought into

existence lines in which the English words used-

do not fit and which are not calculated to enhances

his reputation as a writer of Urdu.
We might discuss the above characteristics,

one by one. It seems Akbar has a natural ten-

dency for putting things humorously. He does so
most often without any effort, though at times-

there are traces of effort visible and to that extent
the effect is spoiled. His famous quatrain on the
observance of j>arda by women is an instance of

his effortless humour :

—

^ ^ ^
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lyb 3^ ^ ^
ii- vJ “'t- <-^

“ Some (Indian) ladies were seen yesterday

without their veils and Akbar felt as if sinking

into the ground by the shock thus caused to his

national susceptibilities. He asked them what
had become of their veil and they said that the

veil had fallen on the senses of men.”
As a specimen of his satire on the undue

desire which most people have now a days for

publicity, the following simple line is difficult to

beat :

—

Another line, which occurs to me as illustrating

his humorous way of describing things, illustrates

his originality of thought and expression. You
know very well that in Urdu as well as in Persian,

wine is known as j) c^:>. i.e.,
“ the daughter of the

grape.” Akbar has made a very pretty use of

this metaphor in commenting on the evh effects

of wine

:

^ \u> ^ Uj\ ^ J
\yb iW iiiJ ^

(The daughter of the grape has produced such

a turmoil in the world—what a blessing that the

grape was not gifted with a son). There is a

subtle allusion here to the popular Indian notion

that daughters are mild and gentle and do not

give trouble, while sons often turn out to be wild

and turbulent.
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Look at the meaning crowded in another
brief line and the way of putting things which is

so characteristic of Akbar

—

^ iwXX-o

How strongly he recommends the learning of

Western practical science instead of merely, imitat-

ing European life :

—

,

A-.,^ 1 ^ ^ o
I—-- C- . . y , 4_ t--.

^
I have characterised Akbar’s patriotism as

ardent but subdued. The line last quoted shows
how anxious he is that India should materially
advance. He is in favour of developing home
industries. He is for cultivating a true spirit of
independence. He is desirous that people may
learn trade and take to it as a means of livelihood

in prefrence to service. He wishes to see his coun-
try brought to the level of otiier countries of the
world. He has a message of hope for his country-
men and looks forward to better days for India
and the East in general, but with all this he seems
to be a believer in moderation in thought and
practice.

As regards Akbar’s religious spirit it per-
meates all but the earliest of his writings.

He says

:

“ Logic could not hold its own against death.
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The heart had therefore to lay its head at the feet

of religion.”

Speaking in the philosophic language of

Sufism Akbar says :

—

Li LXiLiu* ‘ ^ Oi^ ^
bb \i^ € c"J

“ Mv consciousness found Sufistic talk agree-

able to the soul. Though I could not understand

the meaning, of it, my heart derived indescribable

joy-”

I have stated already that Akbar has a knack
of using English words in Urdu. This is not liked

by those who insist on keeping up the purity of

the language, but those who know that Urdu is

already a mixture of several languages, see no
harm if it is enriched further by the introduction

of some English words. In fact, a large number
of English words have become now a part of the

Urdu language and no one objects to them. Akbar,
however, is not content with those words which
have becom.e assimilated, but is constantly bring-

ing in other words for the use of which there is no
precedent. He will himself succeed in establish-

ing a precedent in some cases, while in others the

utmost that will happen is that the innovation

may be tolerated in his case, but most probably

will not be followed.

In the part of his Kulliat where humorous
pieces are given, there are a few lines which seem
to transgress the bounds of good taste. One can

quite understand any one saying something of

that kind in a private assembly of intimate friends,

but the same can scarcely be justified in a printed
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collection of the poems of a poet like Akbar. It
may be expected that in any subsequent edition
the pruning knife will be more carefully used and
thepoems will be free from anything which may be
unworthy of such a good writer.

Though jealous of the rights of his own
nation, Akbar was by temperament and training a
friend of the British. He has much in his writ-
ings which shows the esteem and admiration he
has for the British nation. He tells his country-
men that they may take all that is good and all

that is useful for them from the civilisation of the
West, provided they do not do so at the expense
of their own. In many ways he is inclined to be
too conservative and too orthodox. I have repro-
duced a quatrain of his about pariah. This
is a pet subject with him. There are many
among the educated Moslems who do not see eye
to eye with him on this subject, and who desire at
least a relaxation of the bonds of pariah, but the
forces of conservatism on this point as represented
by Akbar have been strong so far. Akbar is, how-
ever, conscious that a change is likely to come
and predicts it in a tone half-resigned to what he
regards as inevitable, when he says ;

" Akbar is,

no doubt, a supporter of pariah, but how long can
he or his quatrains last ?

1, Alas ! One part of his prophecy has come true and Akbar. who
was alive when lecture was delivered, is no more. The quatrains,
as a piece of literature will last long, but their effect, so far as the
question referred to above is concerned, is already cn the decline.



Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad

As a master of Urdu prose there is hardly

any one who can rival the fame which Maulvi

Nazeer Ahmad Dehlavi has achieved. His know-

ledge of the Urdu language, as spoken in Indian

homes by ladies of the upper and middle classes,

is unequalled, and he has made a good use of it

in the books with which he has enriched the store

of Urdu literature. He is called Dehlavi, because

Delhi was his adopted home, but it was not his

parental home. He belonged to a small village

in Bijnaur district, in the U. P. His family was

known for its learning and piety. He was born

in 1836 of the Christian era. His father, Maulvi

Saadat Ali Khan, was a good scholar of Persian,

from whom he had his first lessons in that language

and inherited a taste for it. He went to Delhi

for his education in Arabic and stayed in a mosque.

Students in mosques in those days were expected

to perform domestic duties in the houses of their

teachers and they depended for their food on the

help given to them by people living in the neigh-

bourhood of the mosques. The case of Nazeer

Ahmad was no exception. It is interesting to

learn in this connection that Nazeer Ahmad
had to carry about in his lap a little girl,

"who became his wife when he grew up, as his
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teacher liked his hard-working habits and his good
character.

The family of Nazeer Ahmad did not like

the going of any Muslim boys to institutions run
on Western lines and his education would have
remained within the limits of the school in the

mosque, but by chance he went one day to the

Delhi College and was offered a scholarship to

complete his studies there. He took advantage
of the offer and joined the institution and has
been one of its best products.

Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad began life as a teacher

in a small school at Kunjah, in Gujrat district,

in the Punjab. After two years of service at

Kunjah, he was appointed as Deputy Inspector of

Schools at Cawnpore, but his work there was
interrupted by the Mutiny of 1857. His wife and
all her relatives were in Delhi. He went and join-

ed them and shared some of the bitter experiences
of that troubled year. When peace was re-establish-

ed. Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad was re-employed at

Allahabad as Deputy Inspector of Schools. A
friend of his, with whom he was putting up there,

persuaded him to learn English. He began to
study English at the age of twenty three and
acquired a working knowledge of . it in a short
period. In his leisure hours he continued to im-
prove the knowledge thus acquired. Eventually
he knew English sufficiently well to be able to
translate books from English into Urdu.

The first occasion on which his capacity to
translate was put to the test was when Sir William
Muir, who was at that time the Liuetenant Gover-
nor of the North Western Provinces, now known
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as the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, desir-

ed to have an Urdu translation of the Income
Tax Act. It was successfully translated by Nazeer
Ahmad. Later a Board was appointed to translate

the Indian Penal Code into Urdu and Maulvi Nazeer
Ahmad was appointed a member of that Board.
His share in that work was greater than that of

any other man. His mastery of Urdu, Persian

and Arabic, combined with a good knowledge of

English, stood him in good stead in performing
this special duty with credit. As a recognition of

his ability. Government decided to give him an
appointment in the Revenue department, in which
he worked at first as a Tehsildar and then as a
Deputy Collector. A translation of the Criminal
Procedure Code was also rendered by him, but
the translation for which he deserves even greater

credit than for these books of law, is the transla-

tion of an English book of Mr. Golman, called
“ The Heavens’'. The Urdu translation was
called the Samavat. The story as to how this book
carried his fame outside the N. W. P. is particular-

ly interesting. The Government of the N. W. P.

had announced a reward of Rs. 1000/-for this

translation, but when Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad’s
translation was completed, a reward of Rs. 400/-

was offered to him, as some grudging or incompet-
ent official, who had been consulted by Govern-
ment as an expert, reported that the translation

was fairly good but “ not upto the mark”. This
was not only disappointing to the talented trans-

lator, but insulting, as the merit of his work was
not fully recognised. His disappointment did not,,

however, last long, owing to an intervention from
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-an unexpected quarter, duly recognising the worth
of the S&mavat, and creating for the translator

the chance of being elevated to a high office in
Hyderabad (Deccan).

The Administration of Hyderabad (Deccan)
was then in the able hands of Sir Salar Jang I, as
Prime Minister, and the well-known scholar, Syed
Husain Bilgrami, was the trusted adviser of the
Government of the Nizam on literary and educa-
tional questions. The book which Maulvi Nazeer
Ahmad had translated was sent to Hyderabad,
through the Resident, for being corrected, and was
referred to Syed Husain Bilgrami (afterwards
Nawab Imadul Muik). The latter was very
favourably impressed by its beautifully idiomatic
language, and he declared that he did not agree
with the opinion of the expert consulted by the
N. W. P. Government. In his opinion the transla-

tion was excellent. This resulted in a belated re-

cognition of the book by the N.W.P. Government.
Some time after this, in 1877, a high appointment
in the Revenue Department in Hyderabad was
offered to Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad. He went and
distin^ished himself in his new sphere as he had
done in his previous positions. Gradually his
reputation as a scholar which had preceded him,
and his mastery of the pen, began to be utilised
in the Deccan in various ways.

The writing of story books on which the fame
of Nazeer Ahmad as a writer chiefly rests, had
begun when he was a Deputy Collector in the
N. W. P., several years before he went to Hydera-
bad. The first book which brought him honour
and recognition is the Miratual Urns (or the
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Bride’s Mirror). This story gives an account of

two imaginary characters, Asghari and Akbari,

•the former a girl of well-regulated ideas and habits

and the latter a wayward and undisciplined

daughter of the same family. Asghari's good
manners won for her great popularity in the house

of her parents-in-law, when she was married,

while her sister Akbari had to suffer for her short-

comings when she went to her husband’s house.

The aim of the author was to guide girls in learn-

ing good manners, without making the book an
obtrusive bock of advice.

^ The way in which the writing of the Miraiul

Ufus started deserves special mention. Maulvi
Nazeer Ahmad felt that there were no good books
specially suited to the requirements of girls. For
his own daughters, who were reading Urdu with
him, he began to write a story. His daughters

found his descriptions of the house of the family

described by him and the talks between the mem-
bers of the family, so interesting and true to life

that they used frequently to ask him to tell them
a little more of the story. Chapters of the book
were thus being written, one after another, under
the pressing demand of the daughters of the
author. Many neighbours heard of the interest

thus aroused in the minds of the girls and they
asked them to lend them the manuscript, so that

other girls may make copies of it and read it

at their own homes. The book was thus known
and appreciated in a small circle, before it

attracted the notice of the N. W. P. Government
and fetched a prize of one thousand rupees.
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and became a very popular book when it was
published/

The story of how this book came to the notice-

of the Government is also worth relating. Maulvi
Nazeer Ahmad was serving at Jhansi when the then

Director of Public Instruction came on tour. He
was camping outside the town. The Maulvi’s son,

Bashiruddin Ahmad, who was a little boy at the

time, was passing by the camp, when the Director

askedhimif he w'as a student and if so what book
he was studying. The boy said he was reading

a book called Chand Pand. The Director said

he had not heard of any book of that name. The
,

boy replied that it was a small book of advices

which his father had w’ritten for him. The Director

expressed a desire to see the book. Bashiruddin
Ahmad went to his house and fetched the book, but
as he felt that the manuscript of the Miratul Urus
would be even more interesting, he took it with him
along with the Chand Pand. The officer was so

struck with the excellence of the book that he ask-

ed Maluvi Nazeer Ahmad to get a fair copy of it|

prepared for him and to send it to him. This
was done. The Director laid the manuscript be-

fore the Lieutenant Governor, Sir William Muir,

who already knew Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad. Sir

William Muir found it very readable and useful.

About two months after the visit of the Director

to Jhansi, the author got a letter from him to the

effect that the book was the first of its kind and
had been awarded a prize of one thousand rupees.

1. For this detail and for the information in the paragraph that
iollows^ I am indebted to the Harat un Nazeer, a readable biographer
of Maulana Nazeer Ahmad, written by Syed Iftikhar Alam.
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Later on the Lieutenant Governor publicly praised

this book in a Darbar held at Agra in 1869, and
gave the author a clock as a personal present

from himself with ithe author's name inscribed

on it. TheMiraiul Urus has since passed through
numerous editions and hundreds of thousands of

copies of this book have been sold throughout
the length and breadth of India. It has been
translated into English. It has also been translat-

ed into many Indian languages.

The popularity of Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad’s
first story book led to the writing of the Binat un

. Naash, which is almost a continuation of the first

story. Asghari, who was the chief character in

the first book, appears again in the role of a
teacher of girls. This book has also been publish-

ed many times and is popular, but it cannot be
considered equal to the “Bride’s Mirror.” It

appears that the author intended to make it

suitable for students of a standard more advanced
than that of the readers of his first book.

The Taubatun Nasuh, was the third book of this

series. It is an instructive story, and is considered

as one of the best specimens of the style of writing

introduced by Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad. The success

of these three stories created a great demand for

other books from the pen of the same author and
the Ibmd Waqt, the Muhsmat Sind Ayania followed

in swift succession. They are ail stories with a
purpose. ThelbnulWaqt describes the difficulties

of a man, who was born and bred in an old

fashioned home, but who adopted the Western
style of living and proved a misfit. The Muhsinai.
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also known as the Fisana-i-Mubtila, was a story

of an unfortunate man who married two wives,

and had constant worries and friction in his home
life. The author wrote on the front page of the
book the adage ;

" There is only one heart in

human breast. It cannot be given to two per-

sons”. In the writing of this book, Maulvi Bashir
-ud-din Ahmad, the only son of Maulvi Nazeer
Ahmad, who was a well-educated young man by
then, collaborated with his father. The Ayama
laid stress on the re-marriage of widows.

There are many other writings of Maulvi
Nazeer Ahmad, which could be mentioned, but

^

in the interests of brevity only one more may be
referred to. It is named Mauiza-i-Hasana. It

is a collection of the letters which the author wrote
to his son, from time to time, giving him advice

and guidance in educational and cultural matters.

It has benefited numerous youths besides the
author’s son.

In addition to the distinction attained by
Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad in literature, the credit of

producing a translation of the Quran in pure and
idiomatic Urdu, belongs to him. The older

translations were too literal to be easily understood
by those who did not know Arabic. Maulvi
Nazeer Ahmad took the bold step of rendering the
Holy book into idiomatic Urdu, to enable Urdu
knowing people to understand its meaning. He
introduced parenthetical clauses here and there,

to elucidate the meaning of the text. This work
brought him even greater popularity than that
acquired by him through his other books, but it
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also aroused opposition from some theologians,

who regarded any translation besides a strictly

literal one as an unjustified interference with the
Quran”. The opposition of some theologians to

Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad was further accentuated to

wards theend of his life,whenhe wrote the Ummahat-
ul-Ummah, that is ” the mothers of the faithful”.

This book was -written to refute the criticism of

a non-Muslim on the number of matrimonial
relations contracted by the Prophet of Islam in

the concluding years of his life. The author ex-

plained the reasons for those marriages and
showed that they were not promoted by love of

pleasure. Exception was taken by some Mauivis to

a quotation in this book, which was considered dis-

respectful to the wives of the Prophet. An
agitation was started against this publication,

which forced the author to do away with all the
copies of the book.

Apart from his writings, Maulvi Nazeer
Ahmad had the unique distinction of being the
greatest orator in Urdu. A volume of the lectures

delivered by the Maulvi from time to time, in

public meetings, has been published. Till his

return to Delhi from Hyderabad, Maulvi Nazeer
Ahmad had not discovered that he had the gift

of oratory. At the annual meeting of the Tibbia
College at Delhi he probably made his first public

speech. He found that his tongue could wield
even a greater influence than his pen, in moving
the hearts of people. After that he was in demand
at various places throughout the coimtry. At
Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, he made eloquent

speeches. Aligarh and Lahore had more frequent.
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opportunities of benefiting by his oratory.

Immense crowds used to gather at Lahore to hear
him. He addressed large audiences, in a voice
which could be clearly heard in every corner of

the hall. Most of his speeches were made at the
annual gatherings of the Moslem Educational
Conference. The Anjuman-i-Hamayat-i-Isiarn of

Lahore also used to invite him every year for its

anniversary meetings and his lectures were a
specially attractive feature of its annual functions.

He used to hold his audiences spell bound for two
or three hours at a stretch.

Though Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad has made his

mark as a ma.ster of prose, it must be mentioned
that he had a fairly good capacity for writing
verse. He does not appear to have written any
ghazals or other popular poems, but he has written
many lengthy pieces of verse, as preludes to his

Urdu lectures or as supplements to them. The trend
of the poems used to be the same as those of the
lectures. In one of these poems he made all the
points which he wanted to make, and added

:

“ Abhi hai nasr men Kehne ko asl-i-mudaa baqi”
(The real purpose of my address has still to be
explained in prose). From matter of fact com-
positions of this kind much of real poetry cannot
be expected, but there were occasional sparks of
Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad’s exceptionally sharp
wit in his poems, which showed that he could
have shone in poetry, if he had liked to do so.

As a man he led a quiet and simple life. He
preferred the old fashioned life of Indian families
to the modern style of living, which had come
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into vogue in his time. He spent about twenty
years after his retirement from Hyderabad in

devoted voluntary service to the cause of literature.

He departed from this life in 1912, full of years

and honours, and his loss was mourned by hun-
dreds of thousands of his grateful countrymen.



Maulana Altaf Husain Hali

Among those to whom modern Urdu owes a

permanent debt of gratitude, the name of Shams-ul-

Ulama Maulana Altaf Husain, Hali, stands high.

He has left Urdu literature purer in thought and
expression than it was when he took upon himelf

the arduous task of reforming it and he has left

behind a number of books in Urdu prose, which

will long be remembered as valuable additions to

the stock of Urdu literature. In the line of literary

criticism he is a writer of recognised merit, whose
writings have inspired and will inspire many an
aspirant to literary fame with lofty ideals.

Altaf Husain was born at Panipat in 1837

and died in 1914, at the ripe age of 77, and has

found his last resting place in the town of his

birth, which he loved so well in his life and which
had. been the home of his ancestors for a long

period. From a brief autobiographical note, which
Maulana Hali had once prepared at the instance

of Nawab Imadul Mulk Bilgrami, and a copy of

which has been supplied to me by the courtesy of

Hall’s worthy son, Khwaja Sajjad Husain, B.A.,
^

Retired Inspector of Schools, I find that the family
of Ansaris to which Hali belongs, has been resid-

1. Khawaja Sajjad Hussain is now no more. He was a great
educationist and had devoted himself to the progress of the school
which was founded at Panipat to commemorate Maulana Hali.
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ing in Panipat for about 700 years. Khwaja
Maiak Ali, who was distinguished in his day for

his scholarship, was the name of the ancestor of

Hali who migrated to India from Herat in the

time of Ghiasud Din Balban, who granted the

learned man a handsome living in the shape of a

few fertile villages in the Panipat Pargana and
appointed him as a Oazi of the place. Hali traces

his descent from Khwaja Maiak Ali on the father’s

side and is connected with a respectable Syed
family on the mother’s side.

The early age of Altaf Hussain was full of

troubles. His mother suffered from a mild form
of insanity soon after his birth and his father

died when he was only nine years old.' Pie was
thus left with none but his brothers and sisters to

take care of him. As members of his family were
dev'oted to religion, they first of ali made him
learn the Quran by heart, and he made a beginn-

ing in reading Persian and Arabic after that, but
he never received a regular schooling. Syed Jaafar
Ali was his first teacher of Persian and gave him
what may be considered a fairly good grounding
in that language. He learnt his Arabic from
Mauhd Ibrahim Husain Ansari, who had just re-

turned to Panipat after being educated in theology

at Lucknow. Altaf Husain had not advanced
very far in his studies and was barely seventeen,

when he w^as pressed by his brother and sister to

get married. He yielded to this pressure, because

1. In a little book called HAYAT-I-HALI, written by Syed
Muhamad Faniq, it is stated that it was the tather of Hali who be-
came insane and it the mother who died tvhen the boy only
9, but the correct information is the other way round, as stated
above.
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he respected the brother and sister as he would
have respected his father and mother if they had
been alive, but he did so not very willingly, as

this seemed to shut him off from his studies, on
which he was very keen. Finding that the parents

of his wife were well off and could support her for

some time, he quietly slippeda way from his house
and went to Delhi and studied there for about a
year and half, under Maulvi Nawazish Ali, a well-

known teacher and preacher of his day. The old

Delhi College was in full swing at the time and
some of his future contemporaries, for example
Maulvi Nazeer Ahmad and Maulvi Zakaullah, were
receiving education there, but he did not go to

that college, as he knew that his people at Panipat
were too conservative to tolerate any kind of

Western education or any knowledge of the
English language. Hali tells us that Moslem
theologians in those days held English schools in

great contempt and gave them the names of

majhalas (places where one can remain Jahil
or ignorant.) Thus deprived of Western educa-
tion, he was devoting himself entirely to Oriental
learning. His studies were, however, again dis-

turbed. His relatives came to know where he
was and began to insist that he should return to
his house. They succeeded in taking him back
to Panipat in 1855. This was very hard on him,
but he continued his studies privately there for a
year or so. His relatives insisted that he should
get :.ome employment. He got a petty job in the
Collector’s Office at Hissar in 1856, but he had
been there only one year, when the Mutiny broke
out. He left Hissar for Panipat again and for a
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few years had nothing to do except resuming his

studies. Thus, though circumstances stood in the

way of his drinking as deeply as he liked at the

fountain of learning, he did not remain thirsty

and may be regarded as a well-read man in Arabic

and Persian.

Hali had started writing verses in Persian

and Arabic while in Panipat, but this was because

it was considered a kind of accomplishment in

those days to be able to versify. It was not till

his visit to Delhi and his contact with Ghalib
that he became fully aware of his special capacity

for winning distinction as a poet. During his

first stay in Delhi he became acquainted with
Ghalib. On the occasions of his visits to Ghalib

be used to ask him to explain some of his difficult

verses, both Persian and Urdu. Ghalib thus

came to know that Hali had a good head for

poetry and actually advised him to take to

writing poetry, saying that he would be doing an
injustice to his natural bent of mind if he would
not do so. Hali wrote one or two ghazals at Delhi

by virtue of this encouragement from an eminent
poet like Ghalib, and though he did not get much
practice at Delhi, he found a very favourable

atmosphere for poetical efforts when he began
to live with Nawab Mustafa Khan, Taluqadar of

Jahangirabad in Bulandshahr District. Tired of

the stagnant life he was leading at Panipt, for

some years after the Mutiny, he was prevailed

upon by Nawab Mustafa Khan to remain with
Mm as a companion and he was the wdthNawab for

seven or eight years. The nobleman was himself

a well-known poet, who wrote under the name of
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Hasrati in Persian and Shejta in Urdu. He
had at first been a pupil of Momin of Delhi and had
cn the death of Momin begun to submit his ghazals

to Ghalib. In the companionship of Shefta and
under his genial and inspiring influence, the hitherto
undisplayed talent of Hali found a sphere of

activity and he began to shine with a lustre which
increased as time went on. Haii began to send
his poems to Ghalib along with those of Shefta,

but he says that improvement in his poetry at
that time was not due so much to any corrections

by Ghalib as to the influence of Shefta, whose
good taste endowed him with some of the charac-
teristic features of his writings. Shefta, he says,

disliked hyperbolic exaggerations and believed in
making one’s writings effective by true and natural
descriptions of things. He tried to make simple
and true facts attractive by the manner in which
they were put. His ideas in this respect had a
deep and lasting effect on the mind of Hali and
became eventually Half’s own ideals, which he
inculcated in theory and carried out in practice.

The tendency thus engendered in Hali during
his stay at Jahangirabad, of writing impressively
in as simple a style as possible, received a further
impetus by an appointment which he got on the
death of Shefta in the Punjab Government Book
Depot, at Lahore, where his duties consisted in
revising translations of English books into Urdu
for the Education Department, with the object of
improving their language. This work he ^d for
two years and this experience proved highly
useful to him in his later life. This gave him a
much needed acquaintance with one of the best
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literatures of the West and gave him a desire to
learn as much as possible through translations.

He would occasionally get hold of students who
knew English and would ask them to interpret

English books to him. His admiration for the
simplicity and directness characterising English
writings grew to such an extent that he tells us
that ordinary Persian books suffered very much
in his estimation. This indirect touch with
English literature served as a turning point in his

literary career and gave a fresh impetus to his

thought. About this time an association for
poetical and literary contests was formed at
Lahore by Maulvi Mohammad Husain Azad at
the instance of Col. Holroyd, the then Director
of Public Instruction and a great patron of Urdu
literature. Hali took part in those contests and
som.e of his earliest poems, which brought him into
fame as one of the originators of a new style of
Urdu poetry, were written for this association.
The following poems belong to this period:

—

Barsat, (Rainy Season), Bmined, (hope), Rahm-o-
Insaf (Mercy and Justice), and Hnbb-i-Watan,
(Patriotism).

His time at Lahore, though usefully spent,
had not been spent very happily. He was fond
of Dehli, of which he had seen a good deal, when
staying with Shefta, as the latter was residing
there at the time. He pined for Dehli. As compar-
ed with the galaxy of literary men which could
be found there in those days, he thought Lahore
to be very poor in society. As a new’-comer and
ja. stranger he had no friends at Lahore. On the
top of it aU there was an outbreak of epidemics
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during his stay here and he was himself taken ill

He wrote a few' lines denouncing Lahore as a most
inhospitable and miserable place. These lines

are published in the Diwan-i-Hali, but there is
a foot note, given under the lines, explaining the
circumstances above referred to. I take the
explanation as a sort of apology for the publication
of those lines, because the poet seems to have felt

afterw'ards that Lahore did not deserve all the
unkind things said of it. The lines, however,,
are interesting from a literary point of view and
are to the following effect

;

“ He who comes and lives in Lahore can
realise.

That this is the world spoken of as the home
of troubles.

There is so much of strangeness here.

That the nightingale does not know the rose"

Hali’s desire was after all fulfilled and he got
a chance of going back to Delhi, as a teacher in
the Anglo-Arabic School there. He wrote one
or two poems at Delhi, similar to those he had
written at Lahore. Syed Ahmad Khan noticed
in his style of writing a distinct departure from
the old ghazal writers and apromise of remarkable
achievements. He suggested to him the idea of
writing a poem on the fallen condition of Musul-
mans. This excellent suggestion caught the fancy
of the poet and he carried out the idea with
great effect in his famous Musaddas, called Madd-
o-Jazr-i-Islam, which may be regarded as an
epoch-making poem. It transformed people’s
notions as to Urdu poetry. It made the poet at
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once the envy of his compeers, many of whom
wrote poems in imitation of the Musaddas but
did not succeed in coming up to its high standard
of expression. It has received much praise all

round, but nothing could go higher than the praise

which Syed Ahmad Khan bestowed on it, when
he got a printed copy of the poem from the author.

Years ago I was lucky enough to get a copy of
the letter written by Sir Syed, acknowledging
receipt of the book and expressing his opinion on
it. I think the opinion deserves to be reproduced
in translation :

—

“ I received your letter with a copy of the
Musaddas. From the moment I began to read
the book I could not lay it down till I had finish-

ed it and when I finished it I felt sorry that it

had come to an end. It will be quite appropriate
to say that with this book starts a new era in our
poetry. The clarity, the beauty and the flow
that characterise it cannot be praised too much.
It is surprising to find a subject treated with
•such a regard for facts and with such absence of

exaggeration or far-fetched similies, which are the
stock-in-trade of Urdu poesy. The book is a
model of elegance and eloquence. Many of its

stanzas cannot be read without one’s eyes getting
wet wtih tears. Anything that springs from the
heart appeals to the heart. It is true, as you
have stated in your preface, that I moved you
to write this book and I regard this as a virtuous
deed, so that when I die and am questioned by
God as to what I have accomplished in the world,
I would point to this deed and say I have done
nothing except being instrumental in Kali’s
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writing of this book. May God bless you for this

work and may it be a means of help to our
community. The Imams in our mosques should
recite portions of it in their congregational sermons.
I thank you sincerely for your intention to grant
the copyright of this book to the M. A. O. College

and to have it registered, but I do not like to

place any kind of restriction on its publiction, as

it is a mirror which reflects the true condition of

our people and the elegy that mourns their down-
fall. It shall give me great pleasure if it is

published as broadcast as possible and may become
so popular that boys may sing it (to the accompani-
ment of dandas)', singing girls may sing its verses

with their stringed instruments and drums, male
singers may recite it with the music of their stringed

instruments at the shrines of saints so as to lead
persons gifted with genuine feeling to ecstacies”.

The Musaddas was followed by a number of

poems in the same style. Some of them are so
good as to rank next only to the Musaddas, for

instance the Shikwa-i-Hind and the Qasida-i-

Gyasia. Tempted as I feel to give you extracts
from these poems, I do not propose to do so as

these poems are so well-known. Suffice it to say
that after the publication of the Musaddas it be-
came the recognised function of Hali to write and
often to recite poems dwelling on the glorious past
of Islam, and to induce modern Moslems to follow .

in the footsteps of their forefathers. In his elegy
on the death of Hakim Mahmud Khan of Delhi,

1 . Dandas referred to above are sticks which, are used by boys
for creating musical sounds by striking one stick against another.
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Hali refers to this part of his work in very touch-
ing terms :

—

“ They say, O Hali ! there w’as a great latitude

in days gone by, in the way of poesy. When
there were open paths in all directions for the poet.

Some poets dealt with stories of beauty and
love.

While others adorned their verses with the
colour of Sufism.

Some w'armed the hearts of their friends

wdth lyrical gkazals,

And others got rewards and Khiiats (dresses)

by singing eulogies of the royalty and nobility.

We, however, got little or no opportunity
of indulging in song in our time.

The mournful tune of the moment did not
allow us to devote attention to anything else.

Hali realised after sometime that his efiusions,

while having the effect of awakening the Indian
llusalmans were also having a somewhat harmful
result by making them vain and inclined too much
to look to the past, instead of working for the
future. He began in his later days to remind
them of their duties to the living present in eloquent
terms and to lay more and more emphasis on the
necessity of their trying to do something good or
great. He said

:

“ Water your fields, wbile the Ganges is flow-
ing.

Do something O young men now that the
vigour of early youth is in you.

You would be worth something if you have
any of the learning or skill of your ancestors,
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But if you have nothing of these, then the
stories of the greatness of those who are gone are
nothing but stories.”

He points out that the laws of the Universe
are unchanging and only the fittest can survive.

He asks the Moslems to become fit if they want
to live and warns them that they are doomed if

they do not work for their uplift :

—

“ Keep yourselves up if you want to be among
the living people of the world, otherwise there is.

every indication of your going down and dowm.
For a -long time past we have been warned by the
laws of nature, which govern the Universe, that
nations which do nothing to get rid of their weak-
ness are on the very brink of extinction.

Crocodiles and big fish in the ocean are devouring
the small fish, who are incapable of protecting
themselves.”

Towards the latter part of his life, Hali grew
more and more philosophic in his utterances. It

was an experience worth a great deal to hear
Hali recite his own compositions. There was no.
effort at elocution, no gesticulation, no raising
aloud of voice, but the beautiful verses flowed
from his lips in a quiet, unassumed and impressive
manner, in which every word was enunciated
distinctly, every point of any significance properly
emphasised, and every shade of meaning brought
out in the reading. His transparent sincerity, his
genuine feeling and his pure life made a deep
impression on the audience and though they had
to strain their ears to catch the oracular words
uttered by the poet, they used to hear him spell-

bound, with rapt attention.
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As a specimen of his later poems, full of

philosophy and thought, may be mentioned a
Tarkib-Band, called the Tuhfatul Akhwxn.

While Hali’s poems on general subjects like

‘Hope’ and ‘Mercy’ were calculated to appeal to

all lovers of Urdu literature, his favourite theme,
about the rise and fall of Islam, was of special

interest to Muhammadans only. Thus the direc-

tion which his Muse took after his coming into

contact with Sir Syed, resulted perhaps in limiting

his popularity mainly to Muhammadans. He was
not, however, altogether oblivious of his duties to

Indians in general. He wrote the Miinajat-i-

Bewa, or “ the Prayer of the Widow,” which has
received unbounded admiration from our Hindu
countrymen. No one could have advocated better

the cause of the widows than Hali has done in

that poem. One of his latest poems, devoted to

the cause of Indian womanhood, is known as
‘ Chup-ki-dad\ This was read out at the Educa-
tional Conference at Aligarh in 19D5. Syed
Mohammad Faruq in his Hayat-i-Hali states that

on the occasion of the celebration of the 40th years

of the succession of the late Nizam to the throne,

Haliwas at Hyderabad and was asked to recite a
poem of his at a meeting held on the anniversary

day, at which many of his admirers were present.

Maharaja Kishen Pershad was in the chair. This

memorable poem was recited in that meeting by
Hali amidst universal applause.

Besides the poems possessing general interest

,
for readers of all classes, Hali has written a large

number of quatrains and short poems containing

words of wisdom and imparting useful lessons in
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telling words. The quatrains first found a place
in the Diwan, but were subsequently published in

the form of a separate book, which has been widely
read and appreciated. They were translated into

English by Mr. G. E. Ward, M. A., I. C. S. and
the translation was published in England. This
was, however, a translation in prose. I understand
a translation in English verse is now being made
by another \\’’estern scholar, Dr. Spooner of the
Indian Archaeological Department. Most of you
know the quatrains and I need not give you any
specimens of them.

Among Hall’s short poems there are many
remarkable little pieces which will be remembered
long. Some of these are also being translated

into English by Dr. Spooner.
Ever since Hali came into prominence there

has been a good deal of controversy over his

proper place among the great poets of India.

Those who have received English education and-
who could see all the admirable points in his

departure from the beaten path of ghazal writing,

have given him unstinted praise and are of the
opinion that he should be placed in the foremost
rank of modern Urdu poets. There have been
others, however, belonging to the old school, who
have regarded many of Hali’s innovations as

literary heresies and who have been inclined, at

times, to find fault with his language on the
ground that he was not a born resident of Delhi
or Lucknow, but belonged to Panipat. The
Lucknow School of poetry has been speciedly

hard on him and his writings, but this controversy is

dying out since the poet’s death and public opinion
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in literary circles is now tending in the direction

of recognising Hali as one of the greatest bene-

factors of Urdu Literature. The type of critics

alluded to above has been very sarcastically dealt

with by Hali himself, in one of his shorter pieces,

in which after mentioning some of the criticisms

levelled at him by them he ends with the very
telling remark that -‘Hali may be given a bad
name on account of his home, but the writings of

such opponents have given a bad name to their

home itself."'

Having seen something of Half’s poetry, we
now come to a consideration of his work as a
prose-writer. I am inclined to think that his

prose writings, though far above the average, in

language and style, do not come up to the standard
of great masters of prose like Azad or NazirAhmad.
His prose works are remarkable more for the
matter contained in them than for the style in

which they are written. Among his earlier prose
works may be mentioned the translation of a book
on Geology, which was published by the Punjab
-University, in the time of Dr Leitner. He wrote
also at Lahore a book called Majalis-un-Nisa, which
remiained for a longtime a text book for Girls Schools
and is now unfortunately out of print. He was
given a prize of Rs. 400/-, on writing this book, in

a Durbar held by Lord Northbrook. The work in

prose, however, which first brought Hali into

prominence was the Hayai-i-Sadi, which he wrote
when in Delhi. The Muqaddama in prose, covering

^ore than two hundred pages, which is attached
to his Diwan, is a valuable essay on criticism and
sets forth ideals of poetry as understood in various
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literatures. This is a work showing great research.

It is remarkable that an essary of this kind,

deriving much of its information from English and

'

other European books on literature, should have
been given to the Urdu speaking world, not by an
Indian possessing Western education, but by a
product of the old school, whose education was
confined to Persian and Arabic. The Yadgar-i-
Ghalib by Hali is another book which has been
very much liked and appreciated. It gives us not
only a biography of Ghalib but serves as a valu-

able introduction to the works of Ghalib, showing
at the same time Hali’s mastery of the art of
•criticism. Among his biographical works, however,
the book that may be regarded as the most
valuable is the Hayat-i-Javid, on the life and work
of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, which may be considered
Hali’s magnum-opus in prose.

Hali’s life is a noble example of complete
devotion to literature, plain living and high
thinking. Ambitions of a worldly kind never
troubled him. His was a sweet nature contented
with little. “ Man wants but little and that little^

not long” was a maxim which he lived upto.
When Hali was serving in the Arabic School at
Delhi, he went to Aligarh on the occasion of the
visit of the late Sir Asman Jah, of Hyderabad, to
Aligarh, about the year 1887. He was introduced
to Sir Asman Jah by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and a
stipend of Rs. 75/- a month for continuing literary

work was granted to him from the Nizam’s
Government. This small stipend was raised to
Rs. 100/- a month, when the poet visited
Hyderabad five years later, in connection with a
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deputation tiiat waited on the Nizam to ask for

an addition to the grant in aid of the M. A. O.
College. He then feit that he had got just enough
for his simple wants and he retired from service

and went back to Panipat, to devote his life to
literary pursuits, which continued upto his much
lamented death in 1914.



Maulvi Muhammad Husaio Azad

Azad is one of the benefactors of modern

Urdu literature, who have made it what it is to-

day. There is hardly any name that ranks higher

among the prose writers of Urdu than that of

Azad. His life was devoted to learning and

his literary work not only added materially

to the stock of Urdu literature, but reformed

public taste as to the quality of Urdu poetry and

prose and set up a high standard of excellence for

writers of Urdu. Like many of his distinguished

contemporaries he belonged to Delhi, which can

rightly claim credit for having produced him, but

Lahore too has a right to share with Delhi the

honour of owning him, as it was here that the

greater part of his life was spent and almost the

whole of his literary work was accomplished. He
came to Lahore as an exile, but eventually adopted

this place as his home, and found here a congenial

atmosphere for his literary activities. He met
with considerable encouragement and appreciation

at the hands of some eminent Western scholars

and educationists with whom he came in contact

and among whom the names of Colonel Holroyd

and Dr. Leitner may be specially mentioned.

The story of Azad’s life is full of great interest

and in some respects extremely pathetic. I am
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indebted to his grandson, Agha Muhammad Tahir,
for a brief account of the author’s family and
early career. Muhammad Husain was born in
Delhi about 1827 A. D. His father, Maulvi
Muhammad Baqir, occupied an important
position in the literary circles of Delhi in those
days. Maulvi Mauhammad Baqir belonged to a
family of Hamadan, in Persia, which traced its

descent from Salman Farsi, a well-known disciple

of the Prophet of Arabia. A representative of
that family, Mirza Muhammad Shikoh, was the
first to migrate to India. He was a great scholar
of Shia theology and soon became a religious leader
of the Shia community in Delhi. After him his

son Maulvi Ivluhammad Akbar occupied the same
position. Maulvi Muhammad Baqir was the only
son of Maulvi Muhammad Akbar, and was educat-
ed at the Arabic College at Delhi, after he had
completed his studies at home. He belonged to
the very first batch of men that came out of that
college and among those who were educated with
him was a well-known Punjab scholar, K. B. Syed
Rajah Ali, of Jagraon, in Ludhiana District.

Maulvi Muhammad Baqir got employment as a
reader in a Court, but his father persuaded him to
give up the job and to devote himself to the
teaching of religion like his fore-fathers. Among
the associates of Maulvi Muhammad Baqir’s youth
was the famous poet, Zauq, and this fact had a
unique influence on the career of Muhammad
Husain Azad. Azad thus came in contact with
one of the best writers of Urdu verse, and even as
a youth he went with Zauq to some of the great
poetical contests of Delhi, where he saw other
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great writers of verse and had opportunities of

weighing the relative merits of Zauq and his con-

temporaries. He himself began to write ghazals

which had the privilege of being corrected by Zauq.

It was this practice which gave his verses the neat
finish that characterised them.

Mauivi Muhammad Husain, in addition to the

opportunity he thus had of writing verse, also got

a very good chance of developing a taste for prose,

as his father became the editor of the Urdu Akhbar
of Delhi, which was is said to be the first Urdu
newspaper started in Delhi. The newspaper did
not last very long, but must have proved of con-

siderable help in making Azad the great publicist

he afterwards became.
Azad's education was partly at home and

partly in the Delhi College, where he was a con-

temporary of Mauivi Nazir Ahmad and Maluvi
Zakaullah. When these three were reading in the

Delhi College, who could have known that each
one of them would shine as a star on the firmament
of Urdu literature ? It is remarkable that Muham-
mad Husian, even as a youth in his teens, had an
intense desire to devote himself to learning for the
whole of his ’u'e. Once a distinguished European
visitor came to the College and after examining
the boys, put them a question as to what they
would do on finishing their studies. Each answered
the question according to his own inclination.

When the turn of Muhammad Husain came, he
said: “ I shall acquire further knowledge and then
spread among my countrymen whatever light I

possess or receive.” It need hardly be said that
he lived up to this noble ideal.
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The smooth, course of life was suddenly
interrupted by the Mutiny of 1857 A. D. Maulvi
Muhammad Baqirhad given shelter to Mr. Taylor,

Principal, Delhi College, when the mutineers
were going for every European whom they could
get hold of. Mr. Taylor was concealed in a room
inside the Imambara. The mutineers came to

know of it and surrounded the place. The Maulvi
managed to take Mr. Taylor out of his hiding

place and was taking him to a mosque for shelter.

When Mr. Taylor felt that all would be scon over
with him, he handed over to the Maulvi a bundle
of currency notes on the back of one of which he
wrote something in Latin. He told the Maulvi
that if the English succeed in getting back Delhi,

the currency notes should be made over to the first

Englishman whom he might come across. Mr.
Taylor was taken to the mosque by the Maulvi,
but this was found out by the mutineers the next
day, who caught him and killed him. When the
Mutiny was Over and the British re-entered Delhi,

Maulvi Muhammad Baqir, true to his trust, made
over the currency notes left with him by Mr. Taylor
to a Colonel, little knowing that he had been hold-

ing in trust his own death warrant and was
delivering it himself. What Mr. Taylor had
written in Latin on one of the notes was that
Maulvi Muhammad Baqir had at first given him
shelter for some time, but had eventually failed

him and had not tried to save him. The Maulvi
was, therefore, suspected of having been identified

with the mutineers and was ordered to be shot
dead and his property confiscated. This rendered
Azad homeless. He left Delhi with the women
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and childern of the family and the only thingthat
he managed to save from the general ruin that
suddenly over-took the family, was a bundle of

manuscript poems of his great master Zauq, which
were subsequently published by him in his enlarged
edition of Diwan-i-Zauq, with a suitable preface.

Azad and his people took shelter at Sonepat
with an old employee of theirs, who had served in
their press at Delhi, but as he learnt that he
might also be arrested as the son of Maulvi Mauham-
mad Baqir, he left Sonepat, disguised as a faqir,

while his family remained at Sonepat. He came
to Jagraon and met his father’s old friend, Syed
Rajab Ali. The Syed treated him very kindly and
sent for his family from Sonepat. After some time
Syed Rajab Ali started a press at Ludhiana, where
Azai began to work as a caligraphist. After a
short time Azad visited Lucknow in 1858 A. D.
and made the acquaintance of the literary men
there. He came back to Punjab and tempor-
arily got employment in Jind State. He did
not, however, find employment in the State
congenial to him and came to Lahore, where a
cousin of his was employed as a Postmaster.
Through him he first got a job in the Post Office
and, after a few years, he got into the Education
Department, where he made a humble start, but
his talent was soon recognised and gradually he
rose to the position of a Professor in the Govern-
ment College and got the title of Shams-ul-Ulema,
in recognition of his literary work.

His connection with the department of Public
Instruction in the Punjab gave him the opportunity
of accomplishing what Nature had fitted him for.
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His earliest productions were some text-books iii.

Urdu, for use in schools, and among these his

Qisas-i-Hind is entitled to a high rank. Some of

the most important episodes in Indian history are

described in this book in the form of short and
attractive stories. The language used is simple
and the style beautiful. Another historical work
of his which is worthy of great praise is the Darbar-
i-Akbari. It deals with the period of Akbar and
tells us all about the galaxy of remarkable men who
gathered round Akbar's throne and made his reign

one of the most famous in history. Azad was long

engaged in collecting materials for this work and
unfortunately could not bring it out himself. The
first edition of the book was brought out by the

enterprise of one of the best-known of Azud’s old

pupils, Maulvi Syed Mumtaz All. The most
remarkable book, however, in the writings of Azad
is his Ah-i-Hayat, which is a history of Urdu poetry

from the time of the earliest poets like Wali, to the

time of Zmiq and Ghaiib. This book is admitted
on all hands to be the best of its kind in Urdu
literature. There were some tazkiras written

before, but they give very little account of the

lives of the poets and little or no criticism. They
only give specimens of the poems of each writer.

The Ab-i-Hayat was a distinct improvement on
them and gave in the form of an interesting and
readable narrative the story of Urdu poetry.

Considering the meagreness of the material, which,

was available, this achievement of Azad is entitled

to great admiration and must have cost him any
amount of labour when he was collecting informa-

tion from various sources. It has been said by
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some critics that inaccuracies have crept in here

and there in certain details and that at places

the author has even drawn on his imagination a
good deal. That may be true, but taking the
work as a whole, w’e cannot be sufficiently grateful

to Azad for the pains he took in producing this

book. It is necessary that some one should now
supplement this book by adding an account of the

period after Ghalib, and bring the history of

literature up-to-date, including in it not only

accounts of later poets but also of eminent prose-

writers.'

Another Urdu book of Azad which may be
mentioned is the Sukhandan-i-Faras

,

in which he
traces the development of the Persian language
and literature. It is really a collection of lectures

dealing with the subject and is a compilation, which
can be very helpful to students of Persian literature.

Among the imaginative writings of Azad the book
that deserves the foremost mention is his Nairang-i-
Khayal, which is so well-known and so widely
appreciated that I need not say much about it,

except recommending it for perusal to those who
have not already read this beautiful allegory.

Having referred to some of Azad’s famous
prose works let us turn to his poems. I need
hardly say that his published poems occupy only
a small volume and that his fame as a great writer

* Two later works which deal with modern Urdu poetry are
(1) Shir-ul’>Hind (Vol, 1 and II) by Manlana Abdus Salam Nadvi and
Gul-e^Rana by Maulana Hakim Abdul Haye—both issued by the
Maarif Press, Azamgarh, U. P. A work dealing with Urdu prose-
iitcmtureisbyMaulviMauhammad Yehya Tanha, Pleader, Ghaziabad,

Star-uUMilsamfin. fEd. H. R,). Tanka is also-
going to publish a book on the poets of Urdu.
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depends mainly on his prose writings. I must add,
however, that he was by nature a true poet. His
heart was full of poetical ideas and if he had chosen
to shine as a great poet, he had the distinction

within his grasp. I think there must have been a

time in his life when he made the choice for himself

to specialise in. prose. His far-seeing eye must
have perceived that what the Urdu language and
literature needed most was good prose and he
devoted himself to it heart and soul. He wrote
poetry in prose. There are passages in his prose

in which it is just as difficult as it is in good verse

to substitute one word for another or to change the

order in which words are placed. Words now from
his pen which are not only full of poetical rythm but
the ideas clothed in them are also poetic. This is

not ail. Feeling, which is the essence of poetry,

characterises his prose writings. Tf he talking of

old poets he seems to be living with them, feeling

for them and sharing their joys and griefs, their

failures and successes. Such being the characteris-
tics of his prose, his poetry could not be without
them. Nazm-i-Azad, the collection of his published

poems, is well-worth reading. These poems, along
with the noems of Halt, written before the famous
Mussaddas of the latter, mark a definite stage in the

progress of Urdu literature. It is interesting to

note that both these reformers of Urdu poetry-

worked in the Education Department in the Punjab
and thus co-operated in bringing about this reform.

They advoca,ted that old ideals and forms of

poetry must change and they themselves led the
way. In 1874 a literary society was founded in

Lahore, at the first meeting of which a lecture was
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delivered by Azad in which he appealed to his

countrymen to tap the stores of English to enrich

their own literature. He said :

—

“ The gems that can no\V adorn your literature

are locked in English boxes, which are placed close

to us but we are unaware of their existence. Our
countrymen who have acquired a knowledge of the

English language, have got the keys of those boxes

and I appeal to them to help us in securing the

gems. I ask them whether they have realised or

not that the heritage of their ancestors is about to

disappear. Have they no sympathy with that

heritage and will allow it to decay ?
”

He described his ideal of “ eloquence,” in the

following words in the same lecture :
“ Eloquence

does not consist in flights of imagination and
exaggeration, nor in the beauty of rhymes and
metaphors, nor in high sounding words and
expressions. Its true test is this : If we have in

our mind a feeling of pleasure or grief, of a liking

•or dislike for something or of fear or anger, our
description of it should convey to the hearer the

same feeling or thesame impression which he would
have received if it had been his own observation or

•experience.” To illustrate what he advocated, Azad
wrote a Masnavi, giving a graphic description of the

•time of night when the whole world goes to sleep.

This Masnavi was recited after the lecture and was
•very much appreciated. Another Masnavi, which
he wrote later, is known as the Subh-i-Ummid (The
'Morning of Hope). The author shows how hope
ds the one source of inspiration and encouragement
in all walks of life. The Masnavi Hub-i-Watan,
dealing with the love of one’s own country and the
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Kkwab'i-Amanoxi\^Q ‘ Dream of Peace” are equally
xemarkable poems. A few Ghazals of Azad which
have been printed along with his longer poems
show that he could have been a great Ghazal writer
if he wished.

There is one phase of Azad’

s

life to which no
reference has been made yet. He was a great
traveller. He once went to Central Asia \Tith Dr.
Leitner, who was deputed on a political mission.
Dr. Leitner disguisedhimself as a Mulia, a role which
he could easily fulfil on account of his Oriental
learning. Azad and one or two other Indian
scholars went about with him as his assistants.

'Azad gathered a lot of valuable experience in his

travels and on his return wrote aboutthem and also

published some text-books of Persian. It was dur-
ing these travels that he had a unique experience
which, in the light of subsequent events, would be
of great interest to students of psychology as a
remarkable phenomenon of the working of the
human mind. He was sojourning in Bokhara,
dressed as a Qalandar (Darvish), with a tali cap on
^is head. He went to a baker’s shop to have his

food and had just started taking his meal, when his

eye fell on a poor lean man who was sitting there.

He was so lean that there was hardly any flesh left

on his bones. He asked him his name. The man
replied that his name was Muhammad Husain. He
asked him to what place he belonged. The reply

was “ Delhi.” He asked him the name of his

father. Thereply was “Muhammad Baqir.” Azad
was so startled by this that he could not take any
'more food and ran away from the place and left

Bokhara at once. This incident he related, on his
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return, to the members of his family and it has been
narrated to me by his grandson, Agha Muhammad
Tahir. Strange as this incident is, it explains to-

some extent Azad’s mental derangement, which
followed a long time after. It is a permanent source

of regret to the admirers of Azad and his work that

the tvorldwas deprived of the benefit of his literary

activity for about twenty years before his death.

Those who knew Azad, with his enchanting powers
of conversation and his love of wit and humour,
were shocked to find him silent yet alive. Even
after this forced retirement from life, he was a
familiar figure in Lahore, constantly walking,

according to his old habit, in the gardens round the
city, speaking to no one and appearing as if someth-
ing was absorbing his thoughts. In those days the
peculiar hallucination, under which he was working,,

was that some enemy had so arranged things that
a person bearing the name of Muhammad Husain
was going about as a man with a deranged brain

and giving him a bad name. When he talked to

old pupils or relatives in those days he used to try

to disillusion them on the subject and to assure
them that he was all right. It is noteworthy that
he continued reading and writing even in that state

of mind. The books mostly read by him at the

time were those on religious philosophy and his

writings in those days were of a more or less

incoherent character. A little book called the Sapak
Namak represents the effusions of this period. Tht
two words which make upthe name of the book are

probably coined by the writer, who purports tc

found some new religion, the revelations of whicl
are contained in that little volume. It is painfu
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to refer to this dark period of Azad's life and I am
glad to go back to a brighter period.

I have already said that he was a well-travell-

ed man. The visit he paid to Central Asia with

Dr. Leitner was about 1867 A. D. That, how-
ever, was in the course of duty and at the expense

of Government and is not sc note-w'orthy as his

visit to Persia in 1885, the expenses of which he

bore himself, spending about ten thousand rupees

of his own hard earned monej?. It was one of the

ambitions of his life to have a great manuscript

library for research work. He had been collect-

ing some books here and one o: the ooiects vvith

which he went to Persia was to collect some
manuscripts there. He succeeded in bringing

some valuable books from Persia and was going

to present his whole collection to the public by
founding a library, when the illness referred to

above intervened. It is fortunate that a good

part of Azad^s collection is now preserved in the

Punjab University Library and is not lost to

the world. Azad was keeping a diary during his

visit to Persia, out of which it was his idea to

produce a book of travels. It can well be imagin-

ed, how interesting that book would have been

if he had been able to write it. That intention

rem-ained unfulfilled but luckily his notes have

been found by Agha Muhammad Tahir, who has

published them in an interesting little volume,

called Sair-i-Iran. This is one of the several

posthumous publications that have been brought

out by his grandson, whose efforts in this direction

deserve appreciation.

Azad's letters also make interesting reading.
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The first collection of his letters called Maktubat-i-

Azad was published by me some years ago, but it,

is now out of print. I am glad that Agha
Mohammad Tahir has brought out an enlarged
edition of the letters under the same name.
They are readable from a literary point of view,

as well as because they throw some light on the
events of his life.

Azad died at Lahore in 1910, after more
than twenty years of the unfortunate malady,
which cut short his eminently useful literary

career.



Maolvi Zaka Ullah

Amcng the literary men who have contri-

buted during the second half of the 19th century

to the advancement of Urdu literature, the late

Maulvi Mohammad Zaka Uliah must occupy a
high rank. It cannot be said that he was dis-

tinguished for great originality or w'as particularly

remarkable for the beauty of his style, but his

contribution to the stock of Urdu literature was
none the less valuable. His w^orks consisted

mainly of translations and adaptations from
English books on a variety of subjects. He
began by writing text book for schools, on
Physical Science, Economics, Geography and
History, all of w^hich were liked when they

appeared and served a useful purpose. The
work, however, by which he will be chiefly re-

membered was Tarikh-i-Hindustan, a history of

India in 14 volumes, which is the most exhaustive

compilation on the history of India in the Urdu
language and may be regarded 3s his magnum
opus. He has taken great pains over this book,

which is the result of vast study and research,

the learned author having tapped ail valuable

sources of information, English as well as Indian.

His work illustrates the debt which Urdu litera-

ture owes to English, so far as the present
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stage of its development is concerned. Ivlanlvi

Zaka Ullah wrote nothing but prose, and even in

prose he always aimed at simplicity of style and
never went in for flights of imagination or arti-

ficial means of producing effect.

For the brief biographical sketch of the

life of Maulvi Zaka Ullah, which is given below,

I am indebted to my esteemed friend Maulvi
Mohd Inayat Ullah,' the eldest son of the author,

who is himself a well-known literary man.
SI. Zaka Ullah sprang from a respectable and
scholarly family which traced its origin to Ghazni
in Afghanistan. His ancestors came from Ghazni
to the Punjab and after living in Lahore for

some time, his great grandfather went to Delhi

and settled there, in the time of Shah Alam.
He was appointed a tutor to one of the Mughal
Princes and this position the descendants of

the first tutor occupied after him, so that the

father of Maulvi Zaka Ullah was employed in

that capacity upto 1857. Born in 1832, Zaka
Ullah, in his childhood, commenced his studies

,,

with his grandfather Hafiz Mohammad Baka
Ullah. He showed signs of intelligence from his

infancy and began to read the Gulistan of Saadi
when he was only six years old. It is related

that during his childhood his mother complained
to his grandfather one day that he had been a
very naughty boy and had broken some utensils.

She suggested that he should be punished. The
grandfather smiled and said he would not punish

1 , M. Mohammad Inayat Ullah was alive when this lecture was
delivered. His untimely death has deprived Urdu literature of one
of its best authors.
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liim that day, even if he had set fire to the
house, because he was pleased very much with

the way in which Zaka Uilah had got up his

lesson.

A College had been established at Delhi in

those days. Zaka Uiiah joined the Oriental

branch of that institution. He had not been
there many months before he won a scholarship

and also a prize in the form of some books
and a few rupees. He was quite a little boy at

the time and was so pleased with his prize

that he ran breathless from his school to his

house, and presented what he had got to his

mother, who was verj’ much delighted with the

success of her child, as in sending him to school

she had been mainly instrumental. As a student

he showed special aptitude for Mathematics and
was a favourite pupil of the late. Mr. Ram
Chandra, who was a distinguished mathematical
teacher. This taste for mathematics Maulvi Zaka
Uiiah retained throughout his life. He translated

in Urdu well-known text books on Arithmetic,

Algebra and Euclid, and thereby rendered great

service to the cause of education through the
medium of the vernacular. His inclination

towards mathematics also indicated, what proved
afterwards a characteristic feature of Maulvi
Mohammad Zaka Uilah’s life, namely, his prac-

tical and matter of fact genius, which led him
to have a distinct liking for prose. He passed
his High Proficiency examination when he was
16 or 17 and got two silver medals and was
soon afterwards appointed a teacher in the insti-

tution where he had been educated. The first
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book that he wrote was on Indian games, such
as cards, chess, etc. It was published before
the Mutiny and was liked very much by English-

men, as it gave them an opportunity of knowing
how those games, which w'ere familiar to them,
as well, were played in India. His next publi-

cation was a little book on Arithmetic, which
was sold out in three days in Delhi, and was
the talk of the town when it appeared, as people
thought it was remarkable that a youth still in

his teens should write such a book. This publi-

cation brought him a profit of Rs, 32/- which
sum he presented to his sister in the shape of
an article of jewellery which he purchased with
it. The small beginning thus made by him as
a writer and a compiler of books proved so
encouraging and his desire to serve his country

means of his writing was so intense, that
it is estimated that he wrote about seventy
thousand pages of printed matter, which appeared
in about hundred volumes. This estimate covers
only such of his writings as were published in
book form. Besides these, I understand, he
contributed about 10,000 pages to numerous
newspapers, magazines and periodicals, for which,
he wrote from time to time. I am informed
that there were several thousand pages of
manuscript still lying in his boxes, when he
departed from this world.

Having started in service as a teacher at
Delhi, Maulvi Zaka Ullah continued to serve in
the Education Department tiU he was 55. He
was transferred from Delhi, to Agra, was re-

transferred to Delhi, and was for some time the
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Headmaster of the Normal School and afterwards

a Deputy Inspector of Schools. He was then
transferred to the Muir College, Allahabad, to

teach Western science through the medium of

Urdu, as at that time there was an idea of

having an Oriental Department in connection
with that College, but that scheme fell through
and the Maulvi had to work there as a Professor

of Arabic and Persian. It w’as in 1S72 that he
went to Allahabad and served there thi 1S37,

w'hen he retired on pension. Shortly before his

retirement, he was granted the tide of Khan.
Bahadur and Shams-ul-Ulama, both in one year.

After his retirement he spent sometime at Ali-

garh, in the company of his friend Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan and then came to Delhi and settled

down there for a fresh period of literary activity.

In fact the more valuable part of his work w^
done after his retirement. He lived for 23 years
after giving up service, and the whole of that
period, barring the last one year or so of his

life, when he suffered from a protracted illness,

was devoted to useful literary pursuits. He was
not a very strong man physically, but he appears
to have regulated his life so well and was a
man of such abstemious habits that he always
kept good health till he broke down right at

the end, which was due to natural exhaustion
after the tremendous amount of work done by
him. It is worth mentioning that during his

37 years of service he never took leave except
for 16 days in all. It is said that during
his last illness he used to remark that as he had
no illness for the greater part of his life he was
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having a long illness at the end. It was the
opinion of doctors that there was nothing wrong,
even then, with his vital organs, but the real

trouble was a decline of strength owing to

natural decay. He died at the ripe age of 78,

on the 7th November 1910, at Delhi, and his

loss was mourned by aU true lovers of learning

and by his numerous admirers in Delhi and in

other parts of India.

Maulvi Mohammad Zaka Ullah had so charm-
ing a personality that those who knew him and
came in contact with him became very fond of

him. I had the privilege of coming into a fairly

intimate touch with him in 1907 and 1908, which
years I spent at Delhi. He was extremely
unassuming and obliging. Whenever I made a
request to him for some contribution to the Urdu
magazine I was then publishing, he never said

‘No’. He was a great friend of learning and
believed in the propagation of knowledge in every
possible way. He took a deep and lively interest

in all literary efforts. There was a great friend-

ship between him and Maulvi Nazir Ahmad and
other scholarly men of his day. There was a
literary society, which was founded by a number
of men who had received their education in the
old Delhi College, and that society was kept up
by them till the cruel hand of death took them
aU away, one by one, from our midst. The late

Rai Bahadur Peare Lai, the late Maulvi Nazir
Ahmad and Maulvi Mohammad Zaka Ullah were
prominent members of that society. The society
was not very formal or regular, but these
distinguished men used to meet very frequently
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in rooms in the upper storey of the Delhi
Institute and to discuss literary and scientific

matters, thus deriving inspiration from one an-

other for the work to which they devoted their

lives.

One of the most fascinating aspects of the life

of Maulvi Zaka Ullah was the great love and
reverence he had for his mother. When he got an
oSer for an appointment at Allahabad he received

a simultaneous offer for service at Lahore. He
himself liked to go to Lahore, but his mother
advised him to go to Allahabad, and he decided to

do as she desired, at the sacrifice of his personal
inclination. It seems she was a lady of a very
strong character and was regular and methodical in

her habits. This appears to have kept an abiding
impression on her son and to have contributed, in

no small degree, to the son’s success in life. She
used to get up at about 3-30 a.m., to offer her
tahajjud ‘ prayers, w'hich w’ere followed by the

morning prayers, after which her daily routine of

house hold life started. She used to have a nap
for half an hour between 8-30 and 9 a.m., after

finishing the important part of her morning's work,
but she seldom slept during the rest of the day.

She made a point of doing some spinning every
day and kept a strict discipline in the house, so

that no one in the household dared disobey
her. Even her husband showed great deference

to her wishes. Maulvi Zaka Ullah used to say

1. This is a prayer which is not included in the five obligatory
prayers prescribed for Muslims. It is a matter of option, hut its

merit is believed to be great. The time for it is between 3 and 4 in

the morning.
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that he owed to his mother’s regular habits his

regularity and the methodical nature of his work.

Though a devoutly religious man in his own way,

he was absolutely free from racial and religious

prejudice. He had as good friends among Hindus
and Christians as among Muslims. All classes

of his friends liked him equally. He was a strong

supporter of the educational movement started

by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan at Aligarh and was
a prominent member of his party, yet he had
some very intimate friends among those who
opposed the Aligarh movement. He always took

a great interest in students. A student never

approached him in vain for help or assistance,

li any one asked him to throw some light on any
question or problem, he was quite willing to give

freely of the knowledge he possessed. If a
student asked him for any kind of help for

pursuing his studies, he was ready to render

assistance. The morning time was usually the
time devoted by him to his literary work, and
he did not like to receive visitors at that time,

but for student visitors even that time was not
held to be sacred. If it was announced to him
that a student wanted to see him for some
purpose, he used to spare a few minutes to give

him an interview.

Maulvi Zaka Ullah was a great believer in

thrift and economy and adopted these as the

guiding principles of his life. M'henever he saw
young men or students, he was never tired of

preaching to them to adopt simplicity of life as
their aim and to live as frugally as possible. In
his dress and manner of living he was old fashion-
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ed and he stuck to that style, but he was quite
progressive in his ideas. His desire for learning
was so intense that he was eager to learn from
every possible source, and if on any particular

day he did not learn anything new, he used to

remark that that day of his life was wasted. His
conversation was never personal and was mostly
on literary subjects. He had a genuine respect
for every body who could accomplish something
in any department of life, so that it was not
only learned men to whom he was ready to show
respect, but every one who had distinguished him-
self in any art or craft, or had wen name as an
administrator or had succeeded in life by acquir-
ing wealth by legitimate means, got from him
his due share of respect. So far as his owm work
is concerned he never cared for praise. The kind
of work he had chosen was such as would not
ordinarily elicit great praise from the press or the
public, but it was fortunate for him that he
was indifferent to praise. He believed in doing
literary work for its own sake, and w'ent on writ-
ing because his nature prompted him to do so.

He felt it was by means of writing that he could
place knowledge within reach of those, who would
not have otherwise obtained it. Throughout his

life he performed his great task as if he was an
untiring labourer in the field of letters, possessed
of a giant’s strength, so that he has beaten
the record among his contemporaries in the
volume of his work, though as a purely literary

performance, his books cannot claim the more
polished style of men like Maulvi Nazir Ahmad
and Maulvi Mohammad Husain Azad,



Maulana Shibli Nuaruani

In a literature more advanced than Urdu, it

is doubtful if the works of Maulana Shibli would

have come in for a very prominent mention in

taking stock of its purely literary productions,

though they might have ranked high in the

biographical and historical section of that litera-

ture. As Urdu is still in the process of growth, the

efforts of those, who have contributed to the

building up of the edifice of its literature, must

be judged by a standard different to that applicable

to the literatures of some older and richer

languages, and from this point of view, Shibli

must take his place among the foremost masters

of Urdu literature. He belonged to Azamgarh,

and, by birth and domicile, was not connected

with either of the two great centres of Urdu,

namely Delhi or Lucknow. Nor can it be said,

strictly speaking, that he belonged to any of the

two great schools of Urdu writing associated with

Delhi and Lucknow. At different periods of his

life he came in touch with both the schools and
probably imbibed what was good in each. As a

student he profited by the able guidance , of

Maulvi Faizul Hasan, one of the most famous
and successful teachers of his day, who could count

a large number of distinguished men among his

pupils. Maulvi Faizul Hasan belonged to*
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Saharanpur and was cannected for a considerable

period with the Punjab University. So far as

Urdu is concerned, Slaulvi Faizul Hasan may
be regarded as one connected with the Delhi

School. Shibli’s earliest literary associations may
therefore be taken to be with Delhi. Another
and a more direct contact with the Delhi School

began when Shibli attracted the notice of Sir

Syed Ahmad Khan and was appointed a Professor

in the il. A. O. College at Aligarh. This brought
him under the charm of the strong personality

of the old Syed and gave him numerous oppor-

tunities of a close touch with the great writers-

of Delhi. I think it is mainly due to these

associations that one finds more of the Delhi

style in his writings than that of Lucknow.
Towards the end of his career he got into intimate

touch with Lucknow and this added some of

the elegance and polish of Lucknow to his style.

Maulvi Shibli had a varied career, the de-

tails of which, though very interesting, will be
out of place in a sketch dealing mainly with his

literary activity. He was a man of great ability

and perseverance and his work was many-sided.

He was chiefly known as a great teacher, who
could inspire his pupils with great ideas and
ideals and who has actually made some of the

leading men of the present generation of educat-

ed Moslems what they are. He was at first a.

prominent helper and supporter of the educational

movement of Sir Syed and contributed sub-

stantially to the success of the Educational

Conference founded by the latter. After serving

the Aligarh College for many years, he began to-
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feel that in educating Moslems greater emphasis
on a knowledge of Arabic was needed to make
them conversant with their religion. He became
interested, therefore, in the Nadwat-ul-Ulema

movement, and soon rose to be one of its leaders.

This movement aimed at the advancement of

Moslems through their education on the Oriental

side being directed to the teaching of religion

and by teaching them English as a secondary
language. He also spent many years at

Hyderabad, Daccan, in the educational and
literary departments of the Nizam’s dominions,
and did very useful work there. He returned

from Hyderabad to Lucknow with a pension from
the Nizam’s Government to continue his favourite

literary pursuits. During the last year of his

life he developed an interest in politics and wrote
many political poems. He was also engaged
at this time on his Magnum Opus, the Sirati-Nabi

or the Life of the Prophet, the writing of which
he had long contemplated, but which he was
eventually enabled to undertake on account of

the munificent pecuniary help given by the late

Begum of Bhopal.
Shibli started life at a time when Persian

scholarship counted far much more among
Moslems than a knowledge of Urdu. Having a
natural bent for poetry, he began to write Persian
poems and continued doing so all his life. His
Persian poems deserve to be classed among
the best productions of Indian writers of Persian
and are possessed of great beauty. Four collec-

tions of them have been printed and are known^ Diwan-i-Shibli, Dasta-i-Gul, Bue Gul and
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Bargi-Gui. If Shibli's attention bad been
directed to Urdu from the very outset and if he
had written Urdu verse instead of Persian from
his youth onwards, he would have probably
achieved remarkable success in Urdu poetry, but
barring a few Urdu poems like the Masnavi
Subh-i-Umed he did not discover till late in life

that he could do well in Urdu verses. His work
as a writer of Urdu, therefore, began with prose.

He wrote the biographies of many heroes of Islam.

As a scholar he was fend of research and his

reading of Islamic History was very wide. With
his knowledge of Arabic and Persian he had an
easy access to original sources of history. His

contact wiih a European scholar like Professor

T. W. Arnold, {afterwards Sir Thomas Arnold),

added to his own fondness for historical research.

The two great scholars, as colleagues on the staff

of the Aligarh College, became fast friends and
each influenced the other to a remarkable degree.

Mr. Arnold started studying Arabic, Persian and
Urdu, while Maulvi Shibli began to learn French,

and acquired a fair knowledge of it. Though he
could not talk French, yet he could read books in

that language and began to devour the works
of French scholars on Oriental subjects. He also

travelled abroad and visited Egypt and Turkey,
thus broadening his outlook. He gave the im-
pressions of his travels in a book called the Safay
Namai Rum, which, is very interesting and is one

of the best books of travels written in Urdu.
Having felt that well-written books on tbe lives of

the heroes of Islam were very much needed and
that there was immense scope for research in this
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direction, Shibli started the compilation of a series
of biographies of some of the greatest men of the-

Islamic world. His choice first fell on Hazrat
Umar, the second Caliph of the Prophet of Arabia.
Caliph Umar was a just and a powerful adminis-
trator, a great general and conqueror, and with
all this an exceptionally unassuming and God-
fearing man. Shibli gave an account of the life-

and work of the great Caliph in his well-known
book Al-Farooq, which at once brought him into
prominence, not only as a research scholar,

but as a writer of good Urdu. This work was
patronised by His Highness the late Mir Mahbub
Ali Khan, father of His Exalted Highness the
present Nizam of Hyderabad. The book was
very much appreciated by the Urdu reading
public and had a wide circulation. It was
followed by several other biographical works,
such as (1) Al-Mamun, (2) Al-Ghazzali and
Siratul Nuaman. The first named book described
the life of the famous Abbaside Caliph, Mamun,
of Baghdad, who was a great patron of learning.
The second book contained a history of the career
of the great philosopher and theologian of
Baghdad, known in Europe as Al-Gazelle. Siratul
Nuaman was the biography of Imam Abu Hanifa,
the renowned Muslim jurist and founder of the
Hanafi sect of Sunni Moslems. The two latter
works, dealing as they do with the lives of two
men of learning, abound in Arabic quotations and
are not written in the easy style of Al-Farooq
and Al-Mamun.

Maulna Shibli has enriched the stock of Urdu
literature by another readable biography, Sawanih
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Maulana Rum, which describes the life of Mauiana
Jalalud Din Rumi, one of the great Sufis of Islam.

Among smaller works of this type may be men-
tioned the Bayan-i-Kkisrau, which gives a brief

account of the life of Amir Khisrau of Delhi,

whose poetry is so popular among the Sufis upto
this day.

The books mentioned above are all valuable

in their own way and would have sufficed to

make Shibli memorable as a writer, but he

aimed at something higher and more scholarly

than these earlier publications. He conceived

the idea of writing in Urdu a complete account

of the life of the great founder of Islam. For

this purpose he began an extensive study of this

vast subject and engaged a considerable staff of

young scholars to collect material for this huge

Wrk. He divided the work into four parts. He
laid down the lines on which the research was to

proceed, and appointed several scholars to do
research work under his supervision. He also

took notes of the main criticisms levelled at

the Prophet by European critics and proceeded

to reply to them or to explain the misunderstand-

ings under which the critics had been labouring.

He pointed out that the European critics depend-

ed on some books of doubtful authenticity instead

of going to the most accredited and authentic

sources of information and that they had thus

taken an incorrect view on many matters.

This work involved so much expense that Shibli

found his own limited resources too inadequate

for the completion of this task. His desire to

.serve the cause of learning and to enrich Urdu
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literature, was so keen that he had always been
spending all his earnings on his literary pursuits,
purchasing rare books available in India, sending
for books from Egypt or Persia and paying
people to help him in his compilations. When he
published his books he did not spare any expense
in making them attractive and did not mind
whether from a pecuniary point of viev/ he lost

or gained by his publications. Her Highness the
Begum of Bhopal, ^ who is a great patron of

learning, came to know of the intention of Maulvi
Shibli to publish the Sirat-i-Nabi and undertook
to provide the expense. With this royal help
this work was taken up by Maulana Shibli in

right earnest and it took several years. Shibli

had just completed the writing of the first

volume, consisting of an account of the Prophet’s
life and had approved of the other volumes
compiled under his direction, when his career of

immense usefulness was cut off and his earthly
labours came to an end. The first volume of the
Sirat-i-Nabi was, therefore, published after his

death and one of his favourite pupils and
collaborators in this compilation, Maulvi Syed
Suleman Nadvi, saw it through the Press. This was
followed by the volumes subsequently published.
This work has met with a very favourable reception.
It was not meant to be of a merely popular
nature and therefore in some quarters its serious
and scholarly tone w'as felt to be disappointing.

1. The late Begum of blessed memory was alive when this lecture
written. She is no longer with us, but her distinguished son.

His Highness the ruler of Bhopal, is worthily keeping up the tradi-
tions of his mother.
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while in other circles where seriousness was
appreciated, the occurrence of passages of purely
literary and artistic merit was not valued
sufficiently, but the more reasonable critics are
of the opinion that Maulana Shibii has placed
the Urdu-knowing world under a deep debt of

gratitude by this great work.
Another epoch-making work of Mauiaua

Shibii, which deserves special notice is the Shiar-ul-

Ajam, which is a history of Persian literature in

Urdu, in four volumes. The first volume of this

book appeared in 1909 and was printed at the
Faiz-i-Am Press, Aligarh. It dealt with
Persian poets from Abbas ilaruzi to Nizami and
included an account of Firdausi, the famous
author of the Shahnama. The remaining volumes
were published in due course and received very
appreciative reviews from the Press. The Shiar-ui-

attracted the notice of the Punjab University
and Maulana Shibii was awarded a sum of

Rs. 1500 - by the University, as this work was
considered to be the best book of the year in an
Indian language. The valuable book of Pro-
fessor Brown in English, on the history of

Persian literature, had appeared before the book
of Maulana Shibii. While appreciating the
erudition and research of Professor Bxowd.,

Maulna Shibii differs from him in his estimate of

some famous writers of Persian and adversely

criticises parts of his book. Perhaps Shibii was
a little too conscious of his own knowledge and
information and was, therefore, more emphatic
in expressing his differences with Professor

Brown than he should have been. This was
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taken exception to by a younger Indian scholar

Professor Mahmud Khan Sherani ‘ who champion-
ed the cause of Professor Brown, in a well-written

article in the Quarterly Review, called Urdu. He
adversely critcised the Shiar-iil-Ajam and tried to

establish that Shibli’s research was defective,

particularly with regard to Firdausi, and that
Professor Brown’s conclusions rested on a sounder
footing than those of Shibli. This is not the

place to discuss the relative merits of the works
of Professor Brown and Shibli, but what appeals

to me in the Shiar-ul-Ajam is that an Indian
scholar should produce in Urdu a critical work
of this kind, which can hold its own in comparison
with similar works of European scholars. I have
it on good authority that an eminent European
scholar, on seeing Shibli’s book, observed that
before he saw that book he could scarcely believe

that any one, not having the advantages which
the great centres of learning in Europe offer

for research, could write such a book, sitting in

India, It is precisely from this point of view
that I regard the Shiar-ul-Ajam as a remarkable
book in spite of any faults that Professor Sherani
has found with it, as to the opinions embodied in

it. I think it is a valuable addition to the stock
of Urdu literature and has paved the way for

other books of the same kind, especially for an
up to date history of Urdu literature.

1. Alas Professor Sherani has now passed away. He was serving in
the Islamia College, Lahore, when he wrote the article. He subse-
quently went to the Oriental College* Lahore, from where he retired
some years ago. He belonged to Took State and died more than a
year ago in his native home.
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Among the lines of research taken up by
Mauiana Shibli was the tracing of the history of

the development of what is known as Ilm ul

Kalam, the object of which was to find ration-

alistic explanations of religion in order to satisfy

sceptics and doubters vdchin, and, hostile critics

outside the pale of Islam. He has written a

very instructive book in Urdu, under the above
name, v/hich was \'try much appreciated when it

appeared and has been reprinted since. There
is a collection cf hiS shorter essays in Urdu,
published as a Rxsail-i-Shibli. Most of these

short essays had been published separately from
time to time, and have been collected subsequently.

It is not necessary to mention all these essays,

but two out of them deserve special notice. One
was a pamphlet of some 76 pages on the old

Library in Alexandria. Shibli tried to refute the

theory that the old library was burnt by the

Moslem conquerors of Sgypt. He refered to

English, French and German authorities in support

of his contention and showed that a great mis-

conception had prevailed on this subject. This

pamphlet was published in 1902 at the Mufid-i-

Am ’Press, Agra, and has since been reprinted

several times. The other essay dealt with the

period of the Emperor Aurangzeb Alamgir and
tried to show, by reference to historical works of

recognised authority, that much of what w'as

written against Aurangzeb, especially with regard

to his attitude towards his Hindu subjects, was
not correct.

Before concluding this brief notice of ShiblTs

prose works, I must mention his Mawazina-i-Anis-
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0-Dahir. This book shows his great capacit}? as.

a literary critic. He understands all that
criticism stands for in the literatures of the West,
and sets about it in the spirit of a true scholar.

In this book he has discussed the relative merits
of the two great Lucknow writers of marsia^
Those masters of Urdu verse devoted their lives

to writing marsias. They were contemporaries
and naturaly rivals in fame. They were both
great masters of style and used to read their own
compositions in public. Each one of them had
his own set of admirers, and the spirit of partisan-

ship among the admirers developed to such an
extent that the differences between the two
literary sects rose almost to the pitch of religious

differences. Shibli has compared the two writers

and recognises the position of both as eminent,
but he does not conceal the fact that his own
inclination is in favour of Anis. He has given
arguments in support of his view, illustrating his

arguments by extracts from the writings of the
two poets. This book was published in 1907
(Mufid-i-Am Press, Agra) and aroused consider-

able opposition in many quarters.

Having dealt with the more important of the
prose-works of Shibli, I come to his poems. They
are not very many, but they have an interesting

history and are very significant. Shibli had been
so engrossed in his literary pursuits that he had
hardly given any thought to politics. Moreover
his association with Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, who
had tried to keep Moslems away from politics, may
have had some thing to do with his own aloofness
from political activities. His ideas on the subject.
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however, changed after the death of Sir Syed and
they underwent a further change, along with those

of many other leaders of Moslem thought, in.

1911, when it was announced that the partition

of Bengal, which had repeatedly been declared to

be a settled fact, was annulled. Shibli, like many
others, began to believe in the efficacy of organis-

ed political agitation. The love of freedom was
inborn in him and had been accentuated by his

deep study of the literature of Arabia. It had
been lying dormant in him for a considerable

time. T/ith the changed circumstances it kindled
into a flame and he became one of the leaders of

the liberal movement among the Moslems. He
started writing short poems, relating to various

incidents in the lives of the Prophet and his

companions, with which his studies in Islamic

history had rendered him familiar. He related

in verse the well-known incident in the life of the

Caliph Umar, when an Arab publicly challenged

him for taking more than his individual share of

cloth out of the boot}' taken in a campaign, and
on being told that what seemed to be a larger

share was the result of combining the share of

Caliph Umar and his son, the Arab recognised

that the Caliph was a just ruler and continued
his allegiance to him. The object was to illustrate

the absolute equality which prevailed among
Moslems in the early days of Islam.

Another short poem which may be referred

to in this connection is Adl-i-Jahangiri, in which
Shibli describes how Jahangir, whose love for his

queen, Nur Jahan, knew no bounds, once showed
his great sense of justice and kingly duty in
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ordering the execution of the sentence of death,

which had been passed against Nur Jahan, by a
Court, because a stranger had been killed by her
by mistake. Jahangir did not cancel the order till

the relatives of the deceased interceded on her

behalf and accepted a large sum of money as

a compensation, according to a doctrine of the

Shariat (the law of Islam). These poems appear-

ed at short intervals and were contributed to

various newspapers and periodicals.

From these poems to others dealing with the

political topics of the day was but a step and
Shibli began to write about the National Congress

and the Moslem League, and against political

slavery. About this time there was trouble at

Cawnpur in connection with a Mosque in which a
number of Musulmans were killed as a result of

firing by the police. This stirred the mind of

Shibli and he wrote several poems, which were
couched in strong words and were regarded by
the authorities as objectionable and were suppress-
ed by order. We are not concerned with the
said order being justified or not, but I can say
that as literature, pure and simple, apart from
the views expressed in those poems, it is a pity

that they were suppressed. As pieces of literature

they deserved to live.

I may say a few words, before I finish,

about his charming personality. He had a kind
and affectionate heart and possessed an amiable
and sweet nature. His pupils adored him and he
loved them like his own sons and brothers. There
was constant correspondence between him and
Lhem. He remained a student all his life and
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most ot his letters to his friends and pupils

relate to literary matters. Syed Suieman Nadvi
has collected a number of Shibii’s letters and
published them under the name of Makaiib-i-
Shibii. These are written in good Urdu and will

repay perusal. They will also serve to throw
light on some personal aspects of Shibii’s life.

Shibli had taken great interest in the educa-
tion and advancement of his younger brothers
and, net having a son of his own, he devoted his

love to them. The death of one of them, Maulvi
Mohd. Ishaq, who was the ablest of them all,

elicited from Shibli one of those spontaneous sobs
in verse which by their pathos appeal to every
heart and form the ver\" essence of poetry.

Similarly the lines, which he wrote about the
accident which involved the amputation of one
of his legs and made him lame for the remainder
of his life, are very touching.

Shibli has left this world, but his works will

long remain alive in the memory of his numerous
admirers in India.



Sharar Liiklmavi

Maulvi Abdul Halim, Sharar, and Pandit

Rattan Nath, Sarshar, share the honour of being

the best novelists of India. Maulvi Abdul Halim

received his early education in a maktab, and later

he had the advantage of studying in the famous

seminary at Farangi Mahal in Lucknow, His

maternal grand-father was one of the courtiers

of Wajid Ali Shah, the last king of Oudh, and

went with him to Calcutta, when the king was

deposed. Young Abdul Halim thus got a chance

Qf going to the then Metropolis of India with his

grand-father. This contact with the princely

family of Oudh, gave Abdul Halim an opportunity

of cultivating his knowledge of elegant and

idiomatic Urdu, which proved so helpful to him in

the literary career which he subsequently adopted.

He wrote verses under the mow de plums ofSharar,

which means a “ spark”. He soon found that he

could use his ability and talent in a manner more

useful than writing love songs. He started life as

a prose-writer and soon won a reputation for

writing very attractive prose.

Maulana Bashir-ud-Din, Editor of Albashir

of Etawah, who was a personal friend and admirer

of Sharar, says in a sketch of Sharar'

s

life pub-

lished in the Zamindar of Lahore many years

ago, that Sharar was influenced, to a great extent,
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by the writings of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, though
he did not come very much in personal contact

with the Syed. He and Sir Syed met one another
perhaps only once or twice, but he was impressed
very deeply by the articles contributed by the

latter to the Tehzib-:d-AkhIaq.

In 1SS3 S/jarar began his iournalistic career

by making literary contributions to the columns
of the 0:!dh Akhbar. Ke had acquired a knowldge
of English by self-stud\' and had thus added
greatly to his store of information about history

and literature. It was the study of English
which inspired him with a desire to serve Urdu
through the medium of interesting fcction, written

in the form adopted by novels written in English.

The Dilc'iiasp and the Dilkash were the two earliest

stories written by Sharar. The style introduced

by him became popular very soon and it found
many imitators.

When the connection of Sharar with the
Oudh Akhbar ceased in 1SS3-1S84, the idea of his

bringing out a monthly magazine in Urdu was
suggested to him by his friend Mauivi Bashir-ud-

Din. He accepted the suggestion and started his

monthly journal, named Dilgudaz, which establish-

ed his reputation as a distinguished wTiter of

good prose and proved a paying concern. He
was thus enabled to earn an independent living

and to publish his famous novels.

One of the best productions of Sharar is the
novel called Malik Al Aziz and Vergina, describing

the battles between Christians and Moslems during
Ihe period ofthe crusades. Sharar has interwoven
with the history of the battles the romantic love
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between a young Moslem hero and a charming
Christian Princess. The story is full of interest-

ing adventures. The novel enjoyed great

popularity and laid the foundation of the historical

novel in Urdu. Another novel of Sharar, dealing

with a historical theme nearer home is Mansur
Mohina. It wras followed by a charming story

called Flora Florinda, the plot of which is derived

from a narrative relating to the days of the

Moorish reign in Spain. Hasan Angelina is an-

other readable novel, based on a story relating

to the Russo-Turkish war.

The stories above named are novels in the

strict sense of the term. There were some well-

known tales in Urdu before, but they were full of

superstitions dealing with talismans and giants

and evil spirits. The stories of Maulvi Nazeer
Ahmad, who is another great writer of fiction

belonging to the Delhi School, were true to life,

but they were without any exciting plot. Though
they were useful and instructive, they lacked the
element of romance, which constitutes the main
attraction of the novel.

The novels of Pandit Rattan Nath Sarshar,

the great contemporary of Sharar, are in some
respects even more interesting than those of

Sharar and parts of them compare favourably with
some of the best writers of the West, but their

unwdeldy length stands in the way of their

recognition as model specimens of the novel. I

think, therefore, that the credit of being the first

writer of novels in Urdu belongs to Sharar, who-
appears to have taken the historical romances of

Sir Walter Scott as models for his works of fiction.
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He could have hardly gone to a better source for

inspiration for fiction with a historical basis,

I am not in a position to say how far he was in-

touch with the writings of Scott at the time when
he began to write historical novels. He may
have had an opportunity of studying the works
of Scott when he went to England, as a companion
and tutor to the sons of the then Prime Minister
of Hyderabad Deccan, Nawab Sir Viqand Umara.

In chcsing Islamic history as the back ground
of the pen-pictures which Sharar wanted to paint,

he followed not only his natural bent of mind
towards the study of history, but went with the
spirit of the time in which his writings began.
The strong impetus given to the knowledge of

Islamic history by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, the
rousing appeals of Hali to the past glories of

Islam and the research works of Maulana Shibli,

had deeply stirred the mind of Moslems and had
turned their thoughts to a study of the history
of Islam. Sharar saw that if he could dress some
facts of history in the garb of fiction, adding
imaginary plots here and there, to add to the
zest of his books, he would be rendering a service

not only to Urdu literature, but would also help
to popularise the study of history. It was with
this double object that he started his writings,

and, it can hardly be denied that his efiorts were
crowned with success.

The literary activities of Sharar were tempor-
arily interrupted on account of his going to
England. The Dilgudaz had to suspend publica-

tion for several years and there were no fresh

books from the pen of Sharar, but men like him.
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who are imbued with the true spirit of serving

literature, do not give up their work even when
circumstances are not quite fovourable to the

achievement of their desire. So Shamr kept up
his study of historj^ during this period of com-
parative retirement from active literary life.

When he returned to Lucknow he started again

the publication of the Dilgudaz. The announ-
cement of the re-appearance of his popular

journal was hailed with delight by its old admirers,

but the Deccan called him once more and the

second period of the publication of the Dilgudaz

did not last long.

When Sharar went to Hyderabad for the second

time, he was given an ofihce which suited him
particularly. He was to supervise the department
of tasnif-o-talif, that is the work of literary

compilations in the State. This gave him an
opportunity of intimate contacts with many well-

Jrnown literary men who were residing in

Hyderabad.- Out of them the poet Dagh and
Maulana Shibli, deserve special mention. He
also received a commission from His Exalted
Highness the Nizam to write a complete History
of Islam and was allowed to carry on this work
comfortably at his home town. He returned to

Lucknow and started his journal Dilgudaz for the

third time. Maulana Bashir-ud-Din states that
Sharar completed the first volume of his History
of Islam and sent his manuscript to Hyderabad,
but he does not know whether the book was
published or not. He says that he had been shown
some portions of the book by Sharar and had
found them very interesting.
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Sharar was a prolific writer and is said to have
written abo-ut a hundred books, but he did notderive

sufficient pecuniary gain from them. It is said

that many publishers published his books in very
cheap editions and made money for themselves,

instead of looking to the interests of the author,

but he was too busy to look after the business

side of his literary work. Besides being a literary

•man, Maulvi Abdul Halim was a social reformer.

He had strong opinions on the existence of the

fariah system among Moslem women and wanted
to bring out a radical change in the society, of his

day. For many years he ventilated his opinions

in a newspaper, called the Parda-i-Ismat, which
he started with this object. Ke met with great

opposition on this subject from the orthodox and
conservative sections of society and his newspaper
did not receive much encouragement, but he
succeeded in making an impression on people who
had received Western education. They gradually

introduced modifications in the seclusion of women
as prevailing in Moslem families and some of them
have now decided to follow the line advocated
by Sharar and to allow their women to be fully

free from pardah.
As an advocate of female emancipation

Sharar naturally laid great stress on the education

of girls and in that respect also his view’s have
influenced a larg number of people, though he
was not listened to much at the time when he
was preaching them.

Maulvi Abdul Halim does not count for much
as a poet. He could have shone in poetry if he
had adopted that line of writing, but he preferred
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prose and raised it to a high level. He tried to

introduce blank verse in Urdu poetry, but time
was not ripe for it then. This idea, therefore,

did not become popular in his time, but he can

be regarded as the fore-runner of what is now
called the progressive school of Urdu verse.

After serving the cause of literature and
learning, Skarar passed away at the ripe age of

seventy, in 1926 A. D. His death was widely

mourned in the literary circles of India and it

was felt that Urdu literature had lost in him one

of its greatest benefactors.



Pandit Ratan Nath Sarshar

In a short essay on the writings of Pt. Ratan

Nath Sarshar which was included in my booklet,

called “The New School of Urdu Literature ”, I

paid the following tribute to this great writer of

Urdu fiction

“He is a man with a marvellous power of

observation of minute detail and gifted wiih a vast

experience of every phase of life which he has

tried to depict in his books. His descriptions

are word pictures in which we see all classes of

the Lucknow society moving before our eyes in an

unending panorama not in a dumb show with

mere gestures, but endowed with the power of

speech supplying a chorus for the ear as well”

The novelist was alive and at the height of

his fame, when the above tribute was paid to Mm
by one who was a young student of Urdu literat-

ure. A few years after the above words were

written, the cruel hand of death deprived our

country of the services of this great master of

Urdu prose, early in the beginning of the present

century, in 1902. Years have gone by and I have

since read a lot more of Urdu literature but my
admiration for Sarshar, the author of

the Fisam-i-Azad has not diminished. I think

our language owes a lasting debt of gratitude to-
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Pandit Ratan Nath. He is undoubtedly a pioneer

in novel writing in Urdu.
An interesting sketch of his life from the pen of

Pt. Brij narain Chakbast appeared in the Kashmir
Drapan and was subsequently reproduced in the
Zamana of Cawnpore. I am indebted to that

article for some of the details of the life of Pandit
Ratan Nath. He was born in Lucknow. According
to Chakbast the exact date of bis birth is not known,
but Mr. R. B. Saxena, in his history of Urdu,
literature has given it as 1847 or 1848. He was
only four years old when he lost his father, Pt.

Baij Nath Dar. This Brahman family had
originally migrated from Kashmir. Like most
Kashmiri Brahmans of those days Ratan Nath
received a liberal education in Persian and also

learnt some Arabic. There were several respectable

Muslim families residing in the neighbourhood of the
house of the parents of Ratan Nath and as a young
boy he had frequent opportunities of contact

with the ladies of those families and of hear-

ing the Urdu language as spoken in the best Urdu
speaking homes. He himself acknowledged that

he owed his facile use of Urdu to the chance he had
in his childhood of moving freely in those homes
and learning the language in its purity, undefiled by
heavy foreign words. When he grew up he had
the advantage of studying English. He joined

the Canning College of Lucknow, which was
established for imparting modern education. He
could not complete his College studies, but he
came out of the College with a fair knowledge of
English, which he improved afterwards by self-

study and which was turned to great advantage
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by him later in life, in his journalistic and literary

career.

Ratan Kath began life as a teacher in the
District School at Kheri, but finding that the
work of teaching young boys v/as not the vocation
for which he was meant by nature, he diverted

his attention to literature. His earliest contribu-

tions appeared in a monthly magazine started bj/

the Kashmiri Pandit community, which was known
as the Murasaia-i-Kashmir. The artincial style of

Rajab All Sarocr, the author ot Fisana-i-Ajaib,

was in vogue in these days in Lucknow and Ratan
Nath imitated the same for some time but he soon
gave it up in favour of a natural style of writing,

which he eventually made his own. The first

specimens of his new style appeared in the Oudh
Punch, a humorous journal of Lucknow, made
famous by Munshi Sajjad Husain, who was the
fiirst writer to introducew it and humour in Urdu
periodicals. He found in Ratan Nath a person
who was also gifted by nature with a sense of

humour and they became great friends and co-

workers. It is stated that their mutual relations

were strained some years afterwards when some
adverse criticism of the writings of Sarshar began
to appear in the Oudh Punch, but their good
relations were restored shortly afterwards through
the interventions of some common friends.

Pt. Ratan Nath in his early days was a free

lance journalist. He contributed to many journals

besides the Oudh Punch, among which the Mirat-

ul-Hind and the Riazul Akhhar may be particularly

mentioned. Urdu translation of some scientific

books written in English were asio published by
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•Mm. One of these was a book on physics, callec

Shamsiil Zaha. which received considerabl<

appreciation at the time. When the iat?

Munshi Nival Kishore, who was the mosi
-enterprising publisher of his day of Urdu anc

Persian books, heard of the rising fame of Pandil

Ratan Nath and saw some specimens of his style

he invited him to edit the 0^^dh Akhbar. It was
an Urdu daily published at Lucknow. In the

capable hands of Pt. Ratan nath the Oudh Akhbai
became the leading newspaper of the da}^ The
editor started writing a series of humorous stories

to add to the attraction of the paper. These

stories were the nucleus round which the structure

of the voluminous novel, Fisana-i-Azad was subse-

quently built. The basic theme of the story is

(based on a “Don Quixote ” the famous noval of

the Spanish writer Cervantes. The hero of the

novel to whom the name of Azad is given is a

chivalrous knight errant, shaped after Don Quixote

Khoji the faithful attendant of Azad is an Indianis-

ed model of Sancho Panza, who accompanied Don
Quixote in his adventures. We are told by
Chakbast that the idea of producing in Urdu a

story on the lines of Don Quixote was suggested

to Sarshar by a friend of his Pt. Tir Bhawan Nath,

who was himself a literary man with the Nom-de-

flume of Hijr. This suggestion was accepted by
Sarshar. The names of Azad and Khoji have
become household words in every part of India,

where Urdu is read. The hero and his attendant

are both unusual personalities, but the art ol

the author has clothed them with reality so that

the reader of the booJc regards them as living
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characters and feels in sympathy with the
triumphs of the hero and laughs at the empty
heroics of Khoji, his boastful attendant, who comes
to grief at every step, in spite of all his boasts of

past bravery and soldierly experience.

The Fisana-i-Azad is a book of four large

volumes. This is at once a defect and a merit. The
defect is the lack of coherence in the story and
the merit is the marvellous flow of the pen of the
novelist. He had read numerous English novels,

and digested them. What had appealed to him
most in the course of his reading was consciously

or unconsciously woven into the series of stories,

which are contained in the Fisana. The idea of

imitating the speech of people in humble walks
of life must have been borrowed by him from
Dickens and was successfully worked in reproduc-
ing the forms of speech of persons of different

classes of society in Lucknow. I read this book for

the first time in my school days and was under its

spell for a long time.

It is a pity that Pt. Ratan Nath had to write

his best book in the form of daily contributions

to a newspaper, but the lack of coherence, caused
by this process, is compensated, to some extent,

by the freedom enjoyed by the author in frequent
changes of scene and action.

The Fisana was widely welcomed as soon as

it was printed in book form, and interesting

passages culled out of it have adorned many a
book of selections from Urdu literature, which
have been used as Text Books in Schools and
Colleges. A number of small books consisting of
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selections from the Fisana were prepared by a
literary society in Lahore, which was founded by
Shamsul-Uima Maulana Taj war, for presenting

to the Urdu reading public the best specimens

of Urdu prose and poetry. These books were
published by Messrs. Attar Chand Kapoor & Sons
of Lahore, a well-known firm of Publishers.

It is interesting to note that the service

rendered to Urdu literatue by Sarshar received a

sincere recognition from one of his best known
contemporaries, Maulvi Abdul Halim Sharar.

Chakbast has reproduced a letter of Sharar in

Urdu, which is to the following effect :

—

“By writing the Fisana-i-Azad you have

acted as a Mesiah for Urdu language and have

put a new life into it It is so

heartening that you are a helper of our old and
good but unbefriended language. I thank God
for this. How can I show my appreciation, except

by sending you a few verses, in the last line of

which the date of the publication of your book is

brought out.”

The three lines of Urdu verse, which were

sent by Sharar to Pt. Ratan Nath may be

translated in prose as follows ;

—

“ You have admirably struck a new path in

fiction and have used numerous idioms with great

efiect. Friend and foe have both acknowledged

the power of your pen, with this difierence, that

friends said “ Wah” (bravo), and foes said “ Ah”
(alas). Sharar presents you a line from which

the year of publication can be extracted and

admires your writing, which reads like a talk.”
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The date yielded by the words “ Ratan Nath.
Wah Wah” ia the last line, is 1298 A. H., which
is equivalent to 1881, of the Christian era.

The above extract of the opinion of Sharar
shows that both these famous writers of good
Urdu recognised the worth of one another. It is

a pity that later on a controversy started as to

the relative merits of these two benefactors of

Urdu literature. Without any intention on my
part to start such controversy, my booklet
referred to above, was responsible for it. There
was a chapter in that booklet on 51;arar along with
the chapter on Ratan Nath Sarsha.r. I had given
due praise to both of them, but the following

observations of mine were misunderstood by some
of the admirers of Pt. Ratan Nath. The following

passage formed part of the opinion expressed

by me in my Essay :

—

" To Sharar I believe belongs the credit of

being the first novelist in Urdu, in the true sense

of the term. . . . The only other writer contend-

ing for rivalary with Sharar as the originator of

the Urdu novel can be his own Lucknow contem-
porary, Pt. Ratan Nath. He called his Fisana-i-

Azad a novel and his subsequent writings great

and small were also called novels. In simplicity of

style and in picturing Lucknow life the Pandit’s

books deserve to be classed as novels. The
trouble, however, is that the more important of

them are so unweildy in length that the plot,

though capable of being interesting, grows obscure

and leaves no impression of a continued story

upon the mind.”
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My criticism was not meant to take away any
part of the credit due to Pt. Ratan Nath as a
pioneer, nor to detract from the great value of his

contribution to Urdu literature, but simply to

bring out the fact that a novel, in the true sense

of the term, is expected to have a regular plot and
to be much less voluminous than the Fisana-i-

Azad. Pt. Bishan Narain Dar, a leading lawyer
of Lucknow and a friend and relative of Pt. Ratan
Nath, first joined issue with me regarding the
above criticism and wrote to a Lucknow paper,

conducted in English, supporting the claims of

Sarshar to superiority over Sharar. Some other

writers wrote in the columns of a paper, conducted
in Lahore, claiming that Sharar deserved a higher

praise than Sarshar. In my opinion the con-

troversy was not justified. The fact is that the

spheres of the two writers differ so much from
one another and the style of each one of them,
though charming in itself, has very little in

common. Similarly the services rendered by each

of them to the growth of prose literature in Urdu
are great in their respective spheres, but afford

no common basis of comparison. I have made a
passing reference to this old controversy, as it

has occasionally been revived by critics, otherwise

it is practically set at rest by the words quoted
above from Maulvi Abdul Halim Sharar himself,

recognising the work and worth of Sarshar.

Pt. Ratan Nath wrote many other books of

Urdu fiction of which the Sair-i-Kohsar and the

Jam-i- Sarshar deserve special mention, but they
do not come up to the level of the Fisana-i-Azad,

though the author keeps up the general excellence
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of Ms style. A number of short stories were
also published by Sarshar, but they did not add
in any \va.y to the reputation which he had earned
by his first book.

About 1895 Pt. Ratan Nath went to Hyder-
abad Deccan, which has always attracted famous
writers of Urdu, as it has invariablj^ extended its

patronage to them. Pt. Ratan Nath had gone
to Madras as a member of the Indian National
Congress. On his return he visited Hyderabad,
He has given an interesting account of this visit

in a paper called Kaslymir Parka.sk, from which
the following extract is translated ;

—

" The members of the Hindu and Muslim
gentry and the public in general have given

me a cordial welcome. Maharaja Kishan
Parshad, who is at present the War Minister

of the State Army, and who has held the

office of Madarul Maham has appointed me to

correct his writings in prose and poetry on a
salary of Rs. 200/- a month. If any verse of

mine pleases him he gives me a geld Mohar
as a reward. He also grants Khiiat, etc.,

three or four times during the year. 1 have
had the privilege of presenting my hooks
and the nazar to the Nizam. He knew all

about me already. For about an hour he

sat reading the Sair-i-Kohsar. He then look-

ed at the Jam-i-Sharar and said to his

A. D. C. I have already read this novel and
it is in my Library” . . . My name has been

included among the Darbaris of the court,

and it is likely that a Mansab (permanent
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allowance) may be awarded to me, which may
be made hereditary. . . A new novel of

mine called Gor-i- Gharibaii will, God willing,

be published in a fortnight”.
r? Ki ! i . i- ; --J S .O Cl '>) / ^
(R.-

Owing to)4he%eiolle s received by Sarshar
in the court of the Deccan, the optimism of his

letter quoted above appears to have been quite
natural, but Fate had willed otherwise. Pro-
posals about allowances took time to mature
and before the goal could be attained, his health
began to fail and his untimely death put an end
to his hopes and the aspirations of his friends

about him. It is not known whether the novel
which was expected to come out ever saw the
light. The name chosen by him for it that is ” the

grave of exiles” remained as a sort of epitaph for

his last remains in Hyderabad.

Sarshar passed away on the 27th January
1902, at the age of 55 or 56. In his youth he
was a tall, fairly well built and handsome man,
known for his smiling face, his ready wit and his

power to entertain his hearers with his interesting

talk and with humorous quotations from the writ-

ings of famous poets, but towards the end of his

life in Hyderabad he was a very different man,
consumed by slow fever and reduced to a com-
parative skeleton. He could scarcely digest any
food. It is stated that he had unfortunately
taken to drinking in his youth and when the

habit grew, he could not shake it off. It became
one of the banes of his life. We are told by
Chakbast that even Maharaja Kishan Parshad
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vvithdre?' his patronage from Sarshar tovv-ards

tile latter part of his career in the Deccan.

This tragic end of snch a briiliant cvriter is

painful. Those who knev him say that the

fertility of his brain had also snSered during the

time that he spent in Hyderabad. In one of his

poemSj which he wrote for the Kashmiri Con-

ference, he has addressed a few lines to himself

showing that he regretted the decline of the power
of his pen. The lines are to the following effect

(in translation) :

—

" It is a thousand pities that thou didst

not realize thy own value with the gifts

which thou had. The former brilliance of

thy writings is gone. The damsel of thy
literary productions has lost the rose-like

glow on her cheeks. The strength of thy
memory? and the power of comprehension has
diminished. How could it last, as every
thing has its limits”.

The«ow-£fe-^/z«weof Sarshar, which Pt. Ratan
Nath had chosen in his youth, proved an unhappy
choice. The word “ Sarshar” means an “ inebriat-

ed person”. The augury unfortunately came true.

He has, however, left a name in Urdu literature

which will not be forgotten.

A feature of Sarshar’s life deserving special

mention is that he was singularly free of any
racial or communal feeling. The Hindus and the

Muslims were the same in his eyes and in cultural

tastes he had more in common with his Muslim
friends. He used to wear a Turkish cap which
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v»?as the popular head dress of the Musliir
those days. In all the photograghs that I

seen of him, he is wearing a Fez, but one dis

tion was noticeable that his cap was withe
tassel. It is difficult to say whether it wa:
chance that this tassel had dropped or wh*
the lack of it was meant as a distinguishing n
In literature, however,- there was hardly anyl
besides his name to show that his novels wer
composition of a Hindu author.

THE END








